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Abstract 

   Outcrops of late Quaternary deposits along the north–east coast of Mallorca were 

examined, and a high resolution chronological framework established using optically 

stimulated luminescence of quartz and feldspar grains.  Coastal sections at Es 

Barrancar and Cala Mata record a complex succession of alluvial fan deposition with 

a minor aeolian component, mainly deposited during the last two glacial cycles. For 

the last ~200ka different orbital configurations appear to have produced a series of 

subtly different climatic scenarios that resulted in great variations in the regional 

availability of moisture.  In turn, each of these climatic scenarios set in motion a 

distinct set of sedimentary processes, which imprinted themselves upon the 

character of fluvial system response recorded in the alluvial archives on Mallorca.  

Within the resulting complex of sediments were units of fluvially reworked aeolianite 

which, although truncated in places, were traceable laterally along wide sections of 

the sea front outcrops of both fan systems.  These archives yielded 47 new OSL and 

pIRIR290 ages which suggest a number of previously unrecognised periods of 

enhanced fluvial activity.  Luminescence ages identify significant ephemeral fluvial 

activity taking place during MIS 6, MIS 5 sub-stages d/c, b/a, and across the MIS 5/4 

boundary.  Another major phase of reworking corresponds with the middle part of 

MIS 3, and continued sporadically into the Last Glacial Maximum.  These fluvial 

reworking events have been interpreted as having taken place during cold arid 

climatic intervals, when vegetation was at a minimum, precipitation was low and 

displayed a much higher degree of seasonality, enhancing the effects of runoff.  
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Chapter One 

1.0 Introduction: The research question. 

1.1 Introduction 

   Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) stratigraphy indicates that profound climatic 

oscillations have occurred in the western Mediterranean over the last 200ka. The 

end of MIS 7 saw a global shift from a relatively warm and moist interglacial climate, 

to a regime dominated by much colder and arid glacial conditions (Martrat et al., 

2004).  The end of MIS 6 (referred to as Termination II) marked a transition back 

again to interglacial, temperate conditions that remained for much of MIS 5 (Rose et 

al., 1999).  However, while sub-stages 5e, 5c and 5a were indeed temperate, it is 

accepted that sub-stages 5d and 5b were typified by much cooler mean annual 

temperatures (Rose et al., 1999).  Glacial conditions then returned and appear to 

have dominated for the majority of MIS 4, 3, and 2; but even these cold stages were 

interspersed by brief periods of climatic amelioration (Rose et al., 1999; Fornós et al., 

2009).  

    At present the Mediterranean region lies between the sub-tropical and the mid-

latitude temperate climatic zones (Rose et al., 1999). However, during the cold 

stages of the late Quaternary the whole region was subjected to extended periods 

typified by significantly lower sea levels and much cooler and drier climatic 

conditions (Tzedakis, 2007).  These episodes of climatic deterioration led to reduced 

vegetation cover and introduced extreme seasonality to precipitation patterns (Rose 

et al., 1999).  This resulted in distinct changes in the character and calibre of alluvial 
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and fluvial sedimentation that are suggestive of distinct episodes typified by 

enhanced runoff, higher peaked river regimes, and increased rates of fluvial 

deposition (Macklin et al., 2002; Kasse et al., 2003); sediment gravity flow facies 

appear to share some association with the same episodes of climatic deterioration. 

   The significant changes in eustatic sea level observed during these cold periods, 

occurred due to large changes in global ice volumes on the Eurasian, North American 

and Antarctic continents (Shackleton, 1987).  Falling sea level exposed large areas of 

the continental shelf globally, and this provided a readily available source of 

sediment at a time when wind speeds were higher than today (Fornós et al., 2009; 

2012).  Coincident with this were enhanced aeolian dust contributions from the 

North African continent (Fornós et al., 2009; Andreucci et al., 2012).  These sources 

gave rise to a large proportion of the extensive aeolianite and loess deposits found 

right across the western Mediterranean (Fornós et al., 2009; 2012).     

   Palaeosols are seen as representing regional episodes of climatic amelioration 

across the Mediterranean basin, when conditions were stable and sedimentation 

low enough for pedogenic processes to dominate (Rose et al., 1999).  

   Alluvial systems frequently contain all of the above mentioned facies, and can 

therefore preserve a record of climatic change in the form of sedimentary archives. It 

has been successfully demonstrated that coastal alluvial fans around the 

Mediterranean respond in a particularly sensitive manner to climate, by means of 

rapid readjustment of gross sediment throughput, changing the geomorphological 

character of both catchment and fan (Rose et al., 1999; Macklin et al., 2002; 2012); 

as such they form a valuable high resolution record of environmental change.  
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   However, while clear climate signals are recorded in the lithofacies present in these 

coastal alluvial fan systems (Rose et al., 1990; Macklin and Lewin, 2008; Fornós et al., 

2009) the problem outlined in Lewin et al., (1995), Macklin et al., (2002) and Harvey 

et al., (2005) of there being a general lack of high resolution chronologies to 

adequately constrain the timing and duration of transitions between cold and 

temperate climatic oscillations, is still the case at present. 

1.1.2 The significance of Mediterranean fluvial archives 

   There is convincing evidence that Mediterranean fluvial systems have been highly 

responsive to millennial, sub-millennial and centennial scale variations in climate 

during the late Quaternary (Macklin and Lewin, 2008; Macklin et al., 2012). This has 

emerged largely from the compilation of individual case studies across the region by 

authors such as Macklin et al., (2002; 2012), and Macklin and Lewin (2008); all of 

which appear to suggest a close association exists between enhanced fluvial 

response and episodes of cooler climate, reduced moisture availability and the 

expansion of “steppic-type” vegetation across the Mediterranean during the last 

200ka.  

   The apparent close association that exists between Mediterranean fluvial systems 

and Quaternary climatic change is most likely a function of several key factors:  

   Many catchments within the Mediterranean region were important refugia for 

thermophilous plant species (Tzedakis et al., 2002; Macklin and Lewin, 2008; Fletcher 

et al., 2010; Harrison and Sanchez-Goñi, 2010; Moreno et al., 2012); consequently, 

even relatively small changes in regional climate would have had a significant effect 
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upon slope vegetation directly impacting slope stability, enhancing runoff and 

therefore producing a marked fluvial system response.  Similar coupling is absent at 

higher latitudes, and the same degree of sensitivity displayed by Mediterranean 

rivers is not found preserved in the fluvial archives of northern Europe (Macklin and 

Lewin, 2008).   

  The small steeply sloping catchments typically found in many coastal areas of the 

Mediterranean form systems that display a high degree of coupling; with the 

relatively high relief producing a steady supply of weathered materials, that are very 

effectively fed into the fluvial channels, at rates that are highly dependent upon the 

availability of moisture (Macklin et al., 2002; Macklin and Lewin, 2008).  Small 

catchment size limits accommodation space, significantly lowering residency times 

and increasing the sensitivity of this type of fluvial system.  This coupling is much less 

effective in lowland river systems at higher latitudes, which again reduces their 

responsiveness to climatic change (Macklin and Lewin, 2008).  

   Preservation is also a key consideration, with lower latitude sites more favourably 

positioned for the preservation of temporally extended/relatively complete fluvial 

archives.  This reflects the variable effects of glaciation, with much of the late 

Quaternary fluvial record being disturbed/removed from ice covered areas further 

north (Macklin and Lewin, 2008).  At Mediterranean latitudes only highland regions 

above ~1000m were subject to glaciation (Hughs and Woodward et al., 2008).  

   Tectonic induced changes to accommodation space have also played an important 

role in the creation of temporally extended, high-resolution archives of fluvial 

response to late Quaternary climatic change (Macklin and Lewin, 2008). This 
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parameter requires careful interpretation when considered in context with changes 

to eustatic sea level.  The complication arises because while it is certainly the case 

that both can influence rates of aggradation and incision in a very similar manner, 

only catchment responses directly resulting from changes to eustatic sea level reflect 

the prevailing climatic regime.  

   It has been suggested that the sensitivity of Mediterranean fluvial response 

appears to parallel that of many other palaeoenvironmental/palaeoclimatic proxy 

records in the region (both terrestrial and marine), which also demonstrate similarly 

abrupt responses to climate oscillations over the same period of time (Tzedakis, 

1994; 2005; Naughton et al., 2007; 2009; Macklin and Lewin, 2008; Moreno et al., 

2012). However, it is the high resolution temporal constrainment of these rapid 

responses preserved in the archives that has been lacking beyond the range of 14C 

dating.  This has made cross comparison of fluvial archives and other proxy records 

older than around ~60ka from geographically distant sites problematic.  

 

1.2 Study aims 

   The general aim of this research is to build upon existing palaeoclimatological work 

already undertaken in the western Mediterranean, specifically on the island of 

Mallorca.  The main goal of this study is to elucidate upon the response of selected 

small coastal alluvial fan systems in the western Mediterranean, and their 

catchments, to climatic change between Marine Isotope stages (MIS) 7 through to 2 

(~200ka to ~12ka).  Within these systems it is the temporal constrainment and 

characterisation of fluvial system response that will be the main focus of this study. 
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The objectives of the study are to:       

1. Establish a robust sampling strategy based upon a sound knowledge of the alluvial 

sequences present, and the potential palaeoenvironmental significance of each unit; 

2. Characterise the physical properties of alluvial fan sediments and palaeosols;  

3. Develop a high resolution depositional chronology using OSL and post-IR IRSL 

chronometric dating;  

4. Combine data from this research with marine core M40/87SL climate proxy data 

to establish how small catchments and coastal fan systems have responded to 

continental and regional scale climate change; 

5. Evaluate the significance, timing and nature of fluvial system response to climatic 

change on Mallorca over the last 200ka. 

 

1.3 Thesis structure 

The thesis is structured in the following manner: 

Chapter 1 Introduction: The research question: outlines the study aims and 

objectives, while also providing rationale for the research question.  

Chapter 2 Mallorca: Geologic/geographic setting and background: provides local 

context for the study area on the Balearic island of Mallorca, by providing overviews 

of geological/morphotectonic setting, and the prevailing climatic regime.   
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Chapter 3 Proxy records: deciphering palaeoclimatic/palaeoenvironmental change: 

introduces the concept of orbital/sub-orbital scale climate forcing mechanisms, and 

outlines how the interpretation of selected marine and terrestrial archives can be 

used to assist with characterisation of the resulting palaeoclimatic and 

palaeoenvironmental variability.  

Chapter 4 Lithofacies, allostratigraphy and depositional system: describes the 

lithofacies present in the study area, along with allostratigraphic subdivisions.  The 

chapter also provides an interpretation of each unit in terms of depositional system, 

and some palaeoclimatic context. 

Chapter 5 Optically stimulated luminescence dating: outlines all aspects of 

luminescence dating methodology; from fundamentals of the technique, to sampling 

strategy and rationale, on through to measurement protocols, and finally the 

presentation of results. 

Chapter 6 Quantifying late Quaternary fluvial system response to climatic change: 

presents the luminescence ages in combination with the stratigraphy, and then 

places them in context with proxy data from the M40/87SL ocean core.  The 

different climatic scenarios are then considered in the context of Dansgaard-

Oeschger variability, and finally the significance of orbital timescale climate forcing.   

Chapter 7 Conclusions: Reconstructing fluvial system response: the thesis concludes 

by presenting a series of conceptual models that summarise the sequence of events 

responsible for the emplacement of the sedimentary units observed along the sea 

front sections of the Cala Mata and Es Barrancar alluvial fan systems.  
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Chapter Two 

2.0 Mallorca: Geologic/geographic setting and background. 

2.1 Introduction 

   The island of Mallorca is located in the middle of the western Mediterranean basin, 

straddling latitude 39°N.  As such, it occupies a strategic locality between the present 

day sub-tropical and the mid-latitude temperate climatic zones (Rose et al., 1999). 

However, during the cold stages of the last few hundred thousand years it is 

understood that the whole region was subjected to extended periods typified by 

significantly lower sea levels and much cooler and drier climatic conditions (Tzedakis, 

2007).  Mallorca also has a diverse range of geo-archives, which span the late 

Palaeozoic to the Quaternary with very few hiatuses.  It is the palaeoclimatic 

information that can be gleaned from the study of late Quaternary alluvial sediments 

along selected coastal sections of the island that is of particular interest to this study.  

The focus of this chapter therefore, is to contextualise the setting and provide a 

rationale supporting the choice of field study area. 

 

2.2 Climatic setting 

   Mallorca currently experiences a Mediterranean-type climatic regime with hot dry 

summers and mild wet winters. The mean annual temperature is ~17°C, with mean 

winter values ~10°C and summer values of ~25°C (Rose et al., 1999; Gelabert et al., 

2003; Ginés et al., 2012).  Mean annual precipitation is ~500 mm, with much of this 

being concentrated in autumn (Guijarro, 1986).   This skewed rainfall pattern 

develops as a function of the heat soaked up by the surrounding Mediterranean Sea 
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during the summer months.  In the autumn, release of this latent heat destabilises 

the atmosphere creating storms as cold tropospheric air masses interact with the 

warmer sea. Such storms have the potential to deliver large volumes of concentrated 

rainfall (>200 lm2 per day), and generate flash floods in the mountain catchments 

(Ginés et al., 2012). 

   Another important feature of the Mallorcan climate that is also derived from its 

Mediterranean character is its temporal variability (Gelabert et al., 2003).   This 

variability results from the powerful winter influence of the North Atlantic Oscillation 

(NAO); which is defined as the pressure gradient between the Iceland Low and the 

Azores High (Hurrell et al., 2003).  Strong gradients that result from a positive mode 

of the NAO, determine winter dryness in the western Mediterranean, and high 

rainfall levels in Northern Europe. Weak gradients produce a southward 

displacement of the prevailing westerly winter winds, bringing moisture to the 

region at the expense of lowering precipitation at higher latitudes (Hurrell, 1995; 

Trigo et al., 2004).  Over the last century the influence of the NAO has affected the 

range of mean annual precipitation by as much as 500mm (>1000mm to <500mm), 

and altered its distribution throughout the year (Lopez-Moreno and Vincente-

Serrano, 2007; Ginés et al., 2012).  During the same period of time it has caused 

mean annual temperatures to fluctuate by ~3°C (maximum 18.8°C, minimum 

15.7°C).   

   The climate of Mallorca is also strongly influenced by the regional orography; with 

the Atlas Mountains to the south, the Betic and the Iberian ranges to the west, and 

the Pyrenees and Alps to the north, all acting as barriers to atmospheric circulation 
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patterns, producing great contrasts between highly modified air masses entering the 

western Mediterranean (Kuhlemann et al., 2008; Ginés et al., 2012).  This geographic 

feature is part of the reason why during the autumn and winter months, the western 

Mediterranean is one of the most cyclogenetically active areas in the world 

(Guijarro, 1995).  

 

2.3 Geologic setting 

2.3.1 Introduction 

   Mallorca, with a coastal perimeter of ~560km and a surface area of ~3,640km2, is 

the largest island of the Balearic archipelago (Sábat et al., 2011; Ginés et al., 2012). 

Along with the rest of the Balearics, the island of Mallorca forms part of the 440km 

long Balearic Promontory (Gelabert et al., 2003; Ginés et al., 2012).  This is a mostly 

submarine, north-east to south-west trending feature that represents a north-

eastward extension of the external and northern internal Betic Ranges; stretching 

from the Cap de la Nau (on the Iberian Peninsula) along to its most northerly point, 

the island of Menorca (Sábat et al., 1998; Ginés et al., 2012). The Balearic 

Promontory is delimited by steep slopes, which fall away to the Algerian Basin in the 

east/south-east, and to the Catalan-Balearic Basin in the west/north-west (Fornόs 

and Ahr, 2006).  

  The island is part of a folded and thrusted belt that resulted from the collision 

between the African and Iberian/Eurasian continental plates (Sábat et al., 2011; 

Ginés et al., 2012; Torne et al., 2015). Collision began in the Upper Cretaceous 

(~84Ma) and continued to the Middle Miocene (~15Ma).  Atlantic rifting over this 

period introduced an anticlockwise rotation to the northward drift of Africa; 
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affecting the Betics and forming the Balearic Promontory (Sábat et al., 2011; Torne 

et al., 2015).  The imbricated thrust sheets that typify the structural geology of 

Mallorca were mainly produced during the Alpine orogony (Ginés et al., 2012). 

Deformation and collision eventually gave way to extensional tectonics during the 

late Neogene, resulting in Mallorca becoming the most extended emergent sector of 

the Balearic Promontory (Ginés et al., 2012; Torne et al., 2015). 

2.3.2 Morphotectonic arrangement 

   Mallorca has a basin and range morphotectonic structure (Sábat et al., 2011), that 

takes the form of three distinct faulted blocks: the Serra de Tramuntana, Es Pla (or 

Central Range), and the Serres de Llevant (Figure 2.1).  Late Neogene extension 

resulted in a series of horsts and grabens lengthened in a NE-SW direction; with the 

horsts forming the mountain ridges of the Serra de Tramuntana and Serres de 

Llevant, and the grabens dominating in the Es Pla/Central Range (Gibbons and 

Moreno, 2002; Sábat et al., 2011; Ginés et al., 2012).  

  The steep relief of the Serra de Tramuntana makes it the most prominent mountain 

chain on Mallorca, spanning the whole north-western part of the island.  Its structure 

forms a 90km long, 15km wide complex of folds, faults and thrust sheets of pre-

Miocene basement trending south-west to north-east, that contains several peaks 

over 1,000m in height.   

   The rugged and cliff-lined north-west facing coast offers a sharp contrast to the 

gentler south-east inland facing slopes. This contrast is largely an expression of the 

maturity of the relief; while the coastal side represents juvenile relief, which is 

actively undergoing intense weathering and erosion resulting in frequent rockslides, 

the south-eastern inland slopes reflect a more subdued and mature morphology that 
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was last subjected to significant modification during the Upper Neogene (Jenkyns et 

al., 1990; Ginés et al., 2012). 

   The Es Pla or Central Range (Figure 2.1) covers an area of much lower relief 

between the Serra de Tramuntana and Serres de Llevant.  Large parts are completely 

flat, but there are areas of undulating relief, with elevations even rising to ~540m in 

a few places.  The plains correspond to regions that were subjected to subsidence 

during the Upper Neogene and Quaternary.  Much of the Central Range is now 

covered by red “terra rossa” soils, that overlie deposits of late Tertiary and 

Quaternary age (Ginés et al., 2012).  

   To the east, the Serres de Llevant Mountains run parallel to the south-eastern 

coastline, and generally display a lower degree of topographic and geomorphologic 

extremes than the Tramuntana, even though the range reaches a maximum height 

of 560 m. The Serres de Llevant is a south-west/north-east trending thrust complex, 

composed mostly of folded Mesozoic carbonates that also include other lithologies 

of Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous, Paleogene and Miocene age (Jenkyns et al., 1990; 

Gelabert et al., 2003; Ginés et al., 2012).  

2.3.3 Geological history 

   The approximate thickness of the Mallorcan stratigraphic sequence is ~3,000m; of 

this, Mesozoic carbonate rocks constitute the vast majority, with the occurrence of 

siliciclastic deposits restricted to a few small outcrops.(Ginés et al., 2012).  One such 

outcrop is located at the north-western end of the Serra de Tramuntana; these 

quartz sands intercalated with grey pelites constitute the oldest rocks on the island, 

and are Carboniferous in age (Jenkyns et al., 1990).  
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2.3.3.1 Mesozoic facies  

   The Mesozoic sequence is over 1,500m in thickness; with rocks of Triassic, Jurassic 

and Cretaceous rocks accounting for the vast majority of outcrop in both mountain 

ranges. 

   The Triassic is represented by a series of; continental facies characterised by fluvio-

lacustrine sandstones and mudstones; regressive/lacustrine facies represented by 

marls and evaporates; and shallow marine facies that are dominated by limestones, 

marls and dolomites (Jenkyns et al., 1990; Gelabert et al., 2003; Ginés et al., 2012). 

   On Mallorca, the lowest 150m of the Jurassic are dolomitic, and mark the 

beginning of an episode of marine sedimentation into progressively deepening water 

that continues through the rest of the Mesozoic.  This deepening was probably in 

part eustatic and part tectonic, related in some way to Tethyan rifting (Jenkyns et al., 

1990).  Above the dolomites are massive micritic limestones that obtain a maximum 

thickness of ~400m.  These rocks were deposited during the Lias onto a shallow 

marine carbonate platform.  Sedimentation during the Middle Jurassic and Upper 

Jurassic produced lithologies that mark a progressive transition towards more 

hemipelagic and pelagic environments (Jenkyns et al., 1990; Ginés et al., 2012).  

   Pelagic sedimentation continued during the Lower Cretaceous, with the deposition 

of marls/marly limestones and organic carbon-rich blue black shales into increasingly 

deep oxygen depleted water.  The Cretaceous is poorly represented on Mallorca, 

reaching a maximum thickness of ~150m, but usually constituting much more 

modest accumulations (Jenkyns et al., 1990; Ginés et al., 2012).  
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2.3.3.2 Tertiary facies 

   Tertiary rocks are well represented in Mallorca, accounting for a thickness in excess 

of 1,500m.  During the Early Tertiary the Balearic Promontory became emergent as a 

result of regional uplift of the Mesozoic sub-stratum (Jenkyns et al., 1990).  The 

subsequent depositional hiatus and erosion resulted in the absence of Paleocene 

and Lower Eocene deposits from the entire area.   Erosion around this time probably 

also affected the Upper Cretaceous deposits (Jenkyns et al., 1990; Ginés et al., 2012).  

   A very limited outcrop of older Paleogene marine littoral calcarenites and marls 

occurs in the Serres de Llevant and Serra de Tramuntana; and these are most likely 

of Middle and Upper Eocene age (Jenkyns et al., 1990; Ginés et al., 2012).  Eocene 

lignites are occasionally found interbedded within non-marine lacustrine carbonate 

sediments (Jenkyns et al., 1990).  

    Late Oligocene terrestrial sequences are much more widespread, occurring in both 

the Serres de Llevant and the Serra de Tramuntana.  These consist of mainly detrital 

rich units in the form of massive sandstones, siltstones and reddish clays, but also 

polygenic conglomerates, lignites and limestones.  This range of environments (from 

fluvial to lacustrine, to marine) reflects a continuing pattern of eustatic transgression 

and regression (Jenkyns et al., 1990). 

  Deposition of continental clastic, fan delta and lacustrine sediments continued into 

the lower part of the Middle Miocene; there is also evidence of local transient 

marine incursions (Jenkyns et al., 1990).  A sedimentary hiatus followed in the latter 

stages of the Middle Miocene, caused by the onset of orogeny.  When deposition 

resumed it took the form of turbidites, clays, glauconitic marls and diatomaceous 
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sediments indicating local rapid subsidence linked to extensional faulting (Jenkyns et 

al., 1990; Ginés et al., 2012).   

   Rocks dating from the Upper Miocene form tabular shallow water carbonate facies 

that surround the mountain ranges, known as “Migjorn”.  This Tortonian-Messinian 

reef sequence presently also delimits the coastal cliffs in the south and east of 

Mallorca. The basal (Tortonian) part of the sequence consists of alternating 

calcarenite and calcareous silts which develop vertically into massive Messinian reef 

limestones that are capped by oolitic, stromatolitic and calcilutites facies containing 

rhizoliths, that are interpreted as belonging to mangrove-like vegetation (Jenkyns et 

al., 1990; Ginés et al., 2012).    

   Outcrop of Pliocene facies are scarce in Mallorca, despite achieving a thickness of 

over 200m.  These marls, conglomerates and calcarenites are believed to have 

accumulated in bay, littoral and deltaic environments at the foot of areas with 

elevated relief where they have mostly been smothered by the products of 

weathering (Jenkyns et al., 1990; Ginés et al., 2012).   It is thought that the beach 

dune calcarenites may actually span the Plio-Quaternary boundary.  

2.3.3.3 Quaternary facies of Mallorca 

  Post Pliocene, the climate of Mallorca became much cooler and was subject to large 

fluctuations in the availability of moisture in response to declining global 

temperatures and continental ice accumulation at much higher latitudes.  The 

resulting shifts between glacial and interglacial regimes produced a series of glacio-

eustatic littoral-sedimentary cycles.  Sediments within each cycle consist of 

transgressive marine beach deposits around the coastline capped by palaeosols; this 

is followed by the deposition of colluvial silts, aeolianites and repeated periods of
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soil formation (Jenkyns et al., 1990; Fornόs et al., 2005).  At various stages within 

these hemicycles extensive alluvial sedimentation was taking place along the fringes 

of the Serres de Llevant and Serra de Tramuntana, which was accompanied by 

episodes of fluvial down-cutting and the deposition of gravels in the central lowlands 

(Jenkyns et al., 1990; Ginés et al., 2012).  In the western Mediterranean, alluvial and 

fluvial sedimentation of this kind have been linked to a very specific set of climatic 

conditions.  They are therefore potentially very useful indicators of mid-latitude 

palaeoclimatic regime (Rose et al., 1999; Macklin et al., 2002; 2012; Macklin and 

Lewin, 2008; Fornós et al., 2009). 

 

2.4 Study area 

  2.4.1 Locality and general setting 

 The study area is located on north-west facing littoral range-front slopes of the 

Serres de Llevant, on the lateral margin of Alcudia Bay (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2). 

This northern end of the Llevant Range forms a dissected scarp ridge some 400-

500m high, composed mainly of Jurassic (Lias) limestones and Triassic (Norian) 

dolomites with interbedded marls (Jenkyns et al., 1990; Gelabert et al., 2003).   It is 

bounded by a north-east to south-west striking, north-west dipping, pre-Pliocene 

normal fault that separates the Llevant Range from the adjacent basin/bay (Gelabert 

et al., 2003).   

   Alcudia Bay has a flat bathymetry with a maximum water depth of ~50m. The 

basins offshore sedimentation is dominated by sea-grass, (to a lesser extent) 
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calcareous red algae, and there are significant terrigenous inputs from ephemeral 

streams discharging intermittently into the bay from the Es Pla/Central Range; this 

drains an area exceeding 450 km2.  During cooler climatic episodes of the late 

Quaternary eustatic sea-level was lower, allowing ephemeral fluvial activity to 

extend much further out across emergent parts of Alcudia Bay (Van Andel, 1989).  

There is also a suggestion that alluvial activity extended much further out into bay at 

these times.  High resolution seismic profile data indicates that a significant thickness 

of undisturbed Quaternary sediments resides under the bay, and that these possibly 

extend back to the Plio-Quaternary boundary (Gelabert et al., 2003). 

   Where the south-eastern flank of Alcudia Bay meets the range-front, the area is 

characterised by a piedmont zone, made up of Quaternary alluvial sediments that 

form a complex of coalescent alluvial fans, debris scree and cemented bioclastic 

aeolianite dunes (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3).  Together these deposits evidence 

episodic sediment gravity flow, aeolian and fluvial activity spanning at least the last 

200ka (Rose et al., 1999; Fornόs et al., 2009; and this study).  Historically, activity 

along this front has taken the form of ephemeral storm generated flash flooding 

events; these can generate both hyperconcentrated and debris flows, capable of 

transporting coarse clastics from gravel to boulder size (Gelabert et al., 2003). 

2.4.2 Site selection 

   Two sea-front catchment sections were selected for study and sampling; the Cala 

Mata fan system extends north-west from the village of Betlem; the Es Barrancar fan 

occupies a position around 1.5km further north-west along the coast (Figure 2.2).  

Both fans occupy the base of small catchments greatly limiting the available 

accommodation space, and increasing the likelihood of a rapid sedimentary response 
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to millennial/sub-millennial scale climatic oscillations (Hooke and Rohrer, 1979; 

Harvey, 2002a/b; Gelabert et al., 2002; Macklin et al., 2012).  The exposed coastal 

sections of each appeared to completely dissect the medial portion of the alluvial fan 

system, and accessibility to the outcrops was on the whole considered to be very 

good and would not substantially limit sampling opportunities. 

   Alluvial fan evolution was provisionally established by logging the sea-front 

sections of both fans, and correlating them on the basis of palaeosol horizons and 

significant unconformities. The geometric relationships between the different 

sedimentary bodies, and unit thicknesses displayed a high degree of lateral 

variability some of which appeared to be closely related to the palaeo-topography.  

Despite this, the catchments were found to reflect very similar interactions between 

aeolian deposits, different fan deposits (debris flows, and fluvial sheet-flood/channel 

lags) and clay rich soils/colluvial deposits (these are described in more detail for 

Chapter 4); which combined to form a stacked architecture in both cases (Figure 

2.3).   

  The combination of small catchment size, accessibility to outcrop, the stacked 

architecture of the systems (avoiding the complexity posed by telescopic fan 

architectures; Harvey et al., 1999), and exposure of the medial portion of each fan 

(not the distal) greatly increased the likelihood that this area could deliver a near 

complete record (in the form of sedimentary archives) of climatic and environmental 

change over the last glacial cycle (on the basis of the age range established by Rose 

et al., 1999).  

  The selected fan sites also offered a wide range of sediments (aeolianite and fluvial 

sands, and palaeosols) with a high potential of obtaining luminescence age estimates 
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(Fuller et al., 1996; 1998; Rose et al., 1999; Fornόs et al., 2009; Thiel et al., 2010; 

Andreucci et al., 2009; 2010a; 2010b; 2012; 2013; 2014; Zucca et al., 2014).  It was 

felt that this greatly increased the likelihood of constructing a high resolution 

chronology that would be sufficient to provide effective temporal constrainment of 

climate induced millennial/sub-millennial changes in fluvial response. 

   Finally, despite its fault bounded nature, the northern range-front of the Llevant is 

a relatively stable area that has experienced negligible tectonic activity over the last 

200ka (Fornόs et al., 2002; Silva et al., 2005). Therefore, the interpretation of 

sedimentary responses to adjustments in base level/accommodation space becomes 

relatively less complex; this is because there are no tectonic effects to be separated 

from those arising in response to eustatic sea-level change.
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Chapter Three 

3.0 Proxy records: deciphering palaeoclimatic /palaeoenvironmental change. 

3.1 Introduction 

   The use of proxy data is of great significance to the understanding of past climatic 

fluctuations. However, for a proxy to be considered of relevance requires a good 

understanding of dominant and less significant factors that influence the process.  

For example, if a change in an archive appears to be due to climatic variability, which 

was the key factor that initiated that response; a change of temperature or moisture 

availability?   

   Despite the importance of proxy data no single archive can provide a complete and 

secure record of palaeoclimatic or palaeoenvironmental change.  There also exists 

then an issue of comparability.  It must be possible to demonstrate that there is a 

sufficiently plausible climatic link between the proxy data derived from one archive, 

and those data measured in others.  Three archives of proxy data (two marine and 

one terrestrial) were considered to be sufficiently well understood, could 

demonstrate that they were sufficiently sensitive to climate forcing in the published 

literature, and were readily obtainable: marine calcite δ18O and UK
37 alkenone 

archives from ocean core MD40/87SL; terrestrial sedimentary archives from the Cala 

Mata and Es Barrancar alluvial fans. 

  The marine calcite δ18O archive offers one of the best proxy records of global 

changes in climate due to its versatility (Imbrie et al., 1984; Martinson et al., 1987).  

This has been used as a reference for global, regional and local temperatures, and to 
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some degree local precipitation and terrestrial run-off as well as an indicator of 

global ice volumes (Mix and Ruddiman, 1984).  

    Measurement of certain marine organic compounds called alkenones, offers a 

more selective proxy capable of providing local sea surface palaeotemperature 

information. The abundance of these compounds can be closely correlated with the 

δ18O record from the middle Pleistocene onwards (Eglinton et al., 1992). 

   Sections 3.3 and 3.4 outline how these selected marine archives can deliver 

information about the processes that were responsible for their formation.  Changes 

within the archive indicate changes in the process, but time resolution is also critical; 

it is therefore essential to have a means of obtaining reliable chronological 

information with a good enough resolution to know the end point of one process 

and the beginning of another.  In the absence of materials suitable for radiocarbon 

dating this has proved problematic for these archives.   

   Processes that affect the terrestrial environment are very closely related to 

changes in moisture availability (Zielhofer et al., 2008).  For the detection of climatic 

changes in terms of local and regional precipitation patterns it is then most useful to 

focus upon terrestrial archives.  Sedimentary fluvial archives combine the advantage 

of being an effective means of assessing regional moisture availability, with (as they 

also contain quartz and/or feldspar) being one of the more preferred options for 

luminescence dating (Macklin et al., 2002; 2012; Jain et al., 2004; Cunningham and 

Wallinga, 2012). It has been demonstrated that other sedimentary archives, such as 

palaeosols and aeolian dunes can also yield relevant information on moisture 

availability, and they have been used successfully in luminescence dating (Fornόs et 
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al., 2009;  Andreucci et al., 2012).  As has been mentioned previously, alluvial 

systems in the study area contain all three.  

   By means of investigating the clear environmental signals preserved in alluvial 

terrestrial archives (outlined in section 3.5, and Chapter 4); producing a robust high 

resolution chronology (Chapter 5) to temporally constrain individual lithofacies; and 

then cross referencing the results with local and more regional δ18O and alkenone 

climate proxy signals (Chapter 6); it should be possible to make informed inferences 

about orbital/sub-orbital scale climate forcing (section 3.2), and the terrestrial 

response to this over the last 200ka in the western Mediterranean. 

  

3.2 Orbital scale forcing of climate 

3.2.1 Introduction 

   There have been marked variations in the Earths climate over the past 200ka, 

ranging from cold fully glacial conditions to milder more temperate interglacial 

conditions (Hayes et al., 1976).  This climatic variability appears to have been driven 

by complex interactions between sub-orbital parameters such as atmospheric and 

oceanic circulation, and greenhouse gas concentrations; and orbital parameters such 

as precession, obliquity and eccentricity that are believed to lead to changes in 

maximum high latitude summer insolation values (Milanković et al., 1941; Ruddiman, 

2003; Wainer et al., 2011).  This has been termed “Milanković forcing”. 

   Subtle interactions between these orbital and sub orbital parameters result in both 

negative and positive feedbacks that force climate towards either colder, or towards 
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more temperate states (O’Hare et al., 2005).  For example, increased high latitude 

summer insolation raises mean annual temperatures; this melts ice sheets, changing 

albedo.  The exposed darker land and sea surfaces absorb rather than reflect solar 

radiation, reinforcing the warming trend, which in turn intensifies the melting, and 

so on. (O’Hare et al. 2005).   

3.2.2 Milanković forcing in the context of late Quaternary climatic variability 

   The principal driver for the major transitions from glacial to interglacial conditions 

(known as Terminations) is thought to occur as a result of changes in the Earths 

orbital parameters; the eccentricity, obliquity and precession (Lourantou et al., 2010; 

Feng and Bailer-Jones, 2015).   Studies undertaken by Shackleton and Opdyke (1973), 

and Hays et al., (1976) demonstrated that palaeoclimatic variability during the 

Pleistocene appears to closely align with the 19-23kyr periodicity associated with 

precession, the ~41kyr associated with obliquity, and the ~100kyr associated with 

eccentricity (Feng and Bailer-Jones, 2015).  

    When extremes of orbital eccentricity (perihelion, when the orbit is closest to the 

sun; aphelion, when the orbit is at its furthest point; marked P and A respectively on 

Figure 3.1), obliquity (axial tilt) and precession (wobble) align the combined 

insolation forcing is sufficiently large to initiate a change in the climatic state 

(Ruddiman, 2003; O’Hare et al., 2005).  Large Northern Hemisphere summer 

insolation maxima (65° latitude) rapidly melt large volumes of ice because ablation 

rates, resulting from the overall warmer temperatures, are higher than accumulation 

rates at colder times of the year (Ruddiman, 2003; Schulz and Zeebe, 2006).   
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Figure 3.2 illustrates how closely methane and carbon dioxide maxima coincide with 

an approximation of Northern Hemisphere (65°) summer insolation maxima.  These 

powerful green house gases enhance the overall positive forcing effect and push the 

climate further towards an interglacial state (Ruddiman, 2003; Lourantou et al., 

2011).  The interglacial state may persist through several precessional cycles due to 

poor alignment of insolation minima, precession and obliquity (Ruddiman, 2003).  As 

the positive effect of insolation is gradually reduced so is ablation, and eventually the 

system can no longer be held in an interglacial state (Ruddiman, 2003).   

   As the climate gradually cools the system appears to become more vulnerable to 

the next close alignment of obliquity, eccentricity and precessional minima 

(Ruddiman, 2003).  When this occurs there is a shift back towards much colder mean 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 The orbital parameters responsible for Milanković forcing of the Earth climate.  

The letters A and P on the Eccentricity diagram are representative of the orbital extremes 

aphelion and perihelion respectively (after de Boer, 1983). 
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annual temperatures, leading eventually to the onset of full glacial conditions 

(Ruddiman, 2003).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   The orbitally forced periodicity of this glacial/interglacial cycle is recorded in 

palaeo-climatic proxies (Feng and Bailer-Jones, 2015) which are sensitive to changes 

in global ice volume and ocean temperature (see section 3.3). The predictability of 

the periodicity allows for orbital tuning to be routinely used in the age models of 

these palaeoclimatic proxy records (Hays et al., 1976; Imbrie et al., 1984; Martinson 

et al., 1987; Shackleton, 1995; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005).  Orbital tuning involves 

“wiggle matching” of proxy data such as δ18O and Uk
37 alkenone derived sea-surface 

temperature data sets, with curves derived for the orbital parameters.  This can be 

 

Figure 3.2 Illustrating the close association between Northern Hemisphere summer 

isolation maxima (yellow), methane (grey), and CO2 (green) over the last 100ka.  Solar 

insolation data adapted from Figure 6.2, plot iv.; methane data from GISP2 (Brook et al., 

1996); CO2 data from Vostok ice core (Barnola et al., 1987). 
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refined by including fixed points of a known age derived using a radiometric dating 

method such as radiocarbon or luminescence, or in a more relativistic manner using 

a method such as magnetostratigraphy (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973).   

 

3.3 Stable oxygen isotope ratios - δ18O 

3.3.1 Introduction 

   Oxygen exists as heavy and light isotopes, which makes it a useful proxy 

temperature indicator in palaeoclimate reconstruction. δ18O analyses of marine 

carbonate sediments have been used as a proxy palaeoclimatic indicator since the 

1950s.  In 1947 Urey predicted measurable variations in 18O:16O ratios that were 

directly attributable to the temperature of CaCO3 precipitation.  On the basis of this 

hypothesis, Emiliani (1955; 1958; 1964; 1970) went on to observe fluctuations in the 

δ18O of Pleistocene planktonic foraminifera obtained from cores drilled in the 

Caribbean Sea and equatorial Atlantic Ocean.  Emiliani was the first to interpret 

these fluctuations as representing the changes between glacial and interglacial 

climatic regimes.   

   As the science developed it was recognised that these fluctuations in δ18O values in 

seawater were in fact most likely related to glacio-eustatic changes in sea level 

(Wadleigh, 1995); Emiliani’s glacial/interglacial stages then became the basis for the 

oxygen isotope stratigraphy used for Pleistocene sediments.  These were then 

refined by Shackleton and Opdyke (1973) by using magneto-stratigraphy to identify 

and constrain the boundaries of 22 marine oxygen isotope stages (Wadleigh, 1995).  
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3.3.2 Basic principles of the stable oxygen isotope method 

   All oxygen atoms have 8 protons, but the nucleus can contain 8, 9, or 10 neutrons. 

Of the three isotopic forms 16O and 18O are important for oxygen isotope analysis of 

the marine sedimentary record.  The light variety (16O) containing 8 protons and 8 

neutrons, is the most common isotope found in nature.  The heavy variety (18O) 

containing 8 protons and 10 neutrons, is much less common (only ~0.02% of 

oxygen).  The ratio of 18O:16O in the natural environment varies between 1:495 and 

1:515, with 1:500 being the average approximation (Lowe and Walker, 1997).  

   These ratios are not a measure in absolute terms, but are an expression of relative 

deviations (δ18O per mil) from a laboratory standard value.  The 18O standard value 

used for comparison of δ18Oseawater is based on the ratio of oxygen isotopes as 

specified in the Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (δ18OVSMOW); for δ18Ocarbonate the 

ratio is based upon the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (δ18OVPDB), (Schöne et al., 2005).  

The oxygen isotope ratios are then expressed as a positive or negative value relative 

to the VSMOW/VPDB standard.   

The equation used in the calculation can be summarised as:  

 

 

 

 

 

δ18O = 1000 x 
18O/16O sample - 18O/16O standard  

              18O/16O standard 
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3.3.3 Oxygen isotope analysis, oceanic water and marine organisms 

   A δ18O value of -8 ‰ would indicate that the sample is 0.8% deficient in 18O 

relative to the standard, and would be described as being isotopically lighter in 

comparison. Deviations from the standard are the result of natural fractionation of 

oxygen isotopes during evaporation and condensation taking place at the ocean 

surface (Lowe and Walker, 1997).  Consequently, the δ18Oseawater reflects local 

evaporation and rates of freshwater input.  Water molecules are made up of two 

hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom. H2
16O molecules containing isotopically light 

oxygen evaporate slightly more readily than H2
18O water molecules containing 

isotopically heavy oxygen. Conversely, H2
18O water vapour molecules containing the 

isotopically heavy variety of oxygen condense slightly more readily. 

3.3.3.1 Oceanic water 

   As air cools by rising into the atmosphere or moving toward higher latitudes, 

moisture will begin to condense and fall as precipitation.  At first any precipitation 

contains a higher ratio of H2
18O water made of isotopically heavy oxygen, since those 

molecules will tend to condense more easily. The remaining moisture becomes 

increasingly depleted in isotopically heavy oxygen as the air masses continue to 

move into colder regions, and are increasingly less able to absorb the isotopically 

heavy water (Lowe and Walker, 1997).  As the moisture reaches the higher latitudes, 

the precipitation contains a higher ratio H2
16O isotopically light water molecules.  

Changes in climate that alter global patterns of evaporation and precipitation 

therefore change the background δ18O ratio. 
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   During glacial stages, cooler temperatures extend toward the equator, so the water 

vapour containing heavy oxygen rains out of the atmosphere at even lower latitudes 

than it would otherwise do.  The moisture laden air masses moving toward the poles 

become relatively enriched in isotopically light H2
16O, this condenses falling as 

precipitation onto the continental ice sheets; in turn this is reflected in the isotopic 

composition of any glacial ice form at a given time (Lowe and Walker, 1997).  The 

water remaining in the ocean develops an increasingly higher ratio of heavy H2
18O, 

compared to the δ18OVSMOW.   

   During interglacial stages temperatures rise, ice sheets melt and the resulting 

runoff flows into the ocean.  This returns the isotopically light H2
16O that was 

previously trapped on the land, back to the ocean. Global concentrations of 

isotopically light oxygen in ocean water higher than the δ18OVSMOW indicate that a 

global increase in temperatures has taken place, resulting in a reduction in 

continental ice volumes.   

   Oxygen isotope ratios locked in continental ice sheets can therefore be used to 

estimate global land ice volumes (Mix and Ruddiman, 1984).  Such investigations 

have been undertaken since the late 1960’s, when retrieval of ice cores in Greenland 

and Antarctica began.  When recovered as ice cores δ18Oice provide a vertical 

timeline of palaeoclimatic information spanning tens of thousands of years.  

3.3.3.2 Biogenic calcium carbonate 

   As well as using oxygen isotope ratios from water, palaeoclimatologists also use the 

δ18O from the shells of certain marine animal species preserved in deep sea 
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sediments to reconstruct the temperature and isotopic composition of oceanic 

waters.  Marine organisms such as foraminifera secrete calcium carbonate (CaCO3) 

shells, and extract oxygen from H2O, and CO2 dissolved in the surrounding oceanic 

water for this purpose (Khan and Williams, 1981). Carbon dioxide provides two of 

the oxygen atoms in the calcium carbonate, the third coming from the water.  The 

δ18Ocarbonate in fossil foraminifera shells buried in sediments on the ocean floor should 

therefore reflect the δ18Oseawater that prevailed in the water column at the time of 

their secretion.   

   Isotopic data obtained from benthic species of foraminifera have more positive 

δ18O values than planktonic species, as a function of the higher δ18O content of deep 

oceanic waters.  However, this can easily be corrected for and as the basic principle 

of enrichment and depletion is the same, the isotopic profiles of both benthic and 

planktonic species still reflect the broad climatic global glacial/interglacial oscillations 

(Jansen, 1989).   

   The sensitivity of this proxy record to climatic change is illustrated by the LR04 

Benthic Stack; a record of the 18Obethic composed of 57 globally distributed ocean 

cores (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005).  Note in that in Figure 3.3 there has been a marked 

global shift to increasingly positive 18Obethic over the 5.5Ma span of this record 

strongly indicating the steady increase in long term, global average ice volumes.   

   The change in this signal (~1250ka) represents a decrease in global sea surface 

temperatures (SST) and by an increase in African and Asian aridity and monsoonal 
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intensity (Clark et al., 2006), following the emergence of low-frequency, high-

amplitude glacial variability with a periodicity of ~100kyr, typical of the latter part of 

the Pleistocene. 

3.3.4 Reliability 

There exist two important limitations of this method: 

   Firstly, calcium carbonate of biogenic origin is not always in equilibrium with 

seawater.  For example, the work of Khan and Williams (1981) assert that isotopic 

composition of the tests of many kinds of foraminifera appears to be completely 

unrelated to environmental conditions.  It is therefore necessary to restrict analyses 

to a limited number of species (for example Globigerinoides ruber or Globigerina 

bulloides Figure 3.4) where this effect is minimal to avoid complications when 

interpreting the results. 
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   Secondly, it is necessary to assume a value for the oxygen isotopic composition of 

seawater (VSMOW) in order to calculate temperature (Wadleigh, 1995).  Oceanic 

water of a greater salinity than the VSMOW will have higher 18O content relative to 

the 16O content, as the lighter isotope is preferentially concentrated in the vapour 

phase during evaporation (Wadleigh, 1995).  Unless the palaeosalinity of the water is 

known any temperature data derived may be questionable.   Having studied spatial 

δ18O relationships for the present-day and Last Glacial Maximum climates, Jouzel et 

al., (1994; 2000) suggest that any such effect is not pronounced.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Scanning electron micrographs of the 4 main Globierinoides ruber morphotypes 

(Thirumalai et al., 2014). 
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   Despite any deficiencies surrounding the accuracy of palaeosalinity measurements 

and isotopic disequilibria, oxygen isotope stratigraphy remains a powerful tool for 

the correlation of oceanic sediments, as well as for palaeoclimatology in general.  In 

Chapter 6 the age estimates resulting from the luminescence dating will be placed 

into a palaeoclimatic context using an oxygen isotope data set obtained from the 

ocean core site MD40/87SL, as a proxy for continental ice accumulation. 

 

3.4 Palaeotemperature determination using Uk
37 alkenones 

3.4.1 Introduction 

   Another commonly utilised marine archive used in palaeoclimatology involves the 

measurement of the long chain carbon compounds Uk
37 alkenone from ancient 

organic residues.  Unlike other palaeoceanographic proxies that rely upon various 

aspects of fossilised skeletal hard parts and generally require good preservation 

(Herbert, 2003), the Uk
37 alkenone method relies upon the extraction of individual 

molecules; good preservation appears to be considered unimportant and treated as 

a minor issue.   

   Alkenone biomarkers are regarded as being active rather than passive geochemical 

recording techniques, as Uk
37 ratios were actively regulated by the organism 

throughout its life in response to the temperature of the oceanic water it grew in 

(Herbert, 2003).   Measurement of these long chain organic compounds provides a 

proxy for palaeoceanic surface temperature reconstructions, and the abundance of 
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these compounds can be closely correlated with the δ18O isotope record from the 

Middle Pleistocene onwards (Eglinton et al., 1992).   

   Alkenones were first discovered in Miocene aged oceanic sediments retrieved from 

the Walvis Ridge off the coast of West Africa by Boon et al., (1978; in Ternois et al., 

1997).  Subsequent studies found that these compounds had a pan-global 

distribution in oceanic sediments, were recalcitrant to diagenesis and were produced 

by a few species of haptophyte algae; such as the globally abundant 

coccolithophorid Emiliania huxleyi shown in Figure 3.5 (Herbert, 2003; Marlowe et 

al., 1990; Volkman et al., 1980; Ternois et al., 1997).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Akenone producing algae such as E. huxleyi are photosynthetic; requiring sunlight 

for this purpose they are restricted to the upper photic zone. The 

palaeoenvironmental information these molecules preserve is therefore considered 

to be quite specific, and capable of providing direct estimates of near surface ocean 

temperatures (Herbert, 2003).  Even though alkenones are produced by calcareous 

 

Figure 3.5 Scanning electron micrographs of a complete coccosphere of the alkenone 

producing species Emiliania huxleyi, also an expanded image of a single coccolith (Hoffman 

et al., 2014). 
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algae, they can survive in sediments below the CCD (calcite compensation depth) 

where all calcium carbonate skeletal remains have dissolved (Brassell et al., 1986a).  

3.4.2 Basic principles 

   Brassell et al., (1986a) were the first to highlight the potential of the C37 alkenone 

as an indicator of palaeo sea surface temperatures.  The Uk
37 index resulting from 

this and another study (Brassell et al., 1986b) was shown to reflect the proportions 

of the di-(C37:2), tri-(C37:3) and tetra-((C37:4) unsaturated ketones. Trends in the degree 

of unsaturation of the C37 alkenone were found to closely match the 

glacial/interglacial climatic fluctuations indicated in the preserved δ18O record 

obtained from a oceanic sediment core from the eastern equatorial Atlantic, 

spanning the last 120ka (Brassell et al., 1986a).   It was subsequently demonstrated 

by Prahl and Wakeham (1987), that the C37:4 ketone made no empirical contribution 

to the palaeotemperature equation, therefore the Uk
37 index equation can be 

summarised as follows:   

                                                       C37:2/(C37:2 + C37:3) 

   C37:2 represents the quantity of the di-unsaturated ketone and C37:3 the quantity of 

the tri-unsaturated form.  The resulting Uk
37 index is a measure of the relative 

proportions of the unsaturated C37:2 and C37:3 ketones (not their absolute amounts), 

and increases with temperature (Herbert, 2003); the higher the temperature the 

greater the relative proportion of less unsaturated alkenones produced.  In this way 

the relative degree of unsaturation of alkenones (Uk
37) can be used to estimate the 
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temperature of the surface waters in which the alkenone producing organisms were 

growing.   

   Unsaturation parameter measurements carried out on E. huxleyi grown in the 

laboratory (also undertaken by Prahl and Wakeham, 1987), provided the first 

quantitative calibration of this index.  This was quickly revised (Prahl et al., 1988) 

following a number of water column suspended particulate and sediment trap 

sample experiments collected from six eastern and subtropical Pacific field sites.  The 

first systematic study of core-top sediments by Sikes et al., (1991) expanded upon 

this body of work, and produced two important results: 

i) The Prahl et al., (1988) calibration was confirmed, as the unsaturation 

index obtained from recent sediments demonstrated an unequivocal link 

to overlying sea surface temperatures at the field sites.  

ii) Pristine samples were not required to produce good Uk
37 index estimates, 

as alkenone unsaturation measurements did not appear affected by the 

amount of time a core had been stored.  

3.4.3 Reliability 

   There exist several factors that may cause the Uk
37 index to deviate from the 

anticipated relationship with SST, it is therefore necessary to evaluate how these 

uncertainties could affect the accuracy of the measurements. 

   Alkenone producing haptophyte algae vary greatly in their annual cycles of 

productivity, and have a wide range of environmental tolerances (Sachs et al., 2000; 

Herbert, 2003; Goni et al., 2004).  Put simply, the alkenone unsaturation parameter 
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may provide a very precise palaeo-SST, but from what depth and from what season?  

Depending upon the depth of maximum unsaturated alkenone production,   

haptophyte algae may synthesise biolipids in ratios that are representative of SST, or 

they may be offset to colder temperatures from greater depth (Herbert, 2003; Sachs 

et al., 2000).  Highly seasonally constrained periods of maximum phytoplankton 

productivity increase the likelihood of Uk
37 bias of several degrees towards colder or 

warmer than average SST, compared to mean annual conditions (Herbert, 2003; 

Goni et al., 2004).  The ratio produced could actually represent a seasonally biased 

mean annual SST. 

 

3.5 Alluvial fan archives and palaeoclimatic reconstruction 

3.5.1 Introduction 

   It has already been widely established that alluvial archives preserve a sensitive 

sedimentary record of environmental change within their catchments (Mather, 1999; 

Rose et al., 1999; Harvey et al., 2005; Lewin et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2007; Macklin 

and Lewin, 2008; Zielhofer et al., 2008; Fuchs et al., 2010).  Understanding the 

sedimentary processes responsible for alluvial fan construction is therefore key to 

identifying, and reconstructing how the fluvial component of these “alluvial 

ensembles” responds to environmental change (Lewin et al., 2005; Wolf and Faust, 

2015).  
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3.5.2 Alluvial fans 

   Alluvial fans are zones of sedimentation (and erosion) downstream of a sediment 

source area, whose surface forms a segment of a cone (Bull, 1977; Parker et al., 

1998).  They form in a wide variety of climatic and tectonic settings; from tectonically 

active mountain front locations in humid subtropical environments, to tectonically 

stable mountain fronts in arid arctic settings (Mather, 1999; Harvey et al., 2005).      

   Fan construction requires the high rate of sediment supply that is commonly found 

in mountain catchments due to a combination of sparse vegetation, intense 

precipitation, and abundant overland flow (Harvey, 1997).  Alluvial fan systems 

develop where confined streams emerge from mountain catchments with colluvially 

mantled slopes (sediment source area) into zones of reduced stream power (the 

sediment dispersal and storage area), on the fan surface (Mather, 1999).  Sediment 

dispersal occurs as channelised flow becomes unconfined and expands across the 

fan surface; eventually stream power and therefore carrying capacity is reduced 

enough for deposition, and sediment accumulation to take place (Blair and 

McPherson, 1994a; Parker et al., 1998; Mather, 1999; Viseras et al., 2003).  Coarse 

grained, poorly sorted deposits typify alluvial fan sequences due to: 

i) Relatively short transport distances the sediments travel from their 

source. 

ii) Contributions from mass wasting processes due to relief. 

iii) Progressive and rapid loss of carrying capacity (Blair and McPherson 

1994b). 
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For sediment accumulation to occur there must also be accommodation space for 

the material to be deposited and preserved (Viseras et al., 2003). 

   Classification of alluvial fans is contentious and can be complex (see Blair and 

McPherson, 1994a, and the Bum Kim (1995) response to this paper), as not all fans 

will fit neatly into a classification scheme (Mather, 1999).  Mather (1999) suggests 

that adoption of the simple descriptions used by Harvey (1984) to identify fan 

systems according to the dominant sedimentary process responsible for its 

construction (fluvially dominated, debris flow dominated or mixed) may be more 

appropriate than any formal classification.  

3.5.3 The role of climate and tectonics 

   Although it was once considered to be the primary variable in conceptual models 

of alluvial fan evolution, presently tectonics role in controlling alluvial fan 

development is believed to be a long term one; relating to location and setting 

rather than to individual periods of aggradation and incision (Ritter et al., 1995; 

Harvey et al., 2005).  Tectonism produces and maintains the relief required for fans 

to form, and controls the duration over which sedimentation can occur along a 

piedmont (Ritter et al., 1995), by influencing accommodation space (Gelabert et al., 

2003; Viseras et al., 2003).  When the sediment source area is uplifted, this results in 

a positive change in the (accommodation) space available for sediment accumulation 

and preservation (Viseras et al., 2003). 

   It has generally been accepted that climatic factors play the dominant role in fan 

development (Frostick and Reid, 1989; Ritter et al., 1995; Harvey et al., 1999; Hartley 
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et al., 2005; Pope and Wilkinson, 2005; Pope et al., 2008; Waters et al., 2010) and do 

so by introducing variability into the magnitude and frequency of depositional and 

erosional processes that modify its form and features (Harvey et al., 2005).  

   Fan morphology adjusts to the prevailing sediment supply and hydrological regime; 

therefore if climatic change alters precipitation and/or sediment supply the fan 

responds with a corresponding change in its erosional/deposition regime, resulting in 

a change in the sedimentary environment (Roberts, 1995; Harvey et al., 2005).  Blair 

and McPherson (1994a) assert that alluvial fan stratigraphic sequences therefore act 

as a record of catastrophic but infrequent storm events separated by surfaces or thin 

beds produced under normal conditions.  

   The catastrophic nature of water sediment discharge events from the drainage 

basin to the fan relates chiefly to the morphology of the fan catchment.  The bowl-

like shape of the alluvial fan catchment maximises the likelihood of major 

precipitation events leading to significant flash flood events (Blair and McPherson, 

1994a).  This is in turn is a function of the efficiency with which overland flow is 

concentrated and accelerated down-slope as a result of the steep relief; the rapid 

funnelling action of numerous first order channels in the drainage basin to short 

higher order streams; and the coincident arrival of that overland flow to the main 

feeder channel from all parts of the catchment (Blair and McPherson, 1994a). The 

chances of significant precipitation events (in relation to the prevailing climatic 

regime) are enhanced by the elevation of drainage basins by inducing condensation 

as advected humid air masses are forced to rise over mountains (Thornton et al., 

1997).  
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3.5.4 Alluvial fan processes and deposits 

   Alluvial fans associated with dry summer subtropical climatic regimes are subjected 

to intense ephemeral flood discharge events, making systematic observation of 

processes problematic.  Reliance has been mostly placed upon after the event 

observations of the depositional products (Reading, 1986).  The deposits are the 

products of distinct, but inter-gradational primary and secondary sedimentary 

processes.  The lithostratigraphy that develops on a fan results directly from the 

primary and secondary processes relationship.  

3.5.4.1 Primary sedimentary processes active on alluvial fans 

   Primary sedimentary processes active on alluvial fans can be subdivided into 

sediment gravity processes and fluid gravity processes (Reading 1986; Blair and 

McPherson 1994a).  These primary alluvial fan processes are instigated by failure of 

the drainage basin slopes; the destabilised slope materials are then transferred to 

the fan site by a combination of mass wasting and water-flow events.  Alluvial fan 

drainage basin slope materials include:  

i) Bedrock forming the drainage basin cliffs and ledges. 

ii) Colluvium accumulating at the base of slopes or in gullies, formed as a result 

of bedrock weathering and erosion.  This tends to be poorly sorted and 

dominated by angular gravel sized clasts.  The coarse component is sourced 

from material loosened from the bedrock cliffs; the clay, silt and sand sized 

fraction is added by bedrock weathering, with a minor component of aeolian 

origin (Blair and McPherson, 1994a).     
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   The primary sedimentary processes responsible for the transport of slope materials 

to the fan site can be grouped into three types: 

i) Sediment gravity processes resulting from collapse of bedrock cliffs in the 

drainage basin. 

ii) Sediment gravity processes resulting from destabilisation of colluvial slopes in 

the drainage basin. 

iii) Fluid gravity processes resulting from destabilisation of colluvial slopes in the 

drainage basin. 

3.5.4.2 Sediment gravity processes resulting from bedrock cliff failures on alluvial 

fans 

   This grouping of primary processes results from the failure of bedrock cliffs under 

the force of gravity, and are initiated by progressive lowering of internal friction, and 

shear strength of the bedrock through fracturing and weathering (Blair and 

McPherson, 1994a).  A threshold of instability is eventually reached, where force of 

gravity can no longer be countered: 

 Rock falls are the simplest form of sediment gravity process, involving the 

movement of individual gravel to boulder sized clasts liberated from fractures 

and joints by weathering.   

 Rock slides result from larger blocks breaking away from bedrock along faults 

and fractures.  Materials move down-slope as a coherent mass above a basal 

glide plane. 

 Rock avalanches are rapid and catastrophic granular flows, resulting from the 

fracture of a large fractured bedrock cliffs.  Sediment gravity flows of this type 
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consist of angular, pulverised material with a high degree of interlocking, with 

large blocks spread over the accumulation surface.  Rock avalanches appear to 

move on a thin basal layer with a high concentration of shear strain (Crosta et al., 

2001). 

   It is important to note that water does not play a prerequisite or indispensable role 

in initiation, transportation or the deposition of materials resulting from bedrock 

failure sediment gravity processes (Blair and McPherson, 1994a). 

3.5.4.3 Sediment gravity processes resulting from colluvial slope failures on alluvial 

fans 

   Sediment gravity processes on alluvial fans generated by colluvial slope failures 

include debris flows and colluvial slides:  

3.5.4.3.1 Colluvial slides  

   Colluvial slides consist of intact masses of destabilised colluvium, moving slowly, 

intermittently or rapidly down-slope above a detachment horizon called a glide 

plane.  The glide plane develops at a zone of weakness within the colluvium; which 

can be a clay horizon, the water table or at the contact with bedrock.  Deposits of 

colluvial slope failures always reflect the characteristics of the slope materials they 

are derived from, which is commonly unsorted clayey gravel.  This type of flow is 

most frequently initiated by saturation of the sediments by rainfall, lowering the 

resisting forces, increasing hydrostatic pore pressure and decreasing shear strength.  

Dry/undersaturated flows can however, be initiated by seismic activity (Blair and 

McPherson, 1994a).   
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3.5.4.3.2 Debris flows  

   Debris flows are sharp, transient phenomena that result from periodic surges of 

heavily debris-laden slurry interspersed between episodes of low/zero flow (Coussot 

and Meunier, 1996).  Multiple beds can form from a single event due to surging, 

which results from the addition of new material to the flow through intermittent 

slope and/or bank failure, or repetitive development and breaching of boulder dams 

(Blair and McPherson, 1994a).  They behave as a plastic mass (Shultz, 1984; Reading, 

1996), and are composed of poorly sorted mixtures of fine and coarse sediment 

particles, with a small percentage of water and air that move down-slope under the 

force of gravity (Blair and McPherson, 1994a).  Transportation and deposition of 

sediment may be confined within a channel, or occur unconfined as a lobe (Mather, 

1999).  All debris flows are non erosive at their bases, even though individual clasts 

can weigh several tons (Nemec and Steel, 1984; Blair and McPherson, 1994a).   

   They are the most significant type of sediment gravity flow in terms of the volume 

of sediments delivered to alluvial fans, and are initiated by two mechanisms: 

i) Transformation of a disintegrated colluvial slide by entrainment of air and 

water through jostling and deformation as it moves down-slope.  Debris flows 

of this type require water in the colluvium, and occur after or during heavy 

rainfall events. 

ii) When fast moving water intersects a steep slope mantled with abundant 

sediment rapid churning entrains air, sediment and water.  Once initiated this 

type of debris flow continues until gravity forces decrease to a point where it 

can no longer overcome shear strength (Blair and McPherson, 1994a). 
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   Debris flows can be classified as being cohesive or non cohesive, the precise nature 

of the flow being determined by the sediment to water ratio, the availability of fine 

sediment and shear strength (Mather, 1999):   

3.5.4.3.3 Cohesive debris flows  

   Cohesive flows can move in a laminar or turbulent manner depending upon the 

viscosity and speed of movement (Reading, 1996).  Turbulent flows tend to be more 

dilute and may be considered transitional to hyperconcentrated fluid gravity flows 

(Mather, 1999).  Sediment particles up to boulder size are supported by the high 

density and viscous strength of the flow supplemented by cohesive, turbulent and 

buoyant forces (Lowe, 1979; Nemec and Steel, 1984).  As a result of this, large clasts 

tend to be uniformly distributed throughout the flow, and tabular fragments may 

take on a vertical/sub-vertical preferred orientation (Bull, 1977).  

   Internal shearing may occur throughout a cohesive flow, but in those with higher 

viscosity internal shear stresses are weak and may only be able to overcome the 

viscous matrix strength close to the bed (Nemec and Steel, 1984; Reading, 1996).  

This results in a mobile central zone at the core of the flow that moves as a rigid plug 

of “frozen” sediment, and levee formation along the lateral margins (Reading, 1996).  

Deposits resulting from cohesive debris flows show little or no internal bedding or 

lamination, but may show poorly defined normal grading; inverse grading is rare 

(Reading, 1996). 
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3.5.4.3.4 Non cohesive debris flows  

   Non cohesive flows derive their mobility from dispersive forces generated as a 

result of intergranular collision, and are directly proportional to the rate of shear 

strain (Nemec and Steel, 1984).  The differential response of larger clasts to buoyant 

and dispersive forces is caused by small differences in density between them and the 

rest of the flow; this concentrates them at the top, front and sides (Blair and 

McPherson, 1994a).    

   Graded bedding and horizontal or imbricated orientation of tabular clasts are 

commonly observed in deposits resulting from non cohesive flows (Bull, 1977).  Well 

developed inverse grading throughout a unit are an indication strong dispersive 

pressures (Nemec and Steel, 1984).  Deposition occurs when the non cohesive flow 

thins to a point where the plastic yield strength equals the shear stress.  This is aided 

by dewatering and decreased slope angle.  Flows may also be halted by the damming 

effect of coarse clasts. 

   Debris flow dominated fans tend to develop in catchments that are able to 

generate copious amounts of fine sediment that is necessary to generate shear 

strength (Mather, 1999).  These conditions are typically met in small, steep 

catchments that develop on sedimentary lithologies (Mather, 1999; Viseras, 2003).  

The precise nature of the products is dependent upon source material and whether 

the flow is cohesive or non cohesive.  Large debris flows can produce depositional 

lobes up to 200cm in thickness that cover whole fan.  
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3.5.4.4 Fluid gravity processes resulting from colluvial slope failures on alluvial fans 

   Fluid gravity processes resulting from colluvial slope failures on alluvial fans can be 

divided into sheet-floods and incised channel floods.  Both flow conditions result 

from the flashy concentration of overland flow, washing over colluvial slopes leading 

to sediment laden, catastrophic water discharge down-slope (Blair and McPherson, 

1994a).   

   Debris flows are not generated due to low concentrations of clay in the colluvium, 

insufficient sediment concentration, or slow rates of sediment entrainment by the 

flow, leading to the transport of material as a Newtonian fluid (Mather, 1999).  The 

colluvial sediments are introduced into the water by slumping, sloughing or 

entrainment, and are transported as bedload or suspended load.   

   Sediment content within fluid gravity flows can be low to hyperconcentrated, and 

some controversy exists as to the precise classification of the latter (Reid and 

Frostick, 1994; Crosta, 2001).  Sensu stricto hyperconcentrated flows would appear 

occupy an intermediate zone possessing features in common with both fluid gravity 

and sediment gravity flows (Mather, 1999).   

3.5.4.4.1 Sheet-floods  

   These are the most significant fluid gravity process in fan construction (Blair and 

McPherson, 1994a), that find their expression as rare catastrophic unconfined water 

flow events expanding and moving down fan as sediment charged flash floods.  

   Sheet-flood deposits form under highly distinctive hydraulic conditions that are 

indicative of high Froude numbers (supercritical flow 1.4 to 2.8), possessing high flow 
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attenuation rates (Reading, 1986) and high deposition rates (Blair and McPherson, 

1994a).  Alternating phases of transportation and deposition of coarse gravel and 

fine gravel (± sand) leads to the formation of couplet facies, resulting from the highly 

unstable hydraulic conditions that are typical of supercritical flow/upper flow 

regimes (Reading, 1986; Blair and McPherson, 1994a).  When the flow velocity 

exceeds wave velocity, standing waves form; breaking upstream and depositing 

sediments on the stross side of ripples, and eroding from downstream.  The coarse 

gravel fraction of the planar bedded sheet-flood couplet is transported as bedload 

pulses within the supercritical standing wave trains; this is where flow depth and 

velocity are greatest.  Fine pebbles, granules and sand (the finer grained unit of the 

sheet-flood couplet) are transported in the standing wave as suspended load, and 

deposited by fall out.    

   Deposition occurs downstream as a result of migration and washout of the 

unstable submerged antidune bedforms beneath trains of standing waves that 

repetitively initiate, enlarge, migrate upslope, break violently and washout down-

slope; expanding laterally, dissipating and mingling with the rest of the sheet flood 

(Bull, 1972; Blair and McPherson, 1994a).    

   The most prevalent sheet flood facies are vertically alternating planar bedded 

coarse/fine couplets 10-30cm thick (Blair and McPherson, 1994a).  Locally these can 

take the form of boulder-rich, pebble-rich, or cobble-rich gravels regularly 

interstratified with laminated pebbly/granule gravel or granular coarse sand.  The 

planar bedded sets typically dip 2-8° parallel to the fan surface (Blair and McPherson, 

1994a).  The coarse gravel member of the sheet-flood couplet commonly has a well 
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developed fabric.  The finer grained component of the couplet typically consists of 

laminated pebbly sands or pebbly granule gravel (Blair and McPherson, 1994a).  

Finer grained beds are generally more extensive than their coarse grained 

counterparts.          Multiple sheet-flood couplets can be deposited during a single 

flash flood event. 

   Three other sheet flood facies are recognised: 

i) Low angle cross bedded sandy cobble to pebble gravel arranged in foresets 

that usually dip up fan. 

ii) Lenticles of gravel in sinuous ridges (“transverse ribs”) aligned perpendicular 

to fan slope.  

iii) Pebbly sand or sand with discontinuous parallel laminated bedding, arranged 

in a skirt that accumulates distally to the gravely sheet-flood deposits.  

Parallel lamination is less regular if there are obstacles in the flow path. 

3.5.4.4.2 Incised channel floods  

   Incised channel floods represent an extension of the drainage basin feeder 

channel. Steepness of the fan slope causes large water flows in incised channels to 

be turbulent and supercritical (Blair and McPherson, 1994a).  Incised channel 

geometry can vary from small, narrow and steep sided to wide and shallow (Harvey, 

1984), and signs of repeated channel scour and fill may be evident.   

   Containment within an incised channel allows fluid gravity flows to maintain 

velocity, depth, competency and capacity, and also serves to constrain sediment 

charged flash floods over a greater distance; this facilitates transfer to more distal 
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localities prior to lateral expansion as a sheet-flood (Reading, 1986; Blair and 

McPherson, 1994a). Deposition occurs due to decreasing competency resulting from 

reduced confinement of stream-flow; increased sediment load being supplied from 

the drainage basin catchment slopes; or backfilling (Bull, 1977). 

   Principle facies are:  

i) Lenticular sands that display trough cross, low angle and planar 

stratification, gravel displaying imbrication in the tabular clasts, and 

fining upwards.  

ii) Thickly bedded boulder deposits with or without interbeds of non 

channelised material.  

iii) Deposits resulting from backfilling of the channels that are coarse 

grained and on the whole poorly sorted (Bull, 1977; Harvey, 1984; 

Reading, 1986; Blair and McPherson, 1994a).   

   These fills may be inset within sequences of older non channelised facies such as 

sheet-floods and debris flows.   

   During the waning stages of a flood event flow will erode, rework and winnow less 

well sorted material (Reading, 1986); a coarse bouldery lag may be left as a result 

(Blair and McPherson, 1994a). Erosion and remoulding of the fan surface as flood 

abates results in rills, gullies and channels with braided distributary pattern (Blair 

and McPherson, 1994a).   

   Rilling and gullying occurs when sheet-flow splits into small channels (rillflow) 

which dissect the upper surface of the deposited sediment sheet (Reading, 1986). 
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Rills are broad swales that are hardly noticeable, except during times of flow. Flow 

velocities are much greater along the rills than between, and end in headcut 

channels (Bull, 1977).  The shift to rill and gull formation represents a transitional 

period where secondary sedimentary processes increasingly begin to take over as 

the dominant mechanism at work on the fan. 

3.5.4.5 Secondary sedimentary processes active on alluvial fans 

   Primary sedimentary processes that cause alluvial fan aggradation are rare, have a 

short duration but are high impact (Blair and McPherson, 1994a).  Secondary 

sedimentary processes remobilise or modify sediments deposited on the fan by 

primary processes.  Secondary processes include: 

 Winnowing by overland flow 

 Wind erosion and deposition 

 Plant rooting and bioturbation 

 Sediment weathering 

 Soil development 

 Groundwater flow 

 Rain splash erosion 

 Sub surface cementation 

 Case hardening 

 Lateral erosion 

   Surfaces of debris flow sequences can be eroded and winnowed by secondary 

processes, especially overland flows.  Facies indicative of such modification could be 

expressed as matrix supported, coarse open framework gravels in beds 1-100cm 
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thick, separated by winnowed lags and gully fills that have develop between debris 

flow episodes (Blair and McPherson, 1994a).   

   Secondary sedimentary processes are associated with normal non catastrophic 

conditions; they have a minimal effect upon fan construction but are the dominant 

processes at work on the fan the majority of the time (Blair and McPherson, 1994a).  

Sediment weathering, soil formation and bioturbation all have the potential to 

provide information on the prevailing climatic regime, allowing us to make valuable 

inferences about the regional availability of moisture (Wagner et al., 2013). 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

   In the strictest sense it is true to say that sediments and structures tell about 

processes not environment. However, because we know from the available literature 

that certain sedimentary features on fans are for the most part indicative of 

processes that result from catastrophic and extraordinary weather events, it is 

possible to infer in the broadest of terms about the climatic conditions that prevailed 

at the time of deposition.  

   Because primary sedimentary processes are short duration but high impact in 

terms of fan construction, they are likely to form valuable stratigraphic marker 

horizons.  Using a suitably sensitive geochronometric dating method, and an 

appropriately rigorous sampling strategy, it should be possible to temporally 

constrain when major episodes of climatic and environmental deterioration were 

occurring, with a high degree of resolution.     
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   Secondary sedimentary processes prevail for the majority of time, therefore 

geochronometric dating of any palaeosols (also valuable stratigraphic marker 

horizons) should provide a temporal insight into the timing of climatic episodes with 

relatively high moisture availability, when the fan surface was stable.    

   Integration of the M40/87SL δ18O and Uk
37 alkenone climatic proxy data with the 

resulting age estimates should then give an indication of whether any inferred 

climatic signal resulted from localised weather phenomena, or was actually 

representative of something that was more regionally significant.   

   The first stage necessary for the implementation of this strategy requires the 

accurate documentation of the sediments, sedimentary architecture and structures 

from the selected area of study in north-east Mallorca. 
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Chapter Four 

4.0 Lithofacies, allostratigraphy and depositional system. 

4.1 Introduction 

   The focus of this Chapter is the deposits exposed at two sea front sections along 

the north coast of the Llavant Peninsula.  The Cala Mata and Es Barrancar alluvial 

fans are characterised by complex lateral and vertical facies distributions that 

together form stacked sequences of Late Quaternary alluvial sediments, some 24m 

in height at their maximum exposed thickness. The clastic sediments are almost 

entirely sourced from the underlying carbonate lithologies, and have been modified 

to produce a mix of primarily wind flow, water flow or sediment gravity flow 

dominated alluvial fan systems.   

   Table 4.1 presents summary descriptions, coupled with interpretations of the 11 

major lithofacies observed across the two fan systems.  The facies display vertical 

variation in both their character and depositional system: the lowermost unit 

characterised by sediment gravity flow deposits; and these are overlain by sediments 

that are wind-blown (aeolian) in origin, with some later modified by ephemeral 

fluvial activity.  There is then a distinct shift back to gravity flow dominated 

sedimentation that displays a high degree of lateral and vertical variability; certain 

horizons preserve aeolian sediments that have again been modified by ephemeral 

fluvial activity.  Water flow (both confined and unconfined) deposits dominate the 

uppermost part of the succession.  
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Table 4.1 Summary descriptions of the 11 major lithofacies observed across the Cala Mata and Es 

Barrancar alluvial fan systems (after Graham, 1988; Andreucci et al., 2014).   
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Table 4.1 continued. Grain size was determined using the classification proposed by Udden 

(1914), and Wentworth (1922); the sediments were then recorded using the following facies 

labelling codes: G = Conglomerate; S = Sandstone; W = Silt; b = boulders to cobbles; c = 

cobbles to pebbles; d = pebbles to granules; e = medium to coarse sand; w = silt to fine sand.  

Additional descriptors were used to provide information on internal structure; m = massive; 

p = planar stratified; l = cross stratified, low angle; t = cross stratified, tabular bedded 

(adapted from Maill, 1978; Graham, 1988; Andreucci et al., 2014, and references therein).  

Facies interpretations were based upon descriptions by:  Blissenbach, 1954; Harvey, 1978; 

2011; Nemec and Postma, 1993; Blair, 1999; Mather, 1999; Nemec and Kazanci, 1999; 

Tucker, 2011;  North and Davidson, 2012.   

 

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 Introduction 

   Identification of the alluvial fan sediments and the likely primary process of 

deposition was undertaken using careful field observations.  The construction of a 

series of sedimentary logs was restricted to sea front sections on the Cala Mata and 

Es Barrancar fans where the stratigraphic relationships could be identified with a 

high degree of confidence.  The sediments were then described using: 

i) Vertical graphic sedimentary logs; 14 of which are included in Figure 4.1a and 

Figure 4.1b. Primary features were documented such as bed thickness, grain 

size (long axis measurement of 10-20 of the largest clasts) in each unit, 

lithology, sediment fabric, bed contacts and biogenic features.  The sections 

were measured in centimetres from the top of the section, using 30 metre 

tapes.  All site location data were derived using 1/10,000 base maps and  
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Garmin eTrex GPS units, to an accuracy of ±10 metres (due to poor satellite 

coverage of the area).   

ii) Sediment body geometry, recorded with annotated field sketches augmented 

with field photographs where appropriate. 

   Correlations drawn between the sedimentary logs (illustrated in Figure 4.1a and 

Figure 4.1b) were undertaken by utilising significant palaeosol horizons, and 

allostratigraphy (the presence of major erosional bounding surfaces/discontinuities; 

A., B. and C.).   It then became possible to sub-divide the sections into the 4 

unconformity bounded units illustrated in Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b: U1, U2, U3, 

and U4 (after Andreucci et al., 2014).  The individual units are described using the 

best developed parts of the logged sections; reference is also made to the lateral 

variation of the facies observable across the sea front sections of both fans.  

 

4.3 Lithofacies description and unit interpretation 

4.3.1 Unit U1 

   The poorly exposed upper most 90cm section can only be seen next to the present 

day fan trench at Cala Mata (UTM 0527765 4400908).  Its preserved thickness and 

very limited outcrop/exposure is most likely to be a product of an area of positive 

relief in the palaeotopography preserved by the older Quaternary alluvial fan 

deposits, and the local Triassic dolomite bedrock over which it lies.  The top of Unit 

U1 is bounded by a well defined erosional unconformity (surface A), and the base is 

not seen.   This Unit is a weakly cemented, silty matrix supported medium to coarse 
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gravel (facies Gwc).  The matrix is a poorly sorted mixture of fine silt up to medium 

sand.  Clasts are angular to sub-angular and almost entirely derived from the local 

limestone and dolomite bedrock, with a minor component of flow-stone (indicating 

the collapse of karstic caverns higher up in the catchment).  Clast size ranges from 

pebble to cobble, with some aligned preserving a crude stratification. 

4.3.2 Interpretation of Unit U1 

   The limited outcrop availability makes any comprehensive interpretation of Unit U1 

problematic.  However, the exposed top of this facies appears most likely to 

represent the uppermost part of a sediment gravity flow dominated system 

(Middleton and Hampton, 1973).  The presence of a component that displays a crude 

stratification indicates that some minor secondary reworking by unconfined water 

flow has taken place. 

4.3.3 Unit U2 

   Unit U2 is composed of facies Set, Sel, Sec and Sedp: these are best exposed at four 

localities; three at Cala Mata (UTM 0527682 4400902, 0527785 4400913, 0527465 

4400737), and one at Es Barrancar (UTM 0528363 4401394).   

   The most complete and best preserved section of Unit U2 can be observed towards 

the southern edge of the Cala Mata fan system.  Here, around 300cm of medium to 

coarse carbonate sands (facies Set) are exposed (locality UTM 0527460, 4400744; 

Figure 4.3 top); here the majority display cross stratified sets that are tabular-

bedded, and truncated by horizontal erosion surfaces.  In some areas smaller scale 

pin stripe lamination has been preserved in the sands (individual laminae 1-5mm).   
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Figure 4.3 Facies associations observed within Unit U2.  Top:  Preserved remnant of an 

aeolian dune, heavily bioturbated and partially reworked by fluvial action (UTM 0527465 

4400737); unconformity surface B. sharp and erosional.  Middle: Fluvially reworked 

aeolian dune, displaying features of confined and unconfined water flow (UTM 0527682 

4400902); upper and lower bounding surfaces obscured.  Bottom:  Fluvially reworked 

aeolian dune sitting directly upon bedrock (UTM 0528363 4401394); Unit U2 once again 

has a sharp erosional contact with U3 (unconformity surface B.). 
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The upper 70cm appear to have been reworked, destroying the original cross 

stratified internal structure; the uppermost 30-40cm have been modified to form 

more planar laminae or bedforms that display a distinctly sheet-like geometry. 

   Just below this the sands are heavily bioturbated; with indurated rhizoliths  

radiating  down  from  all  master  bedding surfaces, obliterating all original 

sedimentary structures.  Contact with the unit above is sharp and irregular 

(unconformity surface B.), with a number of small (30-50cm across) shallow channel-

like features appearing to cut into the top of the sand unit.  The base of Unit U2, and 

therefore the contact with U1 is not exposed anywhere along this section of the fan. 

   Elsewhere at Cala Mata Unit U2 is less well exposed, and original sedimentary 

structures are not preserved.  Close to the present day fan head trench (UTM 

0527785 4400913) U2 has been extensively reworked and lacks any obvious internal 

structure.  Here the carbonate sands form extensive laterally continuous deposits 

with a sheet-like geometry (facies Sedp); locally the sands have been mixed to form 

the matrix of medium to coarse gravels (facies Sec/Sedp; Figure 4.3 middle).  In this 

facies broad shallow channel-like features are occasionally discernible.  

   At Es Barrancar Unit U2 sits non-conformably above the dolomitic bedrock 

(unconformity surface A., Figure 4.2b and Figure 4.3 bottom) at the southern most 

part of the fan (UTM 0528363 4401394).  Access to the exposure at this locality is 

limited by the tide and the precipitous nature of the exposure above.  Here the Unit 

is unconsolidated and composed of medium to coarse bioclastic carbonate sand 

(facies Sel) with a significant silt sized component.  Unit U1 is ~35cm at its maximum 

thickness, and has been deposited directly upon the dolomitic limestone bedrock 
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exposed at the Es Barrancar fan systems southerly edge.  The upper bounding 

surface is again sharp and erosional, in keeping with the same unconformity surface 

observable at Cala Mata (unconformity surface B.).   

4.3.4 Interpretation of Unit U2 

   The cross-stratified tabular bedded carbonate sands (facies Set) appears to be the 

preserved remnant of an aeolian dune, indicating that Unit U2 originally formed as 

part of an arid wind-flow dominated system.   Petrological microscopy of the 

carbonate sediments, confirmed the presence of marine bioclasts (Figure 4.4).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Thin section of aeolianite block sample 122401; the majority of the sediments 

are rounded bioclastic fragments of marine origin (calcareous algae and foraminifera) 

sourced from Alcudia Bay.  The sample contains very little detrital material.  
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   The proximity of Alcudia Bay makes it the most likely source of these bioclastic 

sediments; this implies sea level regression and exposure of the bay floor, providing 

a ready source of marine carbonate sediments (Fornόs et al., 2009; 2012).  The 

intense bioturbation in the upper parts of the dune possibly marks a shift (albeit 

possibly brief) towards conditions where water was more readily available. The 

evidence appears to suggest rapid colonisation by vegetation, stabilisation of the 

dune by plant root systems.      

   Elsewhere on the fan no dunes are preserved, and the presence of facies Sel, Sec 

and Sedp indicates a shift towards ephemeral fluvial activity in the form of periodic 

flash flooding; the facies provide evidence of both confined and unconfined water 

flow (upper flow regime) washing down aeolian sediments from higher up in the 

catchment.  It appears reasonable to suggest that this must have occurred within a 

short timeframe in order to prevent the dunes becoming cemented over the 

majority of both catchments (Rovira and Cerdá, 1977; Rose et al., 1999; Fornόs et al., 

2009).    

   The highly localised presence of groundwater close to the surface may be 

responsible for the preservation of the dune at UTM 0527465 4400737. The 

rhizocretions indicate colonisation and stabilisation by vegetation would also 

potentially provide a mechanism for early cementation, but there is no conclusive 

evidence, such as the presence of groundwater calcites, to support either 

supposition.  
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4.3.5 Unit U3 

   Unit U3 is delimited at its base by a sharp erosional contact with Unit U2 

(unconformity surface B. as illustrated in Figure 4.3 top and bottom).  It dominates 

the sea front sections of the Cala Mata and Es Barrancar fan systems, reaching a 

maximum thickness of ~1700cm.  U3 is almost exclusively composed of poorly sorted 

silty conglomerate; mainly facies Gwc, Gbm and Gwbm with a lesser component of 

Gcp.  The angular to sub-angular clasts are again entirely locally derived (mainly 

limestone, dolomite and a minor component of flowstone) with sizes ranging from 

granules up to large boulders (long axis in excess of 150cm in some cases).  The 

debris flow deposits also display a degree of lateral variation with coarser sediments 

found in close proximity to the fan trench.  There is also a noticeable fining of Unit 

U3 deposits towards the flanks of both fan systems. 

   At least two, but perhaps three horizons rich in medium to coarse carbonate sands 

(facies Sec, Sel and Sedp) occur in Unit U3.  These sediments form laterally extensive 

deposits ~30 to 100cm in thickness, that mostly exhibit a sheet like geometry; 

occasionally more channel-like features are preserved, picked out by included gravel 

clasts.  

   Unit U3 is bounded at its top by major unconformity surface C; but within the 

stacked sediments are also preserved a number of subordinate erosional bounding 

surfaces (see Figure 4.5, 4.2a and b.) that constrain distinctive silty/clay rich horizons 

(facies Wm and WSp) ~30cm to 160cm in thickness, and traceable across much of 

the two fans.  This has enabled division of the Unit into four sub-units: U3i., U3ii., 

U3iii., and U3iv. 
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Figure 4.5 Facies adjacent to unconformity surfaces B. and C.; and the subordinate bounding 

surfaces within Unit U3: A. Unit 3 (sub-unit U3i) delimited at its base by unconformity surface 

B. (UTM 0524765 44007683). At this locality rip-up clasts from the top of Unit 2 (facies Set) can 

be seen incorporated into facies WSp close to the boundary.  A subordinate erosional surface 

separates U3i and the cemented gravels of U3ii.  B. Fine grained facies Wm marking the 

boundary between U3ii and U3iii (UTM 0528597 4401567). C. Panoramic view from UTM 

0527586 4400933 highlighting the erosional surface between sub-unit U3iii and sub-unit U3iv; 

also seen, unconformity surface C.  D. Unconformity surface C. in more detail.  Fine grained 

facies WSP is bounded top and bottom by erosional surfaces.  E. Facies Wm marking the 

boundary between sub-units U3iii and U3iv.  This fine grained facies is also bounded by 

erosional surfaces top and bottom. 
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4.3.5.1 Sub-unit U3i 

   Sitting directly above major unconformity surface B, sub-unit U3i appears generally 

composed of silty matrix supported gravel with boulders and gravel/cobble lenses 

(facies Gwbm).  Locally the more clast supported facies Gbm can be observed; above 

this U3i develops into facies Gwc, and begins to display a crude stratification.  The 

uppermost parts appear more open framework, with a marked reduction in the silty 

matrix.  Eventually the sub-unit passes up into planar stratified, clast supported 

facies Gcp that is separated from the sediments below by a sharp erosional contact.       

   A fine grained deposit (facies Wm, locally Wsp) sits on top of this, separated by a 

sharp erosional contact from the sediments below.  Pebbles included within these 

fine facies appear to pick out a crude planar stratification.  This fine grained deposit 

is bounded at its upper surface from sub-unit U3ii by a similarly sharp erosional 

contact. 

4.3.5.2 Sub-unit U3ii 

The base of sub-unit U3ii is composed of planar stratified, clast supported gravels 

(facies Gcp) bounded from the sediments above and below by sharp erosional 

contacts.  Moving up, the sub-unit again appears to be largely composed of the silty 

matrix supported gravel with boulders and gravel/cobble lenses, typical of facies 

Gwbm.  Locally there are more open framework clast supported regions observable 

(facies Gbm); in common with U3i the sub-unit passes vertically into facies Gwc, and 

begins to display a crude stratification.   As the stratification develops there is once 

more a marked reduction in the silty matrix.  The planar stratified, clast supported 
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facies Gcp makes an appearance for the second time, with its base and top sharply 

defined by an erosional contact.  Within these stratified gravels medium/coarse 

carbonate sands form a laterally discontinuous horizon with a sheet-like geometry, 

that is in some parts of the section incorporated into a gravel couplet (facies Sedp).   

More commonly the sands develop features more typical of facies Sel. 

   A fine grained deposit (facies Wm, locally Wsp) tops sub-unit U3ii, containing 

pebbles that pick out a crude planar stratification.  Fragments of terrestrial mollusc 

shells can be found in the more clay rich facies Wm.  This fine grained deposit is 

bounded at its upper surface from sub-unit U3iii by another sharp erosional contact. 

4.3.5.3 Sub-unit U3iii 

   In common with sub-unit U3ii, the base of sub-unit U3iii is defined by a sharp 

erosional contact and the presence of facies Gcp, locally fining to Gdp.  Sitting 

directly above are 100cm to 200cm of facies Gwbm; the contact between the two is 

once again sharp and erosional.  The sub-unit then develops into a distinctive 

horizon typified by very coarse clast supported gravel (facies Gbm), displaying a 

crude fabric; rotated boulders, boulder jams, shear structures and what appears to 

be a crudely developed alignment of the long axis of some boulders parallel to the 

flow direction.   This passes into several metres of facies Gwc, which contains a much 

higher concentration of medium to coarse sand sized grains in its matrix.   

   Observable within this coarse gravel deposit are two distinct horizons rich in 

medium to coarse carbonate sands separated vertically by ~100cm, which display a 

high degree of lateral variation.  The majority of the carbonate sands form extensive 
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B. As well as rhizoliths, the ramp dune preserves the stems of plants 

that may have been large shrubs or small trees. 

A. 

B. 

Figure 4.6b A.  Heavily 

bioturbated and indurated 

aeolian ramp dune (facies 

Set); rhizoliths radiate down 

from master bedding 

surfaces obliterating internal 

stratification. The dune is 

incised by a number of broad 

shallow gravel filled fluvial 

channels (facies Sec). 
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laterally continuous deposits with a sheet-like geometry; they are planar stratified 

and often incorporate a gravel couplet (facies Sedp).   Locally the sands develop 

features more typical of facies Sel; forming the fill of discontinuous broad shallow 

channel-like structure, and displaying low angle cross stratification.  In some of these 

structures the sands have been mixed to form the matrix of medium to coarse 

gravels (facies Sec; Figure 4.6a).   

 At a single locality on the southern part of the Es Barrancar fan (UTM 0528363 

4401394) the carbonate sands form a 300cm thick cross-stratified tabular bedded 

deposit, that is highly indurated (facies Set).  With the exception of master bedding 

surfaces all other primary depositional features are difficult to discern due to 

extensive secondary reworking, as evidenced by the presence of what appear to be 

rhizocretions (see Zamanian et al., 2016 for formation mechanism) throughout the 

beds (Figure 4.6b, photograph A).  The plant stem casts visible in photograph B. 

indicate that some of the plants may have been large shrubs or even small trees.   

   It is possible to pick out a number of thin discontinuous patches of sandy matrix 

supported medium gravel (facies Sec), with erosional bases that are distinctly 

channel-like in their geometry.  The deposit as a whole is delimited by sharp 

erosional bounding surfaces at its top and base.    

   Above the carbonate sand rich horizon, sub-unit U3iii passes back into the more 

familiar pattern of Gwbm, passing vertically into Gbm.  Topped by open framework 

gravels belonging to facies Gcp, the base of U3iii is less well defined than in the 

previous sub-units; the top has a sharp erosional contact with the deposit above.    
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Figure 4.7 Fluvial sand facies observed within sub-unit U3iv.  Top: Aeolian sands 

reworked by unconfined water flow to form sheet flood sand/gravel couplet.   Middle: 

Aeolian sands reworked by stream- flow, forming low angle cross-stratified channel 

fill. Bottom: Reworked aeolian sands mixed with gravels to form channel fill.  Upper 

flow regime conditions prevailed during deposition of the facies. 
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A fine grained deposit belonging to facies Wm marks the uppermost lithology of this 

association; the top and lower bounding surface is once again sharp and erosional, 

and a crude stratification is observable picked out by rare medium to fine gravel 

clasts.  Fragments of terrestrial molluscs can occasionally be found within the fine 

clay rich sediments of this facies. 

4.3.5.4 Sub-unit U3iv 

   The basal facies of sub-unit U3iv is Gcp; this can be observed fining at certain 

localities to Gdp.  Locally the deposit possesses a silty matrix and is more akin to 

facies Gbm.  The whole of this basal association is delimited by top and bottom by a 

sharp erosional contact; scours and more channel-like structures of variable 

dimensions can be observed truncating the fine grained deposit below (best 

expressed at UTM 0528463 4401733 Figure 4.8a photograph A.). Above this are 

200cm to 250cm of facies Gwc that contains a much higher concentration of medium 

to coarse sand sized grains in its matrix.   

   Within this facies are two distinct horizons rich in medium to coarse carbonate 

sands separated vertically by up to 180cm, which display a high degree of lateral 

variation in thickness.  The gravels between the sands are planar stratified, clast 

supported and in places contain coarse/fine clast couplets.  This is most notable on 

the Cala Mata fan between UTM 0527508 4400872 and UTM 0527465 4400737.  The 

sands form extensive but laterally discontinuous deposits (compared to similar 

deposits in sub-unit U3iii) while maintaining an overall sheet-like geometry; they are 

planar stratified and almost always incorporate a sand/gravel couplet (facies Sedp). 
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     The deposit also preserves features more typical of facies Sel, but does so less 

commonly than the same sediments described in U3iii.  Low angle cross stratification 

is observable, with the sands appearing to form the fill of discontinuous broad 

shallow channel-like features. In these structures, the sands are more frequently 

incorporated into coarser sediments to form the matrix of medium to coarse gravels 

(facies Sec; Figure 4.7). Directly above this horizon sits a distinctive much coarser 

layer of gravels belonging to facies Gbm, that is 30-50cm in thickness; locally this 

fines to Gcp.  

   Moving up, sub-unit U3iv shifts back to the matrix supported gravel with boulders 

and gravel/cobble lenses, of facies Gwbm.  Locally more clast supported regions are 

observable, typical of facies Gbm; the sub-unit passes vertically into facies Gwc, and 

the crude stratification that has been present throughout much of U3iv becomes 

more developed.   In common with similar deposits described earlier, the more 

stratified areas of Unit U3 display a marked reduction in the silt sized fraction of the 

matrix, with a noticeable shift towards medium/coarse sand.   

   The U3iv gravels are topped by ~40cm of planar stratified, clast supported facies 

Gcp, with its top sharply defined by an erosional contact.  The base of this facies is 

gradational and less well defined.   A fine grained silty/sandy deposit 20-30cm in 

thickness, and belonging to facies Wsp sits directly above the planar stratified 

gravels; a crude stratification is also evident in this facies picked out by medium to 

fine gravel clasts: it marks the uppermost lithology of the sub-unit and Unit U3 as a 

whole.  The lower bounding surface of Wsp is sharp and erosional, and the top marks 

major unconformity surface C.  
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4.3.6 Interpretation of Unit U3 

   Unit U3 and its constituent sub-units, displays a similar depositional architecture 

throughout; massive and crudely stratified coarse gravels with diffuse sandy 

horizons, bounded by fine grained silty/clay rich deposits.  The vast majority are 

composed of coarse, poorly sorted, conglomeratic deposits that are indicative of fan 

aggradation taking place in a sediment gravity flow dominated system; however, a 

contribution from water flow processes is also present along certain horizons, mostly 

at the bases and tops of individual sub-units.  This transition to water flow 

dominated sediment transport conditions is particularly evident in sub-unit U3iii at 

the western distal margin of the Cala Mata fan, were well stratified fine to medium 

gravels appear to dominate. 

   Interpreted as resulting from a stacked series of debris flows, the very coarse to 

fine gravels that comprise the vast majority of Unit U3 contain varying amounts of 

fine silty or sandy matrix.  Debris flow dominated systems tend to develop in 

catchments that are able to generate copious amounts of fine colluvial sediment; 

this implies that weathering rates must have been relatively high over the period 

when Unit U3 was emplaced in order to meet this requirement (White and Blum, 

1995; Mather, 1999; Gislason et al,. 2009).  The small, steep catchments that are 

typical of the fan systems in this part of the Llavant, coupled with the underlying 

carbonate lithologies also facilitate the formation of sediment gravity flow 

dominated systems (Mather, 1999; Viseras, 2003).  Hampton and Horton (2007) 

suggest that such flows are initiated by intense “flashy” precipitation falling over 

sparsely vegetated colluvially mantled slopes.  This implies that juxtaposed to  
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extended periods characterised by relatively high humidity and weathering rates, 

were drier climatic episodes that resulted in reduced vegetation cover (Tzedakis, 

2005; Fletcher et al., 2008; Hodge et al., 2008; Stoll et al., 2012). 

   Examples of both cohesive and non-cohesive debris flows are evident throughout 

Unit U3, and its constituent sub-units.   Cohesive flows occur as channelised and 

unconfined lobes (Mather, 1999); these are characterised by evenly distributed 

boulders, supported by the high density and viscosity and supplemented by 

cohesive, turbulent and buoyant forces (Low, 1979; Nemec and Steel, 1984). This 

also results in vertical/sub-vertical orientation of more tabular coarse clasts (Bull, 

1977).  In channelised cohesive flows these “floating” boulders (illustrated in Figure 

4.8b photographs A. and B.) can be seen to have formed a frozen central plug, 

around which the more mobile finer fraction has flowed.  Examples of non-cohesive 

unconfined debris flows are illustrated in Figure 4.8b (photograph C.); as can be 

seen, non-cohesive flows tend to concentrate boulders to the top and front of the 

flow due to density differences, buoyant and dispersive forces (Tucker, 2011; Blair 

and McPherson, 1994a). 

   The more stratified layers that are lacking a significant fine-grained fraction are 

indicative of modification by sheet-flow; also secondary sedimentary processes such 

as winnowing or sorting by overland flow during the later stages of debris flow 

emplacement appear to have removed a significant proportion of the fines.   Fluvial 

modification of the uppermost portion of individual debris flows by over-land flow, 

stream-flow, then sheet-flow would appear logical, and are regarded to be the most 
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significant mechanisms working at these times (Reading, 1986; Blair and McPherson, 

1994a).   

   Small, highly localised confined cohesive debris flows with boulder rich fronts 

(illustrated in Figure 4.8b photographs A. and B.) display a similar channel-like 

geometry.  These channelised cohesive debris flows appear representative of 

individual surges associated with addition of new material through intermittent 

slope failure, and lateral switching/avulsion of the main feeder channel as it shifts 

across the medial portion of the fan (Blair and McPherson, 1994a).  Due to their non-

erosive nature and the lack of any obvious levees, these must have flowed into pre-

existing fluvial channels (Nemec and Steel, 1984; Blair and McPherson, 1994a). 

   Individual sub-units within Unit U3 are separated by what first appear to be 

palaeosols (facies Wm and WSp).  However, on closer inspection the presence of a 

sharp erosional surface at each of their bases, lamination within the clay rich silts 

(facies Wm), and angular pebbles aligned in layers point to a more colluvial origin.  

Studying the micromorphology of the fine-grained facies would be required to 

confirm this, but a decision was made early in the project that this was beyond the 

scope of this study.   

   The evidence of erosion and colluviation are suggestive of hyperconcentrated flows 

initiated by overland flow (during the initial stages intense precipitation events), 

mobilising fairly well developed soils that formed higher in the catchments (Reid and 

Frostick, 1994; Crosta, 2001; Mather, 1999).  Soil formation would have taken place 

during relatively warm humid interstadial/interglacial climatic conditions, derived 
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from the same weathering products that also formed the coarser matrix supported 

debris flows.  

   Fine-grained facies WSp represents reworked insipient palaeosols derived from 

more sand rich deposits; most likely weathered aeolianites.  Evidence for this can be 

seen in Figure 4.5 photograph A. This illustrates the contact between Unit U2 and 

Unit U3, where facies WSp can be seen to include rip-up clasts of facies Set.  As with 

facies Wm, facies WSp are also representative of hyperconcentrated flows; other 

examples can be observed at the bases of the non-cohesive debris flows illustrated 

in Figure 4.8b photograph C. 

   The accumulation of these palaeosols (prior to reworking) most likely records a 

decrease in the rate of sediment supply associated with specific climatic conditions 

favouring pedogenesis; there is a possibility that parts of the fan surface were active 

and this actually represents lateral switching of the feeder stream mouth.  Local 

switching and reactivation of such stream channels across the fan surface is evident 

by the truncation of the fine-grained units observed at certain locations. 

   Fluvially reworked aeolian sand accumulations punctuate the sediment gravity flow 

dominated sediment stack, concentrated along certain horizons (as seen in Unit U2).  

At a single locality on the Es Barrancar the original dune has been preserved 

seemingly by a combination of rapid stabilisation by vegetation and the presence of 

groundwater close to the surface (as evidenced by the presence of groundwater 

calcites in the cemented gravels below; Figure 4.9).  This appears to be a very 

localised feature and not a significant indicator of conditions prevalent in the wider 

environment. 
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   Elsewhere, the presence of carbonate sand horizons denotes episodic aridity 

coupled with sea-level regression, exposure of bioclastic marine sand in Alcudia Bay 

(Fornόs et al., 2009; 2012; Andreucci et al., 2010b; 2013); this then was blown inland 

to form extensive dune fields and sand ramps.  Little in-situ evidence supporting 

rapid stabilisation of aeolian sediments by vegetation was found, with most of the 

evidence pointing towards rapid reworking by flash floods triggered catastrophic 

rainfall events over the catchments.  Ephemeral fluvial reworking of the aeolianites is 

evident (Figure 4.6a, and 4.7), generating a mixture of sheet-flood deposits (with 

sandy/pebbly couplets) and broad shallow sandy/ gravelly channel fills that display 

low angle cross stratification.  These sedimentary structures are indicative of highly 

unstable hydraulic conditions that are typical of supercritical flow/upper flow 

 

Figure 4.9 The gravels with groundwater calcite cement observed in sub-unit U3i at UTM 

0528363 4401394.  These are indicative of preferential movement of phreatic waters close 

to the surface at this locality. 
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regimes that prevailed at times of peak flow (Reading, 1986; Blair and McPherson, 

1994a). 

4.3.7 Unit U4 

   Unit U4 has a maximum thickness of 400cm, and is delimited at its base by major 

erosional unconformity surface C.  Directly above surface C. sits ~20cm of clast 

supported gravel, typical of facies Gcp: its upper bounding surface is also sharp and 

erosional.  The majority of Unit U4 belongs to facies Gwc (locally coarsening slightly 

to Gbm) possessing a matrix of silt to medium sand sized grains.  A well defined 

stratification is picked out by thin (<20cm) horizons of clast supported gravels (Gcp 

and Gdp) which also appear to preserve a crude imbrication in places (Figure 4.10 

A.).   

A number of thin (15-35cm in thickness), laterally discontinuous silty/sandy deposits 

of facies Wsp occur throughout the stratified gravels.  These are bounded by sharp 

erosional surfaces top and bottom, and appear to have been truncated.  All of the 

finer layers contain terrestrial gastropod fragments; and one layer at Es Barrancar 

yielded the skeletal remains of the extinct mammal Myotragus balearicus (teeth, 

Figure 4.10 B.).   

  The uppermost deposit of Unit U4 is composed of thin clast supported gravels from 

facies Gdp and Gcp, forming discontinuous stratified layers in the surrounding 

sandy/silty sediments; the deposit also contains pedogenic carbonate nodules (10-

20mm in diameter; Figure 4.10C.).  It is again bounded at its lower surface by a sharp 

erosional contact with the deposits below. 
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   Above Unit U4 the Holocene Mediterranean climatic regime, coupled with the 

limestone/dolomitic bedrock has encouraged the formation of a typical but thin 

“terra rossa” soil (<25cm in thickness).  The soil is exposed at the top of the sections 

on both catchments, indicating an extended period of climatic and environmental 

stability across the catchments.   

4.3.8 Interpretation of Unit U4 

   Unit U4 is again composed largely of medium to coarse conglomeratic deposits.  

The gravels are clast supported, preserve a distinct and well defined stratification, 

are truncated in places, and the tabular clasts appear to be imbricated (see Figure 

4.10 photograph A.).  The amount of fine matrix is markedly reduced throughout the 

sequence, containing less clay and a higher percentage of fine to medium detrital 

Figure 4.10 Uppermost facies associations in Unit U4: A. Alternating sequence observed at Es 

Barrancar composed of silty/sandy fine grained colluvial facies WSp and stratified and 

imbricated fluvial gravels belonging to facies Gdp/Gcp.  B. Teeth belonging to extinct 

mammal Myotragus balearicus recovered from facies WSp at Es Barrancar.  C. Alternating 

sequence observed at Cala Mata composed of pedogenic nodule containing facies WSp and 

stratified gravels belonging to facies Gdp/Gcp.  Both sequences display sharp erosional 

bounding surfaces between individual facies. 
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sand than has been seen previously.  It is interesting to note that no bioclastic 

carbonate sand was observed anywhere in Unit U4.  The thin silty horizons (facies 

WSp) punctuating the gravels are incised and truncated, preserving distinct erosional 

surfaces.   

   Collectively, the observations from Unit U4 are suggestive of fan aggradation taking 

place in a water flow dominated system, but mostly reworking the earlier sediment 

gravity flow deposits characteristic of Unit U3.  The truncation of the stratified 

gravels and silts are representative of an initial phase fluvial incision and stream-flow 

resulting from “flashy” concentration of overland flow. Sediment yields are reduced 

sharply by dense groundcover (Costin, 1980), therefore any significant reduction in 

vegetation cover lowers resistance to erosion greatly enhancing channel incision 

(Prosser et al., 1995).  As the sediment laden catastrophic water discharge continues 

to move down-slope, the flow becomes less confined and expands laterally into 

sheet-flow; this is a consequence of the drainage basin feeder channels becoming 

choked (Reading, 1986; Blair and McPherson, 1994a).   

   “Hortonian” over-land flow (Horton et al., 1934; Horton, 1939; 1945) is generated 

from ground infiltration excess/saturation during the initial stages of a “flashy” 

rainfall event.  As this over-land flow washed the colluvially mantled slopes of the 

catchment, fine grained sediments would have been stripped from any sparsely 

vegetated sections of the fan surface, and entrained generating shallow (<25cm) 

hyperconcentrated flows.   Occupying an intermediate classification, this kind of 

deposit shares features with sediment charged unconfined water flows, and fine 

grained water-rich debris flows (Mather, 1999; Reid and Frostick, 1994; Crosta, 2001; 
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Lavigne and Suwa, 2004).  It is notable that the sharp erosional base with the 

deposits below may result from very high rates of fine sediment entrainment 

(<35μm fraction; Govers and Rauws, 1986) during turbulent flow; this categorises 

them as sediment charged unconfined water flows.  Post deposition, the resulting 

deposit may superficially resemble a palaeosol.  The origin of the pedogenic 

carbonate nodules observed within facies WSp may lend support to this assertion. 

   While the precise formation process of these nodules is unclear (Zamanian et al., 

2016), but what is generally accepted is that pedogenic carbonate nodules develop 

in soils were conditions alternate between moisture contents high enough to provide 

Ca+2 ions in solution, and sufficient aridity to allow calcite supersaturation (Diaz et 

al., 2016, and references therein); this leads to secondary carbonate precipitation 

and accumulation.  These features are typical of soils that form in arid climatic 

conditions (Cerling, 1984).   The nodules generally form in-situ around condensation 

nuclei (these may be organic material or inorganic grains) by impregnation of the soil 

matrix with CaCO3 (Zamanian et al., 2016).   

   If formed in-situ the nodules possess diffuse outer boundaries, with the internal 

fabric remaining similar that of the host soil (Zamanian et al., 2016).  The nodules 

observed at Cala Mata (and illustrated in Figure 4.10 photograph C.) have sharp 

outer boundaries indicating that the nodules may have been exhumed, moved and 

redeposited at some point in their development (Zamanian et al., 2016).  Together, 

these observations support both the pedogenic origin of facies WSp, and the 

inference that the deposit has been reworked.  
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   The evidence of aridity provided by the presence of the nodules, lends credence to 

the notion that the notable reduction in fine grained sediments (clay size fraction) in 

Unit U4 results from significantly reduced weathering rates.  Water winnowing could 

also have played a significant role in removing this fraction (Govers and Rauws, 

1986).  Restricting sediment accumulation across the catchment, coupled with 

reduced vegetation cover (an additional consequence of limited moisture 

availability) would facilitate erosion and reworking of the colluvial, pedogenic and 

debris flow sediments already mantling the slopes of the catchments (Baets et al., 

2005).   

   An important point to reassert is that the kind of catastrophic discharge indicated 

by the preserved sediments results from “flashy” rainfall events; while not exclusive 

to these areas, ephemeral flood discharges are much more common in regions 

subject to arid climatic regimes due to a higher degree of seasonal constrainment in 

precipitation patterns (Reading, 1986; Yatheendradas et al., 2008; Schepanski et al., 

2012). 

   The absence of any obvious carbonate sand horizons in Unit U4 on either fan 

system at first seems puzzling, as eustatic sea level should have been low enough to 

expose much of Alcudia Bay.   Possible explanations for this include preferential wind 

winnowing and fluvial recycling back into the Bay; another is mechanical abrasion of 

grains by the enhanced winds leaving only the more resistant detrital grains.  Most 

likely, the lack of obvious carbonate sands stems from a combination of thorough 

mixing with fine-grained sediments, and expansion of the fans out into the bay 

during episodes of fluvial reworking effectively smothering the source.   
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4.4 Summary 

  The changes evident in the character of sedimentation on both fan systems reflect a 

response to temporal variations in the availability of moisture.  Preserved within the 

alluvial archives of the catchments are climatic oscillations that alternate between 

extended episodes where “interstadial” conditions dominated, and “stadial” events 

that were of a much shorter duration.   

   Interstadials appear to have been characterised by warm temperatures, relatively 

high humidity, high weathering rates, dense vegetation cover and significant 

sediment accumulation.   The generation and storage of copious volumes of 

sediment high in both catchments would have favoured the domination of sediment 

gravity flow processes, and therefore development of the debris flow dominated 

alluvial fan systems.  Limited fluvial reworking of earlier debris flow deposits is also 

indicated, evidenced by the presence of stratified gravels and channel incision. There 

are suggestions that a phase dominated by stream-flow may have been directly 

followed by the generation of cohesive debris flows, confined in the same fluvial 

channels; also as unconfined lobes due to lateral expansion as feeder channels clog 

with sediment.   

   Punctuating these extended periods of warmth and high moisture availability were 

stadials; these were much cooler and arid in character and appear to have been 

accompanied by sea level regression, enhanced wind speeds, a higher degree of 

seasonal constrainment in patterns of precipitation (limiting weathering rates and 

reducing vegetation cover).   Exposure of the bioclastic sediment sink in Alcudia Bay, 

enhanced wind speeds and a lack of rainfall encouraged the expansion and inland 
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migration of extensive dune fields, and the domination of wind flow processes 

during stadials.  The extensive fluvial reworking of the aeolianite dunes results from 

a lack of stabilising vegetation cover combined with the catastrophic or “flashy” 

nature of arid climate precipitation patterns.   

   More extended episodes dominated by cold and aridity are indicated in the alluvial 

archives preserved in Unit U2 and Unit U4.  The cessation of sediment gravity flow 

activity during these extended arid episodes is testament to the marked reduction in 

weathering rates.  The overall cooling and drying trend is most likely representative 

of the climatic deterioration to, and persistence of fully “glacial” conditions.  Even 

during such climatic deteriorations the switching between aridity (with enhanced 

wind speeds, reduced vegetation cover and increased likelihood of catastrophic 

rainfall events), and periods of higher moisture availability appears to have 

continued; for Unit U4 this is evidenced by insipient palaeosol and nodule 

development, and by the presence of rhizoliths in the dunes of Unit U2.   

   Secondary reworking as hyperconcentrated flows (also observed in the palaeosols 

of Unit U3) would have arisen from an initial phase dominated by overland flow with 

high rates of fine sediment entrainment, stripping not only palaeosols but also 

colluvial deposits in areas of sparse vegetation cover.  The deposit resulting from this 

sediment charged run-off displays elements of hyperconcentration, sheet-flow and 

stream-flow evidencing the primacy of water flow processes throughout the 

emplacement of Unit U4, despite the arid nature of this climatic episode.   

  Having gained a qualitative understanding of the sequence of depositional events 

based upon interpretation of relative stratigraphic correlations, accurate absolute 
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age determination is now necessary in order to provide quantification and establish 

a robust chronology.  The use of optically stimulated luminescence dating was 

deemed favourable in this situation.  This decision was reached primarily due to 

nature of the sediments (believed to contain both quartz and feldspar), but also due 

to the depositional environments present within the fan systems of interest to this 

study.  The significance of these and other factors will be elucidated upon further in 

Chapter 5.   
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Chapter Five 

5.0 Optically stimulated luminescence dating. 

5.1 Introduction 

   Astronomically tuned oceanic δ18O records provide us with compelling evidence of 

profound and recurring climatic fluctuations throughout the Quaternary (Imbrie et 

al., 1984; Martinson et al., 1987).  These fluctuations have resulted in the formation 

of distinct terrestrial landforms containing depositional sequences that act as 

archives, preserving valuable information on sedimentary processes active at the 

time of formation (as detailed in Chapter 4).  However, without an independent 

chronometer correlation between these archives occurring at different locations 

across the planet has proved problematic.  Even at proximal localities temporal 

interpretations often end up being wholly qualitative, based upon relative 

stratigraphic correlations.  Accurate absolute age determination of terrestrial 

sedimentary sequences is therefore of major importance in the context of 

palaeoclimatic and palaeoenvironmental research over this period of Earth history 

(Macklin et al., 2002; Harvey et al., 2005; Govin et al., 2015). 

5.1.1 Methods routinely used to obtain age estimates in Quaternary research   

   The establishment of robust chronologies in Quaternary research has been 

attempted using a number of techniques (see Figure 5.1).  A superficial review of the 

choice of potentially applicable techniques would indeed appear to reveal some 

promising candidates.  However, the applicability of most is limited by a range of 

factors that must be taken into consideration.   

   Some techniques are only capable of providing relative rather than absolute ages.  

Such techniques include dendrochronology, amino acid racemisation, 
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palaeomagnatism, and to some degree obsidian hydration dating; all require the pre-

existence of independent age estimates obtained from absolute dating methods for 

comparison.   Of the methods available today that are capable of delivering absolute 

ages radiometric dating techniques are considered the most reliable because the 

physical mechanisms that underpin them (such as predictable accumulation 

radiation damage, measurable decrease in radioisotope concentrations); they are 

also, to some degree, considered to be independent from external parameters such 

as temperature and precipitation (Buylaert, 2007).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Potassium/argon, argon/argon, and fission track are absolute dating techniques, 

but can only be applied in environments containing volcanic rocks intercalated with 

sediments (Wagner and Van den Haute, 1992; Kuiper et al., 2008).  Uranium-thorium 

 
 

 
Figure 5.1 Illustrating the various methods routinely used to obtain age estimates in Quaternary 

research, and their approximate dating range (adapted from Lian and Roberts, 2006; after Aitken, 

1998). 
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series dating can only provide minimum ages, resulting from its reliance upon post-

depositional precipitation of carbonate; this again limits its applicability to certain 

specific environmental settings (Ivanovich and Harmon, 1983).  Disequilibrium and 

the presence of detrital contamination can mar the reliability of U-series age 

estimates unless adequately corrected for (Singhvi and Porat, 2008).  In electron spin 

resonance dating the recombination of electrons can be a problem, significantly 

constraining its useful range (Grun, 1991).   

   Cosmogenic nuclide exposure dating (not shown in Figure 5.1) would appear to 

posses both great utility, and an extended age range (few hundred to tens of 

millions; Ivy-Ochs and Kober, 2008).  Calibration for this technique is complex 

requiring detailed (and universally agreed upon) knowledge of latitude and scaling 

factors, past fluctuations in the Earths magnetic field, for the accurate estimation of 

in-situ rates of nuclide production (Ivy-Ochs and Kober, 2008; Dunai, 2010).  Also 

referred to as surface exposure dating, episodic reburial and exhumation, along with 

post depositional high surface weathering and erosion rates can prove very 

problematic for this technique, leading to high levels of uncertainty in the resulting 

age estimates. 

   Of all the radiometric dating methods available, radiocarbon dating has been by far 

the most widely used, but its applications are limited not only by its age range 

(reliably up to ~40 ka). The technique requires organic carbon in the form of shell, 

bone, charcoal or detrital plant remains.   Poor preservation of these materials 

coupled with cross contamination can cause significant overestimations in the ages 

obtained (Blong and Gillespie, 1978; Olsen et al., 2013), and in certain semi arid/arid 

environmental setting suitable materials are not available (Macklin et al., 2002). 
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Calibration of the ages is complex, assuming equilibrium with atmospheric 

concentrations of 14C; therefore it requires  (amongst other things) a detailed 

knowledge of past fluxes of carbon isotopes in the atmosphere (Macklin et al., 2002; 

Reimer et al., 2004; Lian and Roberts, 2006).  Insufficient correction for these 

“reservoir” effects can significantly increase the uncertainty associated with 14C age 

estimates (Stuiver et al., 1998). 

   Luminescence dating offers an alternative absolute method that is broadly (but still 

not universally) applicable, and is now being increasingly used for dating within a 

wide range of late Quaternary and Holocene research topics (Rose et al., 1999; 

Fornόs et al., 2009; Andreucci et al., 2009; 2010; 2012; Pope et al., 2008; 2013; 

Candy and Pope, 2010; Thiel et al., 2010; Guérin et al., 2012; Buylaert et al., 2015; 

Lawrence et al., 2015).  Its utility stems from its use of ubiquitous mineral grains 

present in a wide range of sediments and settings, the extended potential age range 

(~0.1ka to 500ka or more) compared to radiocarbon, and that there is no 

requirement for complex calibration of the ages (Prescott and Robertson, 1997; Lian 

and Roberts, 2006).  

5.1.2  Luminescence research in the western Mediterranean 

   Despite this apparent utility and an abundance of dateable material, very few 

robust luminescence chronologies exist from any part of the world.  Figure 5.2 

summarises the palaeoenvironmental and palaeoclimatic research that has 

employed luminescence dating techniques at sites across the western 

Mediterranean; and while 19 years of luminescence research has resulted in the 

publication of ~200 age estimates (IRSL and OSL) from the eastern side of the Iberian 

peninsula (see Figure 5.2 for author and locality information) the rest of the western 
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Mediterranean is not as well represented.  In the Balearic Islands at present there 

are 34 published OSL ages from sites in the north east of Mallorca (Fornós et al.,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

    Region Location    Luminescence   
technique 

   Author 

1. Balearic Islands Caló d’es Cans, 
Waterfront Cove, Es Caló, 
Pollença Bay, Cala Xuclar. 

           OSL Rose et al., 1999; Fornós et al., 
2009; de Valle et al., 2016. 

2. Sardinia San Giovanni Di Sinis, 
Alghero Coast, Santa 

Reparata, Scala E Croccas, 
Is Arenas. 

OSL, post-IR IRSL Andreucci et al., 2009; 2010a; 
2010b; 2012; 2013; 2014; Thiel 
et al., 2010; Zucca et al 2014;  

Pascucci et al., 2014.  

3. Corsica Golo basin Post-IR IRSL Forzoni et al., 2015. 

4. Northern Iberia Rio Guadalope basin, 
Gállego River, Ebro basin, 
Sierra de Atapuerca, Cinca 

River, Aragón valley. 

      OSL, IRSL Fuller et al., 1996; 1998;  Peña 
et al., 2004;  Lewis et al., 2009;  
Luzón et al., 2009;  Beneto et 
al., 2010;  Arnold et al., 2012;  
Jiménez-Sánchez et al., 2012;  

García-Ruiz et al 2013. 

5. Central Iberia Tajo basin, Gredos Gorge OSL Gutiérrez et al., 2010;  Muñoz-
Salinas et al., 2013. 

6. Southern Iberia Aguas River, Catalan Bay, 
Gibraltar, Vera basin, 

Sorbas/Carboneras basin, 
Tabernas basin. 

OSL, IRSL, post-IR 
IRSL 

Schulte et al., 2002; 2008; 
Maher, 2005;  Rodríguez-Vidal 

et al., 2007; 2010;   Meikle, 
2008;  Geach et al., 2015. 

 
Figure 5.2 Summary of published palaeoenvironmental and palaeoclimatic research (western 

Mediterranean), that have utilised various methods of luminescence dating to obtain ages (base map, 

Google DigitalGlobe, 2016). 

Redacted due to copyright 
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2009; Rose et al., 1999); with an additional 6 OSL ages published from Cala Xuclar, 

Ibiza (de Valle et al., 2016).     Of the published data in the Balearics, Rose et al., 

(1999) has arguably come the closest to developing a robust chronology; it is 

however necessary to view the findings of this research (as highly impressive as it is) 

with a degree of caution due to the less than ideal nature of the sites selected, the 

immaturity of the technique at the time, and the poor luminescence characteristics 

of some of the samples chosen for dating.  Many of the resulting age estimates are 

beset by very large uncertainties; in excess of 37% for the worst of the samples. 

   Elsewhere, alluvial sediments from coastal sections around the island of Sardinia 

have been the subjected to fairly intense scrutiny, with 52 OSL and 9 post-IR IRSL 

ages having been published in the past few years (Pascucci et al., 2014; Zucca et al., 

2014; Andreucci et al., 2009; 2010a; 2010b; 2012; 2013; 2014; Thiel et al., 2010).  

Only 4 post-IR IRSL ages have been published for the island of Corsica (Forzoni et al., 

2015), although other unpublished ages do exist and are occasionally cited.   

   The aim of this chapter is to apply recent advances in luminescence dating 

methodology (relating to increased precision utilising a combination of quartz OSL 

and potassium feldspar post-IR IR290 methodology; Murray et al., 2012), in order to 

tightly constrain the timing of fluvial system response on Mallorca to regional 

climatic change in the western Mediterranean.   Both quartz and feldspar dosimeters 

are used primarily to address issues relating to incomplete signal resetting (poor 

bleaching).  The following sections (5.2 to 5.9) details the methodology used in the 

application of luminescence dating to alluvial sediments derived from the Cala Mata 

and Es Barrancar fan systems.  Key principles relating to choice of analytical 

procedure, dosimeter type and dosimetry measurements are discussed with regard 
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to how these informed the development of a strategy for sample acquisition and 

subsequent analysis in the laboratory.  In the final section the results are presented, 

and the ages placed into context with the stratigraphy developed in the previous 

chapter. 

 

5.2 Fundamentals of luminescence dating 

5.2.1 Introduction 

   Luminescence dating techniques enable an evaluation of the time that has elapsed 

since coarse clastic deposits containing quartz and/or feldspar were last exposed to 

daylight.  It belongs to a category of radiation dosimetric dating methods, that also 

includes fission-track dating and electron spin resonance dating (Aitken 1985; 1998).  

All are based on the time-dependent accumulation of radiation damage within the 

crystal lattice of certain minerals; principally quartz and feldspar (Huntley et al., 

1985)   The damage resulting from this low level radiation exposure creates a free 

charge, some of which is trapped (as electrons) in a meta-stable state within defects 

or holes in the crystal lattice (Buylaert, 2007; Preusser et al., 2008).  These defects 

are referred to as electron traps.  Aitken (1998) described this process conceptually 

(as seen in Figure 5.3), with the electrons existing within discrete ranges of energy 

called bands.  The lowest energy band is the valence band; the highest energy band 

is the conduction band.  The gap between the two is always empty with no electron 

occupying a position in this zone. However, the reality is more complex as natural 

crystals always contain defects resulting from impurities or missing atoms that 

disturb the ordered crystalline structure.  The existence of these lattice defects is 

essential for the accumulation of the luminescence signal (Vandenberghe, 2004).  
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Inside a crystal ionising radiation causes excitation of atoms within the lattice, 

activating electrons to a higher energy state and raising them from the valance band 

into the conduction band (Vandenberghe, 2004; Preusser et al., 2008).   

   The dislodgement of electron results in a charge deficit creating a hole (or electron 

vacancy), which can move position within the crystal lattice (Vandenberghe, 2004; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preusser et al., 2008).  The vast majority of the electrons that make up the charge 

instantly recombine and are released, but a few electrons and holes can become 

trapped at the aforementioned defect centres that exist in the crystal lattice of the 

different minerals used for luminescence dating (Vandenberghe, 2004).  In this way 

the energy is temporarily stored in the crystal lattice and the system exists in a meta-

stable state; to return the system to a stable state requires energy to dislodge 

electrons from the traps.   

 

 

Figure 5.3 Schematic representation of the energy band model of luminescence production within a 

crystal (after Aitken 1998).  Ionising radiation causes trapping of electrons and holes at lattice 

defects.  Stimulation by light or heat evicts electrons, some of which reach luminescence centres 

and recombine with a hole producing luminescence (after Buylaert, 2007). 
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   Electron traps exist at different depths below the conduction band, and this depth 

reflects the amount of energy required to lift a trapped electron back to the 

conduction band.  Deeper traps require more energy to empty them meaning an 

electron is likely to remain there longer, therefore these traps are considered to be 

the most stable over time.  Trap depths of ~1.6eV or deeper are considered as being 

of the greatest utility for luminescence dating (Vandenberghe, 2004; Preusser et al., 

2008).   

   Once electrons have absorbed enough energy to be evicted from a trap (bridging 

the barrier between the trap and the conduction band) they can either become 

trapped again, or they can recombine with holes in recombination centres 

(Vandenberghe, 2004).  These recombination centres also relate to the defects 

present in the crystal lattice, and attract holes as well as electrons.  Recombination 

of electrons and holes can result in either the emission of: 

Heat- that is referred to as non-radiative recombination, or  

Light- that is referred to as radiative recombination.  

The defect sites relating to radiative recombination are called luminescence centres; 

the resulting light is termed thermoluminescence (TL) or optically stimulated 

luminescence (OSL), depending on whether electrons were released from the traps 

using heat or light.  The intensity of the luminescence emitted relates directly to the 

amount of electrons that were trapped in the defects, therefore since the energy is 

absorbed at a certain rate (Gy/ka), the intensity is related to the time of 

accumulation; the longer the material is exposed to ionising radiation, the more 

signal is acquired (Vandenberghe, 2004).   It is important to take into consideration 

that the total number of traps available for storing the charge is limited.  Therefore 
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during continuous irradiation the available traps are gradually filled and eventually 

saturation will be reached.  Saturation is the highest intensity to which a 

luminescence signal can grow, and it is also the upper dating limit that can be 

attained (Vandenberghe, 2004).  Quartz has been found to saturate at lower doses 

than feldspars, feldspars therefore have proved to be advantageous for dating older 

deposits or those that have been subjected to higher dose-rates (Buylaert et al., 

2012). 

   The method utilised in luminescence dating is represented in Figure 5.4. On 

exposure to heat (>300°C) or sunlight, sufficient energy may be absorbed to 

destabilise and then free electrons from their meta-stable state in the mineral; this 

leads to recombination at luminescence centres resulting in release of the energy as 

light (photons), that is termed luminescence (Aitken, 1998).  The “zeroing” event 

resulting from exposure to sunlight takes place during erosion, and subsequent 

transport/deposition of the coarse clastic grains (Vandenberghe, 2004; Buylaert, 

2007).  Zeroing through exposure to sunlight is referred to as “bleaching”.   Once the 

grains are shielded from sunlight, after deposition and burial, the trapped charge 

that gives rise to the luminescence signal can again start to accumulate again 

initiated by damage from naturally occurring radioactivity (Aitken, 1998).  The longer 

a mineral remains buried the greater the radiation exposure, and the resulting 

accumulated damage is therefore a measure of the total energy absorbed per mass 

of mineral since the signal was last reset; this is termed the palaeodose or burial 

dose (Aitken, 1998).   

   Release (and subsequent measurement) of the latent luminescence signal 

undertaken under laboratory conditions utilises the same resetting agents as nature; 
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stimulation by either heat or light.  If a signal is induced using heat, the resulting 

luminescence is referred to as thermoluminescence (TL). If light exposure is the 

agent used, the emitted signal is termed optically stimulated luminescence (OSL).   

However the luminescence signal is generated, the light emitted from the grains (or 

single grain) is measured using a photomultiplier housed in an OSL reader.  The 

intensity of light, and therefore the energy to which the photomultiplier is exposed, 

is controlled by selecting a filter of the colour spectrum that is appropriate for the 

mineralogy of the grains being measured (Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2010).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Establishing the palaeodose requires comparison of the natural luminescence to 

signals induced by artificial irradiation in the laboratory (Wintle and Murray, 2006).                    

These induced signals are referred to as the equivalent dose (De), and are measured 

in units of absorbed radiation; the gray (Gy).   The amount of radiation exposure 

 

Figure 5.4 Schematic representation of the luminescence dating method.  The event dated is the 

time that has elapsed between resetting of the luminescence signal (in this case bleaching by 

sunlight), subsequent burial, and measurement of the acquired signal in the laboratory using heat 

or light (Vandenberghe, 2004; after Aitken, 1998).  Optically stimulated luminescence preferentially 

releases the trapped charge most sensitive to light, and therefore arises from those traps most 

likely to have been completely emptied during sediment transport by sunlight (Buylaert, 2007). 

 

 

 
 
 

Redacted due to copyright 
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acting on a sample over a given time (Gy/ka) is referred to as the dose rate; this 

controls the rate of signal accumulation.  If the dose rate can be determined, 

calculation of the time elapsed since the signal was last reset can be represented by 

the following equation:   

                                                                                                                                                

(Buylaert, 2007; Preusser et al., 2008)       

 

5.2.2 The potential for signal resetting in alluvial sedimentary environments 

   The key assumption when establishing the palaeodose is that all of the 

accumulated trapped charge within the grain is released by the bleaching event, and 

the signal has been reset to zero.  Incomplete bleaching results in grains being 

deposited with a heterogeneous distribution of residual trapped charge. If large 

sample aliquots (i.e. aliquots made up of many grains) are used for the measurement 

of the OSL signal, these residual trapped charges gives rise to an apparent dose that 

results both from charge trapped during burial, and the residual trapped charge 

already present at the time of burial.   The net effect can be a significant 

overestimate of the age. 

   The probability of incomplete signal resetting is dependent upon a number of 

environmental variables/sedimentary processes that must be given full 

consideration when selecting whether specific alluvial sediments are likely to be 

appropriate for luminescence dating.  In clean quartz and feldspar grains the OSL 
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signal will be reduced to a negligible level within seconds of exposure to sunlight 

(Godfrey-Smith et al., 1988; Murray and Olley, 2002; Buylaert et al., 2012).  In any 

natural setting (alluvial or otherwise), grains are rarely clean frequently having 

surface coatings of clay, iron and manganese oxide (Singhvi et al., 1983).  A further 

complication is that the transport medium is rarely transparent; even during aeolian 

transport (considered ideal for bleaching; Wintle, 1993; Hilgers et al., 2001) 

turbulent mixing and saltation moves grains in and out of regions receiving the 

highest light flux (Murray and Olley, 2002; Singarayer et al., 2005; Singhvi and Porat, 

2008).  Numerous studies however, illustrate the reliability of age estimates 

obtained from aeolian sediments, strongly supporting their use (where available) 

over deposits from other sedimentary environments for luminescence dating (Olley 

et al., 1998; Murray et al., 2001; Goble et al., 2004; Clemmenson and Murray, 2006; 

Kolstrup et al., 2007; Fornós et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2006; Buylaert et al., 2012). 

   In the fluvial environment turbidity can attenuate sunlight in the first metre of the 

water column, potentially exposing grains to light for very short periods before 

returning them to complete darkness (Berger, 1990; Wallinga, 2002).  In certain 

scenarios it may even be possible that the majority of bleaching only takes place 

during episodic periods of low flow, when water levels are at their shallowest, 

turbidity is low and transport has ceased (Murray and Olley, 2002).  Even then it 

could be the case that only the grains resting on the surface get sufficient exposure 

to fully bleach the OSL signal (Murray and Olley, 2002).  It may therefore be 

reasonable to assume that it can take multiple cycles of sediment overturning, 

mobilisation and deposition to fully bleach fluvial deposits. Early fears that fluvial 

sediments would be almost impossible to date (Wintle and Huntley, 1982) have 
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fortunately proved to be unfounded with multiple studies highlighting the efficacy of 

OSL dating on samples from this sedimentary environment (Jain et al., 2004; 

Cunningham and Wallinga, 2012, and references therein).  This demonstrates that 

partial bleaching is actually of minimal concern, making fluvial sediments also a safe 

bet in terms of producing reliable age estimates (Murray et al., 2012).   

   Sediment transport mechanisms and depositional processes from colluvially 

dominated settings are such that the potential for light exposure would appear to be 

much less than for deposits with fluvial or aeolian origins (Wintle, 1993).   The 

formation of colluvial deposits may or may not involve the presence of turbid water 

(sheet and rill erosion), but frequently involves mass wasting (avalanches, slides, 

slumps, flows, falls and creep); deposits often actually form from a mixture of the 

two (Blair and McPherson, 1994a; 1999).  During mass wasting grains or coagulated 

aggregates of grains of all sizes are likely to be transported over a short distance, 

deposited and then covered in one single event, if initiated for example by heavy 

rainfall (Hanson et al., 2004).  The limited transport distances involved and significant 

light attenuation (by turbid water or concentrations of clasts) means insufficient 

resetting of the OSL signal would indeed seem likely if the colluvial grains only 

experience one cycle of erosion and deposition (Fuchs and Lang, 2009).  However, 

colluviation can also involve the remobilisation of mineral grains that were 

sufficiently bleached at the time of deposition (reworking of aeolian deposits for 

instance).  If the time lag between the bleaching event and the remobilisation is 

evidently short (falling within the 1σ error) the resulting age estimate can still be 

deemed valid (Fornós et al., 2009; Andreucci et al., 2012).   
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   As a result of these various sediment transport processes the bleaching history of 

each grain will be different (Murray and Olley, 2002), but only when all grains have 

had sufficient light exposure will a sediment sample be completely bleached. This 

can usually assumed to be true for aeolian transported material, and also for fluvially 

transported sediments; it must be at least considered questionable for sediments of 

colluvial origin, requiring careful case by case assessment of the deposits 

sedimentary history, transport distance and the mechanisms involved.  

 

5.3 Determination of equivalent dose 

 5.3.1 Introduction  

   Measurements of equivalent dose can be made by adopting either a single aliquot 

additive dose (SAAD) or a single aliquot regenerative dose (SAR) procedure (Murray 

and Wintle, 2003).  For the purposes of this study single aliquot regenerative dose 

methods were applied for the determination of equivalent dose.  An overview 

outlining the rationale behind this decision, and why the single aliquot regenerative 

dose procedure has been adopted as standard practice are presented.  First it is 

necessary to understand the general approach that underpins the SAR methodology. 

5.3.2 Single aliquot regenerative dose procedure (SAR) 

   The first cycle of the SAR measurement sequence begins with all aliquots (grains 

mounted on steel discs or cups) subjected to a predetermined temperature prior to 

measurement of the natural signal.  Termed the preheat, the aim is to remove 

electrons residing in unstable traps whose contribution could effect dose 

measurements.  The protocol then requires that at the start of all following 

measurement cycles aliquots are given a regenerative dose of beta radiation, the 
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intensity of which is increased during consecutive cycles.  Each beta irradiation 

administered in the laboratory acts to reproduce the effects of the ionising radiation 

the sample may have been exposed to during its burial history, regenerating the 

aliquots luminescence signal.   

   Following stimulation and measurement all aliquots are irradiated with a fixed dose 

of beta radiation that is kept the same during each cycle (~20% natural signal for 

quartz); this is referred to as the test dose.  A second preheat usually 40°C lower  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
*For quartz, an infrared stimulation at 125°C for 100s can be added to test for feldspar contamination/IR sensitivity  

 
Table 5.1 Summary of the SAR OSL (after Murray and Wintle, 2000; 2003), and post-IR IRSL290 (after 

Buylaert et al., 2009; Thiel et al., 2011) measurement protocols used to determine equivalent dose in 

this study.  The first cycle of the sequence begins with a preheat prior to measurement of the natural 

signal using optical stimulation with blue light (for quartz) or infrared (for feldspar).  The preheat 

removes electrons residing in shallow or unstable electron traps.  At the start of cycles following 

measurement of the natural luminescence signal all aliquots are subjected to an irradiation (the 

regenerative dose) of increasing duration.   During the second stage of each measurement cycle a fixed 

dose of radiation is administered; termed the test dose, it allows for the assessment and correction of 

sensitivity changes.  The equivalent dose of the natural signal is calculated by interpolation onto a dose-

response curve constructed from the regenerated points.  
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than the first, (referred to in the sequence as cut heat) follows the test dose 

irradiation. During this the 110°C thermoluminescence (TL) peak (Franklin et al., 

1995) is recorded.   Used in combination with the test dose this allows for the 

identification of sensitivity changes in the luminescence signal (Murray and Roberts, 

1998).  In the absence of any significant transfer of charge (see thermal transfer) a 

comparison should result in a good correlation between the administered test 

doseluminescence signal and the regenerated luminescence signal.  Correcting for 

sensitivity changes using the luminescence signal from the test dose allowed Murray 

and Wintle (2000), to determine what is now considered the standard (after 

modification by Murray and Wintle, 2003) single aliquot regenerative dose (SAR) 

protocol.  

   Calculation of equivalent dose simply requires the multiplication of the 

regenerative dose by the ratio of the natural to regenerated OSL signal (after 

normalisation to the test dose).   This allows interpolation of the natural signal onto 

a sensitivity corrected dose-response curve constructed from the regenerated dose 

points. The measurement sequence is summarised in Table 5.1. 

   As can be seen from Table 5.1 the SAR measurement protocol for potassium 

feldspar (after Buylaert et al., 2009; Thiel et al., 2011) is almost identical, but with 

two infrared stimulations (50°C and 290°C for 100s) instead of a single stimulation 

with blue light.  Also note that the test dose required for potassium feldspar is higher, 

at ~30% of the natural signal. 

5.3.3 Procedure selection rationale 

   The single aliquot regenerative dose procedure was favoured for the determination 

of equivalent dose as it provides the means to quantitatively appraise key factors of 
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significance to the luminescence dating method.  As well as the previously 

mentioned test dose, within the SAR protocol are a series of other OSL 

measurements that routinely monitor for changes in luminescence sensitivity 

resulting from laboratory treatment of the aliquot: 

Recycling- SAR allows the construction of sensitivity corrected dose-response curves; usually 

starting with the smallest dose point first (Wintle and Murray, 2006).  This is followed by an 

incremental increase with each following dose point, up to a value that is anticipated to be 

greater than that of the natural signal.  A measurement is also obtained when no dose is 

given (see recuperation), followed by a repeat measurement of one of the dose points 

(usually the first regenerated dose point after measurement of the natural signal).  

Sensitivity changes are considered progressive (Wintle and Murray, 2006); therefore 

measurement of the first regenerated dose point followed by remeasurement of the same 

dose at the end of the cycle should provide the widest spread in sensitivity.  The ratio of the 

two data points resulting from this repeated measurement is termed the recycling ratio.  If 

SAR is successfully correcting for this sensitivity change, the value should be at, or within 

10% of unity (Murray and Wintle, 2000). 

Recuperation- A fundamental assumption is that no luminescence signal should be 

produced by a sample that has received no irradiation dose (Wintle and Murray, 2006).  

Testing for this involves measuring for a luminescence signal in grains that have been 

completely reset under laboratory conditions.  The measured signal should be zero; however, 

a residual signal (~1-2Gy) can manifest as a result of recombination of electrons from deep 

traps.  This signal is recuperation (Aitken and Smith, 1998).  Sensitivity changes resulting 

from multiple phases of heating, optical stimulation and irradiation in the laboratory are 

thought to initiate this form of electron recombination.  As long as the resulting 

luminescence is <5% of the natural signal recuperation is not considered to be problematic 
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(Murray and Wintle, 2000).  SAR both monitors and quantifies recuperation throughout the 

measurement sequence.   

   Modification of the measurement sequence has allowed SAR to be used to test for 

additional changes in sensitivity and for signal reproducibility:   

Thermal transfer- Relates to the transfer of charge during the first preheat of a sample prior 

to measurement of the natural signal.  This again is believed to result from recombination of 

electrons stimulated from deeper traps inserted into thermally shallow but light insensitive 

traps;  these are then transferred to the OSL traps by excessive preheat temperatures 

(Wintle and Murray, 2006; Murray and Wintle, 2000).  Thermal transfer is tested for prior to 

equivalent dose estimation by means of subjecting aliquots of a sample to incrementally 

higher preheat temperatures.  The temperature range where the resulting De values plateau 

defines the optimal preheat temperature to be used in a SAR measurement sequence for a 

given sample.  This is referred to as the preheat plateau test.   

Signal reproducibility- All samples must be capable of providing reproducible De values to be 

of use in dating.  The standard method of assessing signal reproducibility is the dose 

recovery test.  First it is necessary that the equivalent dose of the natural signal has been 

established prior to the dose recovery test; for quartz this can be obtained while using a SAR 

sequence that tests for IR sensitivity.  Aliquots are then bleached and irradiated with a 

known laboratory dose that is close to the natural De.   The irradiated sample is then 

subjected to measurement using the SAR protocol, with the resulting De value being 

compared to that of the administered dose: 

                                De recovered / De administered 

For the sample to be considered capable of generating reproducible equivalent dose values, 

the resulting ratio should be within 10% of unity.  This also demonstrates the ability of the 
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chosen SAR protocol to measure the administered dose accurately (Wintle and Murray, 

2006).     

   An additional benefit of SAR is its utility in terms of investigating incomplete 

bleaching: 

Signal resetting- One of the most basic prerequisites for accurate luminescence dating is 

that (prior to burial) the trapped charge signal has been completely reset or removed by 

exposure to sunlight, bleaching the sediment (Kars et al., 2014).   Incomplete signal resetting 

at the time of deposition can manifesting itself as significant scatter in the measured De 

values.   While there are no unambiguous methods for identifying incomplete bleaching, it 

can be investigated quantitatively, by undertaking SAR measurements on small aliquots and 

single grains.  Incomplete bleaching can also be investigated by comparison of the quartz 

OSL and potassium feldspar post-IR IRSL signals obtained from SAR measurements on 

medium/large aliquots. It is known that luminescence signals from quartz and potassium 

feldspar have different sensitivities to daylight, in terms of bleaching rates (Godfrey-Smith et 

al. 1988; Thomsen et al. 2008; Murray et al. 2012); with the quartz OSL signal being much 

more rapidly reset by sunlight than the conventional IRSL signal from potassium feldspar.  

Given the different bleaching rates of these two minerals, a comparison of the OSL ages 

(obtained from quartz) with the IRSL ages (obtained from potassium feldspar), enables us to 

make qualitative statements about the likelihood of the presence of incomplete bleaching 

(Murray et al. 2012).  To confirm this, Buylaert et al., (2012), undertook an investigation into 

the bleaching rate of the post-IR IRSL290 signal compared to the IR50 signal, and to that of 

quartz OSL.  Aliquots of quartz and of potassium feldspar were bleached for different lengths 

of time in a Hӧnle SOL2 solar simulator.  The residual dose was then measured for feldspar 

using the modified post-IR IRSL SAR protocol outlined by Buylaert et al., (2009) and Thiel et 

al., (2011);  the standard SAR protocol (Murray and Wintle, 2000; 2003) was used for quartz.   

This bleaching curve test confirmed that both feldspar signals (IR50 and post-IR IRSL290) 
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bleach about one order of magnitude more slowly than the quartz OSL signal.  As a 

consequence of this property, post-IR IRSL290 ages can only be greater than, or at best equal 

to, quartz ages. In the latter case this can be used as an indication of good bleaching of both 

signals at the time of deposition. The situation where post-IR IRSL290 ages are significantly 

greater than quartz ages indicates poor bleaching of the post-IR IRSL290 signal, but does not 

necessarily imply poor bleaching of the quartz signal (Murray et al., 2012); or indeed of the 

IR50 feldspar signal. 

 

5.4 Dosimeters in luminescence dating 

5.4.1 Introduction 

   Early thermoluminescence dating studies established that the minerals responsible 

for the luminescence signal were quartz and potassium feldspar (Aitken, 1998). 

These minerals are abundant in sediments from most geological settings (Nesbitt et 

al., 1997 and references therein), and they are resistant to weathering compared to 

other minerals such as carbonates (which are also known to carry a luminescence 

signal; Wieser et al., 1993).  Both dosimeters are sensitive to radiation dose, and 

while the resulting luminescence signal is easily reset by sunlight, it contains 

components that are stable over long periods of time (Godfrey-Smith, 1994; Murray 

et al., 2012).  An additional benefit is that signal growth can be readily quantified 

using mathematical functions to model its physical behaviour (McKeever and Chen, 

1997; Galbraith et al., 1999).   The following section briefly outlines key properties of 

the minerals quartz and potassium feldspar that support their utility as dosimeters in 

luminescence dating.  Some of the most notable disadvantages surrounding their use 

are also covered. 
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5.4.2 Quartz as a natural luminescence dosimeter 

   Quartz is the mineral commonly favoured in standard luminescence testing for 

dating purposes.  This popularity stems largely from a series of advances in the 

measurement  protocols that resulted in increasing reliability in the determination of 

equivalent dose.  Most notable of these were the work of Murray and Roberts, 1998; 

Murray and Wintle, 2000; 2003; as well as Wintle and Murray, 2006.  Quartz has also 

been favoured for other reasons: 

i. Quartz is resistant to weathering, making it ubiquitous in many geological settings; 

ii. Its luminescence properties have been adequately investgated and are for the most 

part relatively well understood; 

iii. The signal on the whole, does not appear to suffer from the athermal signal 

instability that plagues the conventional IRSL signal of potassium feldspar (Wintle, 

1973; Spooner, 1994). 

Despite this utility a number of problems do exist: 

Limited dating range- Often cited as its most limiting factor in terms of quatifying long term 

landscape evolution (Thomsen et al., 2008: Wintle, 2008; Buylaert et al., 2009; Thiel et al., 

2011).  Complete filling of electron traps responsible for the luminescence signal defines the 

upper age limit of quartz.  Termed signal saturation, it is expressed mathematically as being 

twice the exponential saturation coefficient (2D0; Wintle and Murray, 2006); this is 

represented graphically in Figure 5.5 by the plateau on the exponentially fitted sensitivity 

corrected dose response curve.  Typically, saturation occurs between 100-200Gy assuming 

an environmental dose rate of 1.5-2Gy ka-1.  The  age range resulting from these parameters 

is limited to 100-200ka (Buylaert et al., 2012).   

Alkaline volcanic settings- Quartz does not occur in certain alkaline volcanic geologic settings 

(resulting from understuration of silica); 
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Athermal signal instability- It has been documented on rare occations that in certain other 

volcanic settings it is actually possible for quartz to suffer from athermal signal instability 

that causes the signal to fade over time, resulting in significant age underestimation if not 

spotted (Bonde et al., 2001; Tsukamoto et al., 2007); 

Feldspar inclusions- These can be present within some grains of quartz; these are sensitive 

to both infrared and blue light/ultraviolet stimulation and can complicate characterisation 

and measurement of the quartz OSL signal (Godfrey-Smith et al., 1988; Short and Huntley, 

1992; Wallinga et al., 2002; Duller, 2003); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Internal dose rate contribution- The dose rate contribution from internal sources of 

radiation within quartz grains (with no inclusions) is considered negligable (Guérin et al., 

2012).  Any uncertainties related to modeling past variations in the external radiation dose 

 
 

 
Figure 5.5 Example of an exponentially fitted sensitivity corrected dose response curve from a 

Mallorcan quartz sample.  Signal saturation is illustrated graphically by the plateau on the curve, but 

actually occurs at twice the D0 value of 90Gy.  The equivalent dose for this sample is 74Gy, well 

below the 2D0 indicating that signal saturation is not an issue for this quartz sample. 
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over long timescales are therefore of greater significant to the accuracy of quartz age 

estimates (Li et al., 2008; Guérin et al., 2012); 

Sensitivity and signal intensity- Quartz grains with a very young sedimentary history (that 

have not yet undergone repeated cycles of signal resetting) may not have been sufficiently 

sensitised to accumulate a measurable trapped charge leading them to display very low 

luminescence intensity, or with no measureable signal (Pye et al., 1995; Lukas et al., 2007).  

The low luminescence intensity results not only from dim individual quartz grains, but also 

from the small percentage of quartz grains (typically <5% from multiple grain aliquots) that 

actually produce any measurable luminescence signal (Thomsen et al., 2008; Duller, 2008);    

Luminescence signal decay components-  Based upon the relative speed of various decay 

components Bailey et al., (1997) deduced that quartz contains more than one (fast, medium 

and slow); each with a different rate of charge loss and optical stability (Murray and Wintle, 

2003).  Jain et al., (2003) then went on to isolate an ultra-fast component.  Of these only the 

fast component is considered to be rapidly reset and stable enough to deliver reliable 

estimates of equivalent dose; particularly in environments where shorter exposure to 

daylight is anticipated (Singarayer et al., 2005).  Unfortunately, the luminescence signal in 

quartz from some regions appears domonated by the slow, medium or ultra fast component 

making it difficult to use for standard optical dating purposes (Li and Li, 2006; Steffen et al., 

2009). 

5.4.3 Significance of these limitations 

   While it would seem that little can be done to compensate for the limited dating 

range of quartz, samples lacking sensitivity, or the uncertainties surrounding 

temporal variations in environmental radiation exposure, solutions do exist for some 

of the other issues.   
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   Low luminescence intensity can be compensated for by performing single grain 

experiments in order to identify the few measurable grains producing a measurable  

luminescence signal (Bailey and Arnold, 2006).  The accuracy of the statistical models 

routinely applied for this kind of analysis is currently a source of lively debate in the 

luminescence science community.  Criticism centres around what appears to be  a 

general lack of understanding of the physics, and the inappropriate application of 

underlying assumptions (Thomsen et al., 2012; Guérin et al., 2013; Medialdea et al., 

2014). 

   Feldspar contamination resulting from inclusions or inappropriate mineral 

separation/chemical treatment can easily be quantified by means of stimulation with 

infrared and ultraviolet light, to derive an IR depletion ratio (Duller, 2003).  If found 

to be unacceptable (>10%) it can be addressed by either; additional chemical 

treatment with hydrofluoric acid to remove the feldspar, or; using an infrared 

stimulation to deplete or zero the signal originating from any inclusions.  This can be 

included in a modified measurement sequence, and is referred to as a double SAR 

protocol (Banerjee et al., 2001; Roberts and Wintle, 2001).  

   Under certain circumstances even the presence of undesirable OSL signal decay 

components can be compensated for.  If present, the fast component can be isolated 

using the sum of the OSL in the first 0.8s of stimulation, minus a background signal 

derived from the sum of the OSL from the interval 0.8-3.2s of stimulation (this is time 

averaged).  An early background subtraction method (as outlined in Cunningham and 

Wallinga, 2010) can then be used to remove any remaining contribution from 

undersirable decay components of the OSL signal.  
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 5.4.4 Potassium feldspar as a natural luminescence dosimeter 

   Feldspar is agruabley as ubiquitous as quartz in many geological settings, and is a 

common constituent of sediments within depositional landforms of interest for 

studies of landscape evolution over Quaternary timescales.  It is resistant to 

weathering but less so than quartz; especially to chemical in hot humid climates 

(Berner and Holden Jr., 1977; 1979a; 1979b).  Despite being less resistant to 

weathering under certain conditions than quartz, potassium feldspars possess a 

number of distinct advantages as natural luminescence dosimeters: 

Measurement in polymineral grain assemblages- Infrared stimulated luminescence (IRSL) 

dating is used for sand sized grains of potassium feldspar (K-feldspar).  This gives feldspar the 

distinct advantage of being capable of selective measurement in the presence of quartz 

using IR stimulation (although it also responds to stimulation by blue light/ultraviolet; Hütt 

et al., 1988).  It is therefore possible to use the polymineral fine grain (4-11μm) extract for 

dating (Banerjee et al., 2001).  This is a major advantage over quartz which cannot be 

measured in the presence of feldspar due to its much lower signal intensity (Duller, 2008; 

Preusser et al., 2009).  Chemical or physical mineral separation is therefore essential prior to 

any measurement of the quartz luminescence signal.   

Potential for extending the dating range- For dating of samples >100ka the use of potassium 

feldspar is advantageous because the luminescence intensity saturates at much larger doses 

than that of quartz; typically ~1000Gy compared to <200Gy for quartz (Wintle and Murray, 

2006; Thomsen et al., 2008; Buylaert et al., 2009; 2012) at environmental dose rates 1.5-2Gy 

ka-1.  Feldspar therefore has great potential for extending the age range of luminescence 

dating, especially from regions subject to high environmental dose rates (Buylaert et al., 

2015). 
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Sensitivity and signal intensity- The much higher signal intensity of potassium feldspar stems 

from both its ability to accrue much larger doses before saturation, and its greater inherent 

luminescence sensitivity (not requiring multiple cycles of signal accumulation and resetting).  

Internal dose rate contribution- A substantial proportion of the radiation dose received by 

the potassium grain comes from 40K, lowering the uncertainty associated with modelling 

external dose rate to K-feldspar (Mayya et al., 2006; Rittenour, 2008); in particular those 

associated with past variations in sediment water content (Olley et al., 1999).  This has the 

effect of increasing the accuracy of luminescence age estimates derived from feldspars. 

5.4.5 Anomalous fading in potassium feldspar 

   Feldspar as a natural luminescence dosimeter would appear then to possess 

several major advantages compared to quartz (in terms of sensitivity, age range and 

precision); it is not however without its problems.  The most significant issue (until 

recently) is that feldspar is known to suffer from an athermal signal instability, 

known as anomalous fading (Wintle, 1973; Spooner, 1994). The conventional IRSL 

signal (measured at 50°C, IR50) typically fades by 3-5% per decade presenting a 

significant obstacle to obtaining reproducible age estimates (Huntley and Lamothe, 

2001).  At present, anomalous fading is believed to result from radiative or quantum-

mechanical tunnelling associated with the varying stability of luminescence signals 

within potassium feldspar grains (Visocekas, 1985; Jain and Ankjӕrgaard, 2011).  The 

mechanism for this involves the mobilisation of electrons from thermally stable traps 

directly through internal energy barriers to proximal recombination centres; once 

here they can no longer contribute to the measurable luminescence signal.  This is a 

naturally occurring phenomenon that takes place at ambient temperatures 

throughout the samples burial history.  Further fading can be induced by excitation 
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during lab stimulation with infrared, at temperatures <50°C.  Less significant signal 

losses are believed to occur during additional phases of infrared stimulation at 

elevated temperatures (>200°C; Jain and Ankjӕrgaard, 2011). Corrections for these 

signal losses have been proposed by Lamothe and Auclair (1999); Huntley and 

Lamothe (2001); Lamothe et al., (2003); and most recently by Kars et al., (2008).  

While these corrections appear to have been successfully applied in some studies 

(Huntley and Lamothe, 2001; Novothny et al., 2010), there are indications that, 

where independent age control exists, the fading corrected IRSL signal still produces 

age underestimations (Wallinga et al., 2007).  The corrections used can be large and 

involve significant assumptions that have undergone little or no systematic 

evaluation (Thiel et al., 2011).  Arguably, the most significant concern relates to the 

applicability of the fading rate observed in the laboratory (termed the “g” value) 

over geological timescales (Lamothe et al., 2003). 

   The difficulty manifest in producing reliable age estimates from an IRSL signal that 

fades at a rate that is difficult to quantify, has focussed research more towards 

isolating a signal component possessing greater stability.  Recent studies have 

demonstrated the potential of elevated temperature post-IR IRSL protocols 

(Thomsen et al. 2008; Buylaert et al., 2009). It was found that the signal from IRSL 

measurement at 225°C following an infrared bleach at 50°C, faded more slowly (by a 

factor of two) than conventional measurement at lower stimulation temperatures.  

Fading corrections were still required but produced ages that were in good 

agreement with those from known age samples (Buylaert et al., 2009).  Noting that 

higher stimulation temperatures produced a systematic decrease in fading rate, Thiel 

et al. (2011) proposed increasing the stimulation temperature further.   The post-IR  
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   Despite the advances in dealing with anomalous fading there remain a number of  

 

 
 

Figure 5.6 A. The relative decay responses of sensitivity corrected feldspar IR50, pIR-IR290 and 

quartz signals plotted against bleaching time in a Hӧnle SOL2 solar simulator.  The results confirm 

that there is considerable variation in bleaching rate between the quartz and IR50/pIR-IR290 

feldspar signals.  B. Illustrating the residual pIR-IR290 De values (the “unbleachable” component) 

observed after 4 hours bleaching in a solar simulator (from Buylaert et al., 2012). 
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IRSL signal from stimulation at 290°C (pIR-IR290, Thiel et al., 2011) was shown to be 

essentially non-fading by experiments on known age samples, avoiding the need for 

any inherently model-dependent fading corrections (Buylaert et al., 2012). Whilst 

the feldspar luminescence signal characteristics themselves are reasonably well 

understood, the precise mechanisms contributing to signal generation and storage 

are not (Jain and Ankjӕrgaard, 2011).  An additional challenge relates to the 

observed laboratory behaviour of the residual/unbleachable component within the 

potassium feldspar IRSL signal (see Figure 5.6 B.); this does not appear to be 

representative of bleaching behaviour under natural conditions (Sohbati et al., 2012).  

5.4.6 Combining quartz OSL and potassium feldspar IRSL measurements 

   The improved reliability of IRSL measurements has seen the use of potassium 

feldspars in luminescence dating become routine, often in conjunction with quartz. 

Coupled use of these dosimeters allows us to make qualitative statements with 

regard to the presence of incomplete bleaching in a sample (Murray et al., 2012).        

The luminescence signals from quartz and potassium feldspar have different 

sensitivities to daylight (Aitken, 1985; Godfrey-Smith et al. 1988; Thomsen et al. 

2008; Murray et al. 2012); as has been previously mentioned, the fast component of 

the quartz OSL signal is much more rapidly reset by sunlight than the conventional 

IRSL signal from potassium feldspar (see Figure 5.6 A.).  This slower response 

increases the likelihood of incomplete signal resetting in the feldspar.  While this has 

previously been perceived as a major disadvantage, a consequence of the different 

rates of signal resetting is that feldspar ages can only be greater than, or at best 

equal to, quartz ages from the same sample.  Good agreement of the two can be 
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used as an indication of good bleaching of both signals at the time of deposition 

(Murray et al., 2012).   

   In the absence of any other form of chronological control coupled use of these 

dosimeters offers a valuable tool in alluvial settings where bleaching may be an issue.  

Implementation of this coupled approach clearly has the potential to assists in the 

production of a reliable and tightly constrained set of age estimates, and was 

therefore adopted for this study. 

 

5.5 Environmental dose rate measurement 

5.5.1 Introduction 

   Luminescence dating requires knowledge of both; the equivalent dose or De 

(energy per unit mass, that has accumulated in the sedimentary grains since the 

most recent resetting/bleaching event); and the rate of dose accumulation in the 

target mineral, or dose rate (Aitken, 1998; Murray and Roberts, 1998; Guerin et al., 

2012).  Accurate evaluation of dose rate is of equal importance to that of equivalent 

dose (Adamiec and Aitken, 1998).  The amount of radiation exposure may not be 

uniform with time, therefore any dose rate measurements must be able to account 

for variations that are likely to have occurred during the burial history of a sample.      

While considerable effort has gone into improving methods for determining 

equivalent dose (as outlined previously), during the same time period it would 

appear that less focus has been placed on improving the accuracy of environmental 

dose rate measurements (Li et al. 2008).  The work of Brennan (2006), Mayya et al. 

(2006), Li et al. (2008), Nathan and Mauze (2008) and Guerin et al. (2011; 2012) has 

gone some way to addressing the apparent under appreciation of certain variables 
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and underlying assumptions affecting environmental dose rate measurement, but 

this still appears to be a potentially significant source of systematic error in the age 

calculation (Guerin et al. 2011).   

   The following sections (5.5.1 to 5.6.1) aim to: 

i. Identify the sources of naturally occurring radiation that are utilised for dose 

rate estimation in luminescence dating; 

ii. Outline the key assumptions fundamental to the taking of representative 

dose rate measurements; 

iii. Highlight common problems associated with accuracy; 

iv. Consider environmental variables that must be taken into account during 

sample collection and final calculation of dose rate. 

5.5.2 Environmental radioactivity 

   Radiation damage responsible for the accumulation of the latent luminescence 

signal originates from exposure to low-level ionising radiation that is present 

naturally at variable concentrations in nature (Duller, 2008).   The principle source of 

natural ionising radiation to buried sediments is provided by the decay chains of a 

distinct series of radioelements; 40K (half life 7.04 x 108yr-1); 232Th (half life 1.41 x 

1010yr-1); 238U (half life 4.47 x 109yr-1); 235U (half life 7.04 x 108yr-1); 87Rb (half life 48.8 

x 109yr-1) (Olley et al. 1996; Adamiec and Aitken, 1998). The ionising radiation 

resulting from this decay chain occurs as alpha, beta and gamma radiation; there is 

also a lesser contribution from cosmic rays.   

   Alpha radiation only affect the outer part of sand sized mineral grains (inset of 

Figure 5.7), as a result of their 25μm penetration depth (Aitken, 1998; Preusser et al., 

2008).  Occurring as heavy charged particles, alpha radiation travels along straight 
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trajectories due to its ability to knock atoms out of the way.   Beta particles 

(electrons) and gamma rays (photons) pass through the whole mineral grain due to 

their greater penetrative power (~1mm for beta, 25-30cm for gamma).  Both beta 

particle and gamma ray trajectories are irregular (much more so than shown in 

Figure5.7).   

   The attenuating effect of water in the sediment pores has on ionising radiation 

from these sources must be factored in, as this reduces the external dose rate 

experienced by the mineral grains (Aitken, 1985).  In some sedimentary 

environments, or in samples older than several thousand years it may be necessary 

to consider that the moisture content (and therefore the attenuating effect of water) 

may have varied significantly during the sediments burial history; a value 

representative of a life-time average should be derived. 

   Cosmic radiation consists of neutrons, muons, electrons and photons, and contains 

both a hard and a soft component.  The soft component is considered to be of little 

significance as it fully attenuates on a scale of tens of centimetres in sediments 

(Guerin et al., 2011).  The hard component has significantly more penetrative power 

(Aitken, 1998), attenuating only ~14% per metre of sediments (density ~2g/cm-3) and 

must be fully accounted for.  This is done by accurately recording of the burial depth 

below ground level of the sedimentary horizon from which a sample was collected, 

and using this to apply the appropriate attenuation factor during the final dose rate 

calculations (Prescott and Hutton, 1994).  Intensity and therefore the penetrative 

power of cosmic radiation increases pole-wards and with altitude, as a function of 

absorption by the atmosphere and the nature of the Earth’s geomagnetic field; 

however, due to its rapid attenuation by burial the contribution from cosmic 
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radiation usually accounts for less than 10% of the total dose rate (Guerin et al., 

2011; Preusser et al., 2008; Prescott and Hutton, 1988; 1994).  However, at locations 

where sedimentary media (e.g. limestone) contain very low concentrations of U, Th 

and K, the beta and gamma dose rate can be <1Gy/ka; in this situation the cosmic 

dose rate becomes proportionally more significant, accounting for up to 20% of the 

total (Duller, 2008). 

  The environmental dose rate not only has an external (from the surrounding 

sediments) and a cosmic ray component, but also an internal component.  

Contributions from this internal component are unaffected by moisture content and 

are assumed to be uniform through time.  The origins of the internal component are 

the beta emitting radionuclides 40K and 87Rb, which may be present in the crystal 

lattice (Aitken, 1998), with 40K being of most significance.  The internal dose rate 

contribution to total dose rate from potassium feldspar grains is considered 

significant; the internal dose rate from quartz grains is usually considered negligible 

(Guerin et al., 2012; Preusser et al., 2008). 

5.5.3 Determination of environmental radioactivity 

   The dose rate that accumulates due to this environmental exposure can be 

determined by direct counting of the radiation emitted by radionuclides in the 

sedimentary horizon of interest. Measurements can be undertaken in-situ, using 

portable spectrometers and artificial phosphors.  They can also be undertaken in the 

laboratory on a bulk sample collected from the sediment immediately surrounding 

the sampling location.  Laboratory based direct counting methods include analytical 

techniques such as high resolution gamma spectrometry, instrumental 

neutronactivation analysis (INAA), alpha counting and atomic absorption 
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spectrometry (AAS).  For the purposes of this study, laboratory based high-resolution 

gamma spectrometry was utilised to determine the dose rates of the samples 

(Murray et al., 1987).  If required, individual alpha, beta and gamma dose rate 

components can then be calculated from the radionuclide concentrations using the 

tabulated conversion factors mentioned previously (Guerin et al., 2011; Adamiec and 

Aitken, 1998).  

 5.5.4 The infinite matrix assumption and dose rate heterogeneity  

   The infinite matrix assumption is the most widely used concept to evaluate dose 

rates in sedimentary media (Guerin et al., 2012).  Aitken (1985) states that the 

infinite matrix concept is based upon the conversion of the total energy emitted in 

an infinite matrix; the assumption here being that all energy, emitted by a 

radioactive medium with dimensions greater than that of the range of the 

considered ionising radiations, is absorbed in the matrix of the same medium, or; 

(further assuming that the matrix is also homogenous) the rate of emitted ionising 

radiation per unit mass and unit time, will be equal to the rate of the absorbed dose 

(Guerin et al., 2012).  This is termed the infinite matrix dose rate. 

   The use of the infinite matrix concept facilitates the conversion of radioisotopic 

contents of the bulk sediment samples (ideally these would be uniform in nature) 

into alpha and beta dose rates (Guerin et al., 2011), using the tabulated conversion 

factors of Adamiec and Aitken (1998) with updates and corrections provided by 

Guerin et al. (2012; 2011).   The general assumption of homogeneity when 

calculating the infinite matrix dose rate is problematic, and appears questionable 

when applied to natural accumulations of grains.  
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   The influence of highly variable radioisotopic content of sediments on dose rate 

heterogeneity requires careful consideration.  Heterogeneous alpha, beta and 

gamma contributions result from non uniform distributions of sediments rich in 40K 

(emitting only beta and gamma) and sediments containing 238U and 232Th emitting 

alpha, beta and gamma radiation (Adamiec and Aitken, 1998). 

   Spatial heterogeneity as a function of grain sorting can also be a significant factor, 

and would appear to be common in most sedimentary environments.  Guerin et al., 

(2012) highlight the potential significance and influence of grain size and source 

density variations on the accuracy of the final dose rate calculation.  The self dose 

received by potassium feldspar grains due to their internal 40K content, is dependent 

upon size.  If the feldspar grains have a diameter of 200μm the self dose will be 7.3%; 

for grains of 20μm the self dose will be 0.7% (Guerin et al., 2012).  The amount of 

energy absorbed (and therefore emitted) by the potassium feldspar controls the 

dose available for quartz.  If surrounded by uniform feldspar grains 200μm in 

diameter the quartz will receive 92.7% of the energy emitted; reducing the feldspar 

grain size to 20μm increases the energy emitted to 99.3% (Guerin et al., 2012).  

Failure to account and correct for this size dependent relationship, can lead to 

significant over estimations of the beta dose rate to quartz (Guerin et al., 2012). 

   Temporal variations related to changes in moisture content of the sample matrix 

(mentioned previously) are yet another common source of dose rate heterogeneity 

that is often poorly quantified (Guerin et al., 2011).   Significant fluctuations in 

moisture content are highly likely to occur over longer timescales (e.g. glacial-

interglacial cycles).  Consequently, the total dose rate to sand sized grains can vary 

by as much as 1% for every 1% change in moisture content; this is a function of 
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waters highly efficient electron stopping power (compared to that of quartz) and the 

potential for dilution of radioelement concentrations within a given volume of 

sedimentary media (Guerin and Mercier, 2012; Rhodes, 2011; Nathan and Mauz, 

2008).  The negligible radioisotopic content within quartz grains (zero self dose) 

makes them much more susceptible to moisture content driven temporal variations 

in the external dose rate (Guerin et al., 2012; Li et al., 2008). The corrections 

suggested by Aitken and Xie (1990) are generally considered not fit for purpose, and 

it is now common practice to apply a best case/worst case scenario using  an average 

of the present-day and saturated moisture content values.  Given that the samples 

will have lost some moisture during transit and storage, and that moisture content 

cannot be greater than saturation this is presumed to represent the closest 

approximation of moisture content throughout the burial history.  However, given 

the high uncertainties on these values, the associated error should cover, at a 100% 

confidence level (3σ), all possible scenarios (i.e. from present day to saturation).  

5.5.5 Meeting the requirements of infinite matrix theory in a sampling strategy 

   The generation of precise ages is dependent upon a sound knowledge of the dose 

rate received by quartz and potassium feldspar grains in a sample during its burial 

history (Guerin et al., 2011).  This is particularly difficult to determine at sites where 

heterogeneities result in the spatial and temporal variability previously mentioned.   

In order to understand how these considerations should be used to guide a sampling 

strategy it is necessary to recap some of the fundamental properties of naturally 

occurring radiation.  Figure 5.7 is a schematic representation outlining some of the 

key aspects that must be considered when sampling in accordance with infinite 

matrix theory.  Silt sized grains are completely irradiated by alpha, beta, gamma and  
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Figure 5.7 Schematic representation highlighting key aspects of infinite matrix theory (after Aitken, 

1998), all of which must be taken into consideration during the design of a sampling strategy.  The 

inset illustrates the localised ionising ranges of alpha and beta particles; the higher ionisation range of 

gamma radiation is represented by the arrows within the dashed circles.  Cosmic radiation is the most 

penetrating of all, attenuating only 14% per metre of sediments (density ~2g/cm-3).  Sample location 

1. is not ideal, due to the presence of boulders, cobbles and gravel clasts well within the ionisation 

range of gamma radiation; dose rate heterogeneities would result.  Sample location 2. is not suitable 

primarily due to the proximity of the ground surface, resulting in the sample not receiving a complete 

gamma dose from all directions.  Sampling across or close to different sedimentary horizons would 

give rise to the same problem.  Also, the presence of bioturbation and roots at this location would 

alter radiation pathways at all scales, invalidating the infinite matrix assumption.  Sample location 3. 

is at an appropriate depth within a horizon of uniform thickness, composed of an apparently 

homogenous sedimentary media.  A sample collected here would meet the dose rate requirements of 

infinite matrix theory.   
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cosmic radiation.  Alpha particles have a high ionisation power but lose their energy 

rapidly, making them significant over highly localised ranges (relative scale shown in 

Figure 5.7 inset); only penetrating the outer 25μm of sand sized grains (Aitken, 1998).  

Beta particles originating from 40K and 87Rb within potassium feldspar grains retain a 

size dependent “self dose” before the remainder is emitted, affecting a range of 

surrounding sediments of a few mm.  Gamma radiation has much higher ionising 

range, and therefore a much larger sphere of influence (~50cm, as denoted by the 

dashed circle around sample locations 1, 2 and 3).  This property makes accurate 

characterisation of the radiation from the 25-30cm area surrounding the sample 

location essential for the evaluation of dose rate.   

   Infinite matrix theory requires the radioactivity within these variable spheres of 

influence to (ideally) be uniform; this necessitates that the surrounding sediments be 

as homogenous as possible.  Dose rate heterogeneities would result at locations 1. 

and 2. invalidating the infinite matrix assumption, and should therefore be 

considered unsuitable points for sample collection.  Problems would arise as a 

consequence of an incomplete gamma dose due to proximity to the ground surface, 

alteration of radiation pathways by roots and bioturbation, gamma attenuation and 

highly variable (size and compositionally dependent) dose rate contributions due to 

the presence of gravel, boulder and cobble sized clasts in the matrix close to the 

sample location.  Location 3. is at an appropriate depth from the ground surface, 

within a horizon of uniform thickness, that is composed of an apparently 

homogenous sedimentary media.  A sample collected here would meet the dose rate 

requirements of infinite matrix theory.   
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   To summarise, the best chance of meeting the assumptions made in infinite matrix 

theory and therefore generating precise ages requires, where possible, that sample 

collection be undertaken from sedimentary media that; 

i. are homogenous in clast size and composition 

ii. have dimensions greater than 50cm3 

iii. are 30-50cm from any exposed surface. 

   Whether it is actually possible to meet the infinite matrix theory requirement for 

sample homogeneity in natural accumulations of grains appears questionable, but in 

practice in-situ measurement of gamma dose rate (Duller, 2008), or modelling of 

dose rates from bulk characteristics of background samples (Murray et al., 1987), 

combined with the application of appropriate attenuation and correction factors 

(Guerin et al., 2012) appear to offer a satisfactory solution, producing highly 

favourable results when applied to samples with good age control (Vandenberghe et 

al., 2004; Mason et al., 2004; Goble et al. 2004; Murray and Olley, 2002). 

 

5.6 Dose-rates 

5.6.1 Introduction 

   The dose rate samples (>100 g dry weight) were homogenised by grinding and 

mixed with hot wax before casting in a fixed geometry. The resulting solid cup 

shaped samples were stored for 23 days to allow build-up of 222Rn before counting 

for at least 24 hours on a high resolution gamma spectrometer (Murray et al., 1987) 

to measure the activity of the Uranium-Thorium series and 40K.  All 40K, 238U, 228Ra 

and 232Th concentrations used to derive the gamma and beta dose-rates for the 

samples are summarised with water content and burial depth data in Table 5.4 and 
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Table 5.5.  Internal dose-rates for the Uranium-Thorium series were assumed to be 

0.06 ± 0.03 Gy.ka-1 for both quartz and feldspar; for potassium content in K-rich 

feldspar a figure of 12 ± 0.5% was used (Huntley and Baril, 1997).  Dose-rates were 

then calculated using the conversion factors given by Guérin (et al., 2011).  

Contributions from 87Rb were calculated according to Readhead (2002) and Huntley 

and Hancock (2001) assuming a concentration of 400 ± 100ppm.  Cosmic ray dose 

rates were estimated from the measured burial depth of the sediments according to 

Prescott and Hutton (1988), and assuming a linear accumulation over time.   

   It was necessary to give some consideration to the density evolution of the 

sediments after deposition and how this may have affected the dose rate.  Importing 

carbonate into the pore spaces gives rise to a time dependent change in the dose-

rate to the buried quartz and feldspar grains (Fornós et al., 2009; de Valle et al., 

2016). It was assumed that the bulk density at deposition would have been similar to 

that of modern sand (typically ~1.1g/cm3), and compared this to bulk density 

measurements obtained from the aeolianite blocks after sampling (~1.54g/cm3).  As 

part of this, open bulk porosity was calculated using the procedure outlined in 

Winkler (1997).   Precipitation of (radionuclide free) carbonate into the pore spaces 

was assumed to have occurred periodically, related to changes in the position of the 

water table; with this episodic import of carbonate having the effect of decreasing 

the dose-rate over time.  Therefore the results obtained using the measured 

concentrations from gamma spectrometry alone would be too low.  Because it lacks 

an internal dose rate contribution, this disproportionately effects luminescence ages 

derived from quartz making them appear older.   
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5.6.2 Water content 

  It seems likely that the moisture content of the sediments during their burial history 

was different from the values derived from the “as received” samples, because the 

blocks were in storage for up to 18 months, and were presumed to have dried out 

significantly. The actual lifetime average water content cannot have been greater 

than saturation.  For dose rate assessment, the most realistic figure seems most 

likely to lie somewhere between the two; the actual figure would have varied with 

time depending upon factors such as proximity to surface and groundwater 

fluctuations resulting from changes in humidity, base level and recharge rates.  

Therefore, an average of the present-day and saturated water content values were 

derived for each sample, and were presumed to represent the closest approximation 

of water content throughout the burial history.  Given the high uncertainties on the 

water content values, the associated error was chosen to cover, at a 100% 

confidence level (3σ), all possible scenarios (i.e. from present day to saturation). 

 

5.7 Sampling methodology and sample locations 

5.7.1 Introduction 

  Prior to the commencement of sample collection the initial stages of fieldwork 

involved the documentation of potential sites.  Sampling was limited across the sea 

front sections of both fan systems by access constraints and the highly variable 

nature of the alluvial sedimentation.  When potentially suitable exposures were 

located the sections were logged in detail in terms of their stratigraphic relationships 

within the fan and their component sedimentary characteristics (see Figure 4.2a & b, 

Chapter 4).  Each of the localities was then ranked taking full consideration of; 
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i. the requirements of infinite matrix theory,  

ii. geomorphic, mineralogical and sedimentological principles to assess the 

bleaching potential of the sediments. 

   Both of these considerations were assigned equal importance, and led to the 

following set of sampling criteria: 

 Samples should only be collected from sections where the full lithostratigraphic and 

sedimentological context within the fan system is understood.   

 

 Wherever possible, highest priority should be given to sample collection from the base 

and/or top of lithofacies associations in order to constrain the timing of fan surface 

reactivation and sedimentation within the catchments.  

 

 Lithofacies most likely to yield quartz and feldspar grains between 63-250μm (maximum 

range) should be targeted; well sorted fine to medium grained sands dominated by a single 

grain size being the ideal option.   

 

 Sampled units should be of homogenous grain size and composition, from deeper than 30cm 

below the present ground surface, and ideally be >50cm in thickness in order to minimise 

issues arising from dose rate heterogeneity.  

 

 Samples should only be collected from units with clear primary sedimentary structures.  

Locations affected by secondary reworking (such as the bioturbation shown in Figure 5.8, 

photo B.) should be avoided due to the potential for preferential induration and sediment 

mixing changing dose rates, or the introduction of poorly bleached material.   
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   The complete inventory resulting from adherence to this set of criteria should 

provide samples that will deliver reliable age estimates which can ultimately be 

turned into to a robust chronology that satisfactorily constrains the timing of fluvial 

system response to regional climatic change.   

5.7.2 Sample collection and locations 

   Only methods that preserved the integrity of each sample during the collection 

process were utilised, and full consideration was given to geotechnical laboratory 

analysis regarding appropriate sample volumes.  In order to facilitate the latter, a 

number of samples (both cemented units and unconsolidated sediments) were 

collected for grain size analysis under laboratory conditions.  Following laboratory 

acid digestion and sieving, it was deemed necessary to collect cemented aeolianite 

blocks with dimensions greater than 5000cm3 (or ~5kg). This was in order to ensure 

that enough quartz and feldspar grains could be recovered to undertake 

luminescence dating with multigrain aliquots.  All extracted blocks were wrapped in 

a double layer of black plastic and sealed with duct tape to blocks were wrapped in a 

double layer of black plastic and sealed with duct tape to preserve field moisture 

content (Figure 5.9 B.).  

   Sampling of unconsolidated sediments involved the use of 30-50mm plastic, 45mm 

steel and 20mm copper tubes.  These were packed tightly to ensure that no mixing 

of freshly bleached grains (from the outer surface of the sediments targeted for 

dating) took place, and hammered into the cleaned back face.  A background sample 

(~200g) of material representative of a 50cm three dimensional sphere was collected 

from directly around each tube before extraction, for dose rate determination.  On 

extraction all tubes were plugged at both ends with bungs or plastic caps, sealed  
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Figure 5.8 Illustrating key aspects of the sampling strategy applied at Cala Mata and Es Barrancar.  Locality A. 

(UTM 31S 0528330/4401527) belongs to lithofacies association Sec. This site would not be ideal due to the 

potential for dose rate heterogeneity arising from the limited dimensions of the lense of reworked aeolianite, 

and the compositional variability of the sediments in close proximity to the sample.  Even though sediments 

from the aeolianite may have been well bleached, sampling from locality B. (lithofacies association Set, UTM 

31S 0528350/4401412) should not be attempted due to the potential for dose rate heterogeneity arising from 

intense bioturbation mixing the sediments, and the presence of roots.  Locality C. (lithofacies association Sel, 

UTM 31S 0527785/4400913) appears to meet all the criteria set out in the sampling strategy.  This 

locality would yield a block of well bleached fluvially reworked sediments that are homogenous in 

composition, with appropriate dimensions limiting the effects of dose rate heterogeneity. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 The importance of extracting luminescence samples in a 

manner that best maintains sample integrity. A. unconsolidated 

sediments are extracted using packed tubes, after first cleaning back 

the face to remove weathered material and minimise surface drying 

effects. B. a block of aeolianite is extracted, wrapped in plastic and 

sealed with tape to preserve field moisture content. 
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with duct tape and placed in airtight sample bags to preserve field moisture content 

(Figure 5.9 B.). The background samples were also used as an additional source of 

material for the measurement of field moisture content, and were therefore also 

sealed in airtight bags.  Care was taken to collect from as deep into the outcrop as 

possible in order to minimise surface drying effects (Figure 5.9 A.); great care was 

also taken to ensure that the majority of the collected material was the same grain 

size as the sample to be used for dating.   

   All blocks, tubes and accompanying background samples were labelled with date, 

UTM location, photograph number, depth from top of the section and a unique 

identifying code to avoid confusion in the laboratory.  All burial depth measurements 

were recorded in centimetres from the top of the section.  

   31 localities across the two fan systems satisfied these conditions as illustrated in 

Figure 5.10a/b (localities and associated geomorphic context) and Figure 5.11 

(localities and associated sample codes); with a total of 24 samples collected from 

the Cala Mata fan, and an additional 23 collected from Es Barrancar during two 

seasons in the field. A summary of the sample locations that includes details of 

sample type, lithofacies and sedimentology is presented in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. 
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5.8 Sample preparation and analysis 

  The primary focus of sections 5.8.1 to 5.13.1 is the determination of environmental 

dose rate and then equivalent dose (De) in the quartz and K-feldspar samples,  

followed by the presentation of the resulting luminescence ages.  All sample 

preparation and analyses were undertaken at the Nordic Laboratory for 

Luminescence Dating (NLL), Risø, Denmark.   

5.8.1 Sample preparation and equivalent dose measurement 

   Initially, all outer surfaces of the blocks were removed using a diamond saw in the 

lab under subdued orange light conditions.  Tubes were also unpacked in the lab, 

and the first 2cm removed from each end. All outer parts of the removed blocks and 

tube samples were kept for high resolution gamma spectrometry and field moisture 

content measurement (Figure 5.12).  The retained unbleached portions of each 

sample were then put in large beakers or buckets and placed in a fume cupboard still 

under subdued orange light conditions.  The addition 30% hydrochloric acid (HCl) 

removed the carbonate fraction, which accounted for 95-99% of the sample in most 

cases, and disaggregate the cemented grains.  Once there was no further reaction on 

addition of HCl, samples were rinsed with distilled water and 33% hydrogen peroxide 

was added to remove any organic contamination.  Next, the samples were sieved 

and the different size fractions dried.  The 106-180µm fraction was selected for 

measurement as it was, on the whole, the most abundant grain size across all 

samples.  The selected fraction then required etching with 10% hydrofluoric acid (HF) 

for 30 minutes to remove the outer portion of the quartz and feldspar grains that 

may have been affected by α radiation. 
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Figure 5.12  A cemented aeolianite block and unconsolidated sediment in a 50mm steel tube; portions 

of each sample retained for field moisture content measurement and high resolution gamma 

spectrometry. 

 

Figure 5.13 The Risø TL/OSL DA-20 reader (Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2000). 
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   Samples were then dried again prior to a heavy liquid separation using a Lithium 

Heteropolytungstate 2.62g/cmᶟ solution, to separate the feldspar fraction from the 

quartz.  The feldspar fraction was then ready for measurement, after rinsing and 

drying.  After a second etching with 40% HF for 1 hour, to remove any residual 

feldspar in the quartz rich fraction, the potential for fluoride contamination was 

reduced by rinsing with 10% HCl. The remaining quartz grains were then ready for 

measurement after rinsing with demineralised water and drying. 

 

5.9 Instrumentation 

5.9.1 Introduction 

   Luminescence measurements were made using Risø TL/OSL DA-15 and DA-20 

readers (Figure 5.13); for the quartz, blue (470 nm) light-emitting diodes (LED) were 

used with 7.5 mm Hoya U-340 detection filters; for feldspar measurements, IR 

diodes emitting at 875 nm were used in combination with coupled Schott BG39 and 

Corning 7-59 detection filters (transmission 320–460 nm; Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2003; 

2010). Each 90Sr/90Y source was calibrated during the measurement period by 

measuring several aliquots of calibration quartz dosed with gamma rays (4.81 Gy) 

from a national secondary-standard 137Cs source; this calibration has been 

independently confirmed by Bos et al., 2006.  

    A mono layer of quartz grains was mounted on 9 mm diameter steel discs, and 

feldspar grains were mounted in 9 mm base diameter stainless steel cups using 

silicon oil.  Aliquots of ~2 mm in diameter were measured for both the quartz and 

feldspar extracts.  The reader dose rates derived from the calibration measurements 

were around 0.09 Gy for discs and 0.07 Gy for stainless steel cups. 
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5.9.2 Sample preparation, dose rate measurement and dosimetry results 

   The dose rate samples (>100 g dry weight) were homogenised by grinding and 

mixed with hot wax before casting in a fixed geometry. The resulting solid cup 

shaped samples were stored for 23 days to allow build-up of 222Rn before counting 

for at least 24 hours on a high resolution gamma spectrometer (Murray et al., 1987) 

to measure the activity of the Uranium-Thorium series and 40K.    Internal dose-rates 

for the Uranium-Thorium series were assumed to be 0.06 ± 0.03 Gy.ka-1 for both 

quartz and feldspar; a potassium content in K-rich feldspar of 12 ± 0.5% was used 

(Huntley and Baril, 1997).  Dose-rates were then calculated using the conversion 

factors given by Guérin (et al., 2011).  Contributions from 87Rb were calculated 

according to Readhead (2002) and Huntley and Hancock (2001) assuming a 

concentration of 400 ± 100ppm.  Cosmic ray dose-rates were estimated from the 

measured burial depth of the sediments according to Prescott and Hutton (1988), 

and assuming a linear accumulation over time.   

5.9.3 Dosimetry results 

All 40K, 238U, 226Ra, and 232Th concentrations used to derive the gamma and beta 

dose-rates for the samples are summarised with water content and burial depth data 

in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5. 
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5.10 Luminescence results 

   This section describes the implementation of the quartz OSL and potassium 

feldspar post-IR IRSL290 optical dating measurement protocols undertaken at the 

Nordic Laboratory for Luminescence Dating (NLL), Risø, Denmark.  The primary focus 

is the determination of equivalent dose (De) in the quartz and potassium feldspar 

samples, and the presentation of the resulting luminescence ages.   

 

5.11 Multi-grain quartz (2 mm aliquots) 

5.11.1 Signal characteristics and measurement protocol 

   The OSL signal from the quartz is dominated by the fast component (Jain et al. 

2003), as can be seen in a comparison of the natural and the test dose response of 

the decay curve, with the signal from heated calibration quartz (Figure 5.14a).  The 

OSL signal of the quartz from both fan systems was identical.  

   The net signal intensity used in further calculations was derived from the sum of 

the OSL in the first 0.8 s of stimulation minus a background signal.   An early 

background subtraction method (Cunningham and Wallinga 2010) was used to 

remove any contribution from a medium component of the OSL signal, with 

integration limits using the first two channels.  The background intensity was taken 

as the sum of the OSL from the interval 0.8 to 3.2 s of stimulation, and then time 

averaged.  

   Equivalent dose determination was carried out using the single aliquot 

regenerative dose procedure (Murray and Wintle, 2000).  SAR corrects for sensitivity 
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changes that may occur during the measurement cycles; this is done by dividing the 

OSL response from a given or regenerative dose (Lx) by its corresponding test dose     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 5.14a Decay curve from a typical Cala Mata quartz sample. 

  Figure 5.14b SAR sensitivity corrected dose-response curve from a typical Mallorcan quartz sample. 
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response (Tx).  The regenerative doses were selected to ensure that the sensitivity 

corrected luminescence response (Lx/Tx) encompassed the natural luminescence.  De 

values were then determined by interpolation.  SAR sensitivity-corrected dose 

response curves (Murray and Wintle, 2000; 2003) were constructed (Figure 5.14b) 

using at least four regenerative doses bracketing the natural De.  

   The effect of IR stimulation at 125°C of varying duration (up to 320 s) was tested on 

all samples.  The IRSL/BLSL ratio was <0.5%, showing there was no dependency of De 

as a function of IR stimulation duration.  This indicates that the quartz fraction is 

pure and not contaminated significantly by feldspar, and that a standard SAR 

protocol would be appropriate for these samples, without prior IR stimulation.   At 

the end of the SAR cycle, the first regeneration dose was repeated twice to obtain a 

recycling ratio and an IR depletion ratio (Duller, 2003). Both these ratios were within 

5% of unity for all aliquots, and no correlation between equivalent dose and IR 

depletion ratio was observed, confirming that the samples were insensitive to IR 

stimulation. 

   The SAR protocol was then applied with various preheat conditions.  The top part 

of Figure 5.15 shows a preheat plateau obtained for sample 122404, and illustrates 

the dependence of the dose as a function of preheat temperature.  Each point 

corresponds to an average based upon the measurement of 6 aliquots. The preheat 

temperature was held for 10s prior to Li measurements. The cut-heat temperature 

(applied before reading the Ti signal, used to monitor sensitivity changes) was 40°C 

lower than the preheat temperature.  From this series of measurements it can be 

seen that dose is independent of preheat over a wide range of temperatures (180°C 

to 280°C).  The lower part of Figure 5.15 shows recycling ratios (left axis, filled 
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symbols) and recuperation (right axis, open symbols) as a function of preheat. A dose 

recovery test, using a preheat at 260°C for 10 s and a cut-heat of 220 °C, was 

performed on six aliquots from sample 122404 the given dose (~50 Gy) was 

delivered to the aliquots in the reader after exposure to a solar simulator (Hönle SOL  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Preheat (top), recycling (lower left axis, closed symbols) and recuperation (right axis, 

open symbols) data for sample 122404. 
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2) for 3 hours. As Figure 5.15 illustrates, the recycling ratios (closed symbols) 

obtained are indistinguishable from unity (dashed line).  Recuperation (open 

symbols) was checked using a zero dose cycle after measurement of the largest 

regeneration dose.   This indicated that there was no significant inter-cycle signal 

transfer as the recuperation values obtained are very low (<1% of the natural signal). 

   Figure 5.16 shows a frequency histogram of dose recovery ratios obtained for 72 

individual aliquots (6 samples from Cala Mata, 6 samples from Es Barrancar) using 

the 260/220°C parameters.  As can be seen from the figure the average ratio is 

within 5% of unity, indicating that the SAR protocol is able to accurately measure a  

 

Figure 5.16 Dose recovery ratio frequency histogram obtained from 72 individual aliquots of quartz 

(6 samples from Cala Mata and 6 from Es Barrancar), using a 260°C preheat and 220°C cut-heat 

combination (given dose ~50Gy). 
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laboratory dose given before any thermal treatment of the sample (see Table 5.1 for 

the measurement protocol used to determine equivalent dose).  All quartz samples 

from both fan systems were measured using these same parameters for the 

derivation of the unweighted average equivalent doses.  

   The quartz samples from Mallorca thus met all laboratory-based criteria for a 

reliable estimate of equivalent dose. The uncertainties on individual equivalent 

doses have been assigned using the Analyst software (Duller, 2007) and include 

contributions from counting statistics (assuming Poisson statistics) and curve fitting 

errors. 

 

5.12 Multi-grain potassium feldspar (2 mm aliquots) 

5.12.1 Signal characteristics and measurement protocol 

   The initial 2s of the post-IR IRSL signals were selected after subtracting a 

background obtained from the last 40s of stimulation.  The luminescence intensity of 

the potassium feldspar was calculated from the initial 2 seconds of the signal after 

subtracting a background obtained from the last 40 seconds of stimulation.  Dose-

response and decay curves typical of the potassium feldspar from the Mallorcan 

samples are shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 

    Recycling ratios indistinguishable from unity were obtained for all samples (1.00 ± 

0.01) and recuperation values were below 5% of the natural signal (average 1.80 ± 

0.02).  The equivalent dose distributions are shown in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7.  All 

potassium feldspar samples show low inter-aliquot variability, and all De values are 

below the 2D0 suggested working range (Wintle and Murray, 2006).  The post-IR 

IRSL290 measurement protocol used for all of the Cala Mata and Es Barrancar feldspar  
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  Figure 5.17 Decay curve from a typical Mallorcan potassium feldspar sample. 

 

Figure 5.18 SAR sensitivity corrected dose-response curve from a typical Mallorcan potassium 

feldspar sample. 
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Figure 5.19 First IR stimulation temperature plateau test results from a potassium feldspar sample 

122439. 

 

  Figure 5.20 Dose recovery ratio frequency histogram for potassium feldspar. 
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samples is given in Table 5.1. It was therefore concluded that the post-IR IRSL290 

signal was stable, and that the selected SAR protocol was appropriate for the 

measurement of dose in the samples. 

   Figure 5.20 shows a frequency histogram of dose recovery ratios obtained after a 

24 hour bleach in a Hönle SOL 2 solar simulator, for 22 individual aliquots using the 

post-IR IRSL290 measurement protocol.  As can be seen from the figure the average 

ratio is within 5% of unity, indicating that the SAR protocol (outlined in Table 5.1) is 

able to accurately measure a laboratory dose given before any thermal treatment of 

the samples.   

   The potassium feldspar samples from Mallorca were deemed to also have met all 

laboratory-based criteria for a reliable estimate of equivalent dose. 

 5.12.2 Signal Stability test  

   A post-IR IRSL290 signal stability test (Buylaert et al., 2012) was undertaken on the 

feldspar fraction of 122439, a typical sample from the Es Barrancar fan system. A 

first IR stimulation temperature plateau was constructed by measuring three 2mm 

aliquots at each temperature.  The results of this test (Figure 5.19), revealed no 

evidence that increasing first stimulation temperature resulted in any systematic 

increase in De.   

 

5.13 Signal resetting 

5.13.1 Bleaching curve test 

   Following a similar approach to Buylaert et al. (2012), an investigation into the 

bleaching rate of the post-IR IRSL290 signal compared to the IR50 signal, and to that of 

quartz OSL was undertaken. Four aliquots of quartz and four aliquots of feldspar 
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from sample 122415 were exposed for different lengths of time in a Hӧnle SOL2 

solar simulator at a distance of 80cm.  The residual dose was then measured for 

feldspar using the protocol outlined in Table 5.1 and the standard SAR protocol 

(Murray and Wintle, 2000; 2003) for quartz.  

   The bleaching curve test results (Figure 5.21) were in close agreement with the 

findings of Buylaert et al. (2012) that both feldspar signals  (IR50 and post-IR IRSL290)  

bleach about one order of magnitude more slowly than the quartz OSL signal.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   As a consequence of this property, post-IR IRSL290 ages can only be greater than, or 

at best equal to, quartz ages. In the latter case this can be used as an indication of 

good bleaching of both signals at the time of deposition. The situation where post-IR 

IRSL290 ages are significantly greater than quartz ages indicates poor bleaching of the 

 

Figure 5.21 Bleaching curve showing sensitivity corrected feldspar and quartz OSL plotted against 

exposure time in a Hӧnle SOL2 solar simulator (sample 122415). The plot illustrates the variable 

bleaching rates of the quartz and feldspar (IR50 and pIR-IR290) signals. 
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post-IR IRSL290 signal, but does not necessarily imply poor bleaching of the quartz 

signal (Murray et al. 2012); or indeed of the IR50 feldspar signal. 

 

5.14 Luminescence ages 

   A combined total of thirty eight multi-grain aliquot quartz OSL ages and thirty four 

multi-grain aliquot post-IR IRSL290 ages were obtained from the forty seven Cala 

Mata and Es Barrancar samples.  Equivalent doses, quartz OSL and feldspar post-IR 

IRSL290 ages are summarised in Table 5.6 for the Cala Mata samples, and in Table 5.7 

for the Es Barrancar.  

5.14.1 Age/depth relationships 

   Figure 5.22 shows the relationship between layer and age for samples from both 

fans, and the 1σ errors associated with those ages. The plot for shows that there is 

good agreement between the quartz OSL and the post-IR IRSL290 ages derived from 

the samples.  

   No stratigraphic inversions are apparent in the ages derived from the samples.  The 

overlap in the vertical spread of the age data illustrated in Figure 5.22 is simply an 

expression of changes in topography that occur laterally across the sea front sections 

of both fans.  The thickest vertical sequence of sediments can be found in closest 

proximity to the present day fan trenches; samples collected from this part of each 

fan system therefore have the greatest depth measurements associated to them.  

Samples gathered at more distal locations, or within the present day fan head trench 

itself are associated with reduced depths. 
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Figure 5.22 Age/Depth plot of the quartz OSL and potassium feldspar post-IR IRSL290 ages from the 

Cala Mata and Es Barrancar samples. 

 

Figure 5.23 Paired quartz and feldspar ages plotted together with associated 1σ errors.    
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   Re-plotting all of the paired quartz and feldspar age data, together with their 

associated 1σ errors (Figure 5.23) once again shows that the two dosimeters are in 

excellent agreement.  This further increases our confidence that both the quartz and 

potassium feldspar signals were sufficiently reset during deposition.   

 

5.15 Conclusion 

   The signal characteristics of both the quartz and potassium feldspar have met all 

suggested acceptability criteria.  No stratigraphic inversions were identified, and 

(where an OSL age estimate was also derived) the Mallorcan post-IR IRSL290 ages 

were statistically consistent with the corresponding quartz ages.  As a consequence 

of the close agreement of the samples, it is possible to conclude that the post-IR IR290 

signal was reset at the time of sediment deposition; this implies that the quartz 

signal must also have been completely bleached at the time of deposition.  Because 

of this, when both quartz and feldspar ages were available for the same sample, it 

was deemed preferable to use the average age for further discussion. 
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Chapter Six 

6.0 Quantifying late Quaternary fluvial system response to climatic change. 

6.1 Introduction 

   The ages presented in the previous chapter provide some insight into the highly 

sensitive manner in which the two small catchments have responded to the 

availability of water over the last ~170ka.  They are of vital importance in terms of 

the temporal constrainment of the rate of fan aggradation; also for the temporal 

quantification of fluvial system response expressed as changes in sediment caliber 

passing through the catchments, and of the resultant variations in the predominant 

facies assemblage.   While it is of great importance to explore the significance of the 

47 luminescence ages in relation to the existing research on Late Quaternary alluvial 

aggradation, there exists a primary requirement to place them into the robust 

chronological framework of broader climatically driven environmental change.  This 

is attempted using a combination of terrestrial and marine proxy records from 

Mallorca and elsewhere in the western Mediterranean. 

   

6.2 Temporal quantification of late Quaternary fan aggradation on Mallorca 

   6.2.1 Chronology, stratigraphy and general palaeoclimatic context 

   The tightly constrained nature of the luminescence chronology illustrated in Figure 

6.1a and 6.1b has allowed the establishment of robust links with specific climatic 

forcing events that invoked a series of drainage basin wide sedimentary responses.  
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By placing Units U1 to U4 into stratigraphic context with their corresponding Marine 

Isotope Stages,   Figure 6.1c  and  Figure 6.1d  illustrates how the character of the 

system has been controlled by the major climatic oscillations that have taken place 

during the last interglacial-glacial cycle and the latter part of MIS 6.  

6.2.2 Unit U1  

   Even though this was not in itself dated, given that the oldest age from the Unit 

above was 151ka±14ka, and the marked change in the dominant facies, the Unit U1 

was assigned to MIS 7.  Climatically, this was a period of relative warmth and 

humidity (Martrat et al., 2004), which is supported by the sedimentary character of 

the very limited outcrop of this Unit. 

6.2.3 Unit U2 

  Unit U2 yielded ages spanning the latter part of MIS 6.  Fully glacial climatic 

conditions (Saale Glacial) dominated throughout this time (Ayalon et al., 2002; 

Ruddiman, 2003; Tzedakis, 2007; Lourantou et al., 2010; Wainer et al., 2011). The 

domination of aeolianite sediments in Unit U2 confirms the primacy of cold arid 

stadial-like conditions across the study area at this time.  There is however the 

suggestion of higher moisture availability during MIS 6 than for later glacial periods 

(Benito et al., 2010; Lozano et al., 2012). 

6.2.4 Unit U3 

  A perfunctory glance at Unit U3 on Figure 6.1a and Figure 6.1b might suggest an 
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extended period of climatic stability, with warm and relatively humid conditions 

lasting over 90ka, and where only sediment gravity flow processes were in 

operation.   However, closer inspection of the individual sub-units reveals a very 

different picture:     

 6.2.4.1 Sub-unit U3i 

   Sub-unit U3i yielded luminescence ages that place it within MIS 5e and MIS 5d.  

Climatically this represents a significant amelioration from the preceding glacial, and 

MIS 5e is termed the Eemian Interglacial with its optimum being deemed warmer 

than present day Holocene Interglacial (Zazo et al., 2003; Bardaji et al., 2009).  

Extensive soils appear to have developed across the study area at this time in 

response to the warmth and higher moisture availability.    

6.2.4.2 Sub-unit U3ii  

   Sub-unit U3ii has been assigned to sub-stages 5c and 5b, and are respectively 

classified as being climatically interstadial and stadial in character (Lowe and Walker, 

1997). Differentiating between the two sub-stages with any certainty is difficult in 

sub-unit U3ii, as there is no obvious sedimentary hiatus and the character of the 

sedimentation remains very similar; being a sequence that is again dominated by 

sediment gravity flows that display some evidence of ephemeral fluvial reworking, 

with unconfined water flow producing horizons dominated by stratified sheet-flood 

gravel facies.   
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6.2.4.3 Sub-unit U3iii 

   Sub-unit U3i yielded a large number of luminescence ages, the majority of which 

correspond with the MIS 5/4 boundary.  Regionally, conditions are thought to have 

been cold but remained relatively humid (Martrat et al., 2007; Moreno et al., 2012).   

The overall domination of great volumes of debris flow gravels throughout this sub-

unit supports the assertion that the climate remained relatively humid, and 

weathering rates stayed relatively high for much of this transitional period.  

However, the presence of several laterally extensive horizons that are dominated by 

fluvially reworked aeolianite again suggests repeated switching to more arid 

conditions, with enhanced aeolian activity and seasonally restricted precipitation 

patterns.   

6.2.4.4 Sub-unit U3iv 

   Luminescence dating of this sub-unit places it firmly with MIS 3.  A very obvious 

reworked palaeosol delimits the base of U3iv in both catchments indicating that 

despite the suggestion of a drying trend (Moreno et al., 2012) humidity remained 

high enough up until this point for significant soil development to have taken place.  

Above this horizon sediment gravity flow volume is greatly reduced indicating a 

significant lowering of weathering rates. Extensively fluvially reworked sheet-flood 

gravels form couplets with aeolianite sands along certain horizons; with the sands 

forming broad shallow channel fills that evidences fluvial reworking of aeolian dunes.  

The sedimentary archive data coupled with the low dispersion of luminescence ages 

(Figure 5.23) are suggestive of a short lived but intense period of stadial-like 

conditions during a period of time that was generally more interstadial in character. 
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6.2.5 Unit U4 

  This uppermost Unit yielded ages that spanned the latter part of MIS 3 and on into 

MIS 2.  Climatic conditions at this time deteriorated further, with the trend towards 

significant cooling and aridity driven by a precession minimum that led to the onset 

of fully glacial conditions (Fletcher and Sánchez-Goñi, 2008). Sedimentation is almost 

entirely dominated by ephemeral fluvial activity, reworking earlier sediment gravity 

flow deposits.     Luminescence ages indicate that despite the intensifying aridity and 

cold, several short phases of soil development occurred across both catchments.  

Using the mid-point of the luminescence ages (Macklin et al., 2012), reworking of the 

soils as hyperconcentrated flows appears to be broadly coincident with short 

duration episodic intensification of the arid cold conditions (Cacho et al., 1999; 

Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2002; 2008; 2009; Sierro et al., 2005; Bout-Roumazeilles et al., 

2007; Naughton et al., 2007; Fletcher and Sánchez-Goñi, 2008; Moreno et al., 2010).  

 

6.3 Chronology in the context of existing alluvial fan luminescence research 

   The robust chronology presented in this study invites cross comparison with 

existing luminescence dating research already undertaken in the context of 

climatically driven alluvial sedimentation.  Figure 6.3a (plot vii.) summarises the 

published dated alluvial units that correspond to phases of climatically driven fan 

aggradation across the western Mediterranean over the last 200ka.  Luminescence 

data were selected on the basis of sedimentary process; with ephemeral fluvial, 

aeolian and palaeosol/hyperconcentrated flow facies given primacy.  This selection 
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was made due to the close affinity of these samples with the dated sediments 

presented in this study, which facilitated a like-for-like comparison.  

   When the published data are considered together a degree of cyclicity emerges 

from within the alluvial archives.  Repeated episodes of soil development are 

reported across the western Mediterranean from MIS 6, MIS 5e/d, MIS 5a/MIS 4 and 

MIS 3 and on into MIS 2 (Rose et al., 1999; Fornόs et al., 2009; Andreucci et al., 

2010a; 2012; Zucca et al., 2014).  This is then followed by erosion and rapid 

reworking, often in conjunction with ephemeral fluvial and sediment gravity flow 

activity.  Overlying these deposits are carbonate sands that are suggestive of 

repeated phases of enhanced aeolian activity, coincident with low or falling eustatic 

sea level, increasing aridity and stronger than present north-westerly winds (Rose et 

al., 1999; Fornόs et al., 2009; 2012; Andreucci et al., 2010a; 2010b; 2012; 2013; 

2014; Thiel et al., 2010; Zucca et al., 2014).   Coincident episodes (MIS5a/4 and MIS3) 

of enhanced aeolian activity are documented by Rodriguez-Vidal et al., (2010) from 

Gibraltar.  Rapid fluvial reworking of the resulting dunes is then reported, followed 

(up until the latter part of MIS 3) by the resumption of sedimentation dominated by 

sediment gravity flow processes.  The temporal pattern of sedimentation that 

emerges as a result of combining the published data displays a strong similarity to 

the chronology presented in this study.  

   Episodes of major landscape change dating from the same time period are also 

documented preserved in eastern Mediterranean alluvial archives from the Sfakia 

region of Southern Greece, and from the central Mediterranean in Cyrenaica, Libya 
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(Macklin et al., 2012).  This implicates a causal mechanism of similar magnitude that 

affected the Eastern, Central, and the Western Mediterranean alike. 

6.3.1 Direct correlation with seminal works undertaken in north-east Mallorca.    

  The luminescence age data and palaeoclimatic interpretation presented in this 

study are in excellent agreement with the findings of Rose et al., (1999) and Fornόs 

et al., (2009).  Both studies were undertaken in the same part of north-east Mallorca 

(along the Pollenҫa and Alcudia Bay coast); with analyses undertaken on a similar 

range of alluvial sediments; and presented robust chronologies based upon optically 

stimulated luminescence dating.  

6.3.2 Fornόs et al., 2009   

   Fornόs et al., (2009) focused entirely upon aeolianite sediments for the OSL dating 

and placed the results into a broader paleaoclimatic/paleaoenvironmental context 

using facies analysis of palaeosols, alluvial/fluvial sediments.  Using this approach 

four phases of aeolian activity were identified; the oldest during MIS 5c/5b, then 

across the MIS5/4 boundary, on into MIS4 and finally MIS3.  The dated sections were 

from a complex of aeolian, reworked fluvial sediments and highly distinctive, 

laterally extensive palaeosol deposits that appear to have formed on top of thick 

debris flows.  The findings support the assertion that the MIS5 climatic regime was 

subject to millennial/sub millennial scale climatic variability that was characterised 

by large swings in temperature, and profound high amplitude changes in moisture 

availability.    
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   The sections described and dated in this study appear share the very obvious 

MIS5/4 boundary signal seen at both Cala Mata and Es Barrancar.  This is not 

surprising considering the proximity of the sites.  The distinctive “palaeosol” directly 

underlying the MIS4 aeolian deposits that Fornόs et al., (2009) describe at Pollenҫa 

Bay and Es Calό, also almost certainly dates from this time, and may in fact be a 

colluvial/hyperconcentrated flow deposit (as recorded in the stratigraphy at Cala 

Mata and Es Barrancar).   

 At Es Calό the alluvial system is much bigger that those found at Cala Mata and Es 

Barrancar, and was dominated by aeolian rather than sediment gravity flow 

processes over MIS5, and much of MIS4.  The greater accommodation space coupled 

with a lower angle fan surface radial profile at Es Calό could also have facilitated 

larger accumulations of wind-blown sediments than at the other two sites, as dunes 

would have been able to migrate much further inland.    

A sharp erosional bounding surface that appears to delimit the MIS4 and MIS3 

aeolianites at all of the sites across the Pollenҫa/Alcudia Bay coastline, hints at a 

fluvial reworking event of significant magnitude.  Personal observations recorded at 

the Es Calό site show that at several locations this horizon is marked by a distinctive 

red fine-grained deposit delimited by a sharp erosional contact top and bottom (see 

Figure 6.2).   
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Figure 6.2 Identical fine-grained “palaeosol” deposits recorded at the Es Calό and 

Cala Mata fans, delimiting MIS4 and MIS3.  At both sites, these sediments display 

characteristics reminiscent of colluvial/hyperconcentrated flows. 
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Two OSL ages obtained from this horizon (2 x 47±3ka; not presented in Chapter 5) 

confirm that this deposit shares its origin with similar distinctive fine-grained facies 

observed in the sections at Cala Mata (see Figure 6.2) and Es Barrancar that also date 

to ~46±5ka.   

   The presence of the MIS3 sheet flood and channelised fluvial deposits described by 

Fornόs et al., (2009), also appear to support the assertion of a gradual cooling and 

drying of the climate; this most likely marks a shift away from sediment gravity flow 

dominated sedimentation, to greatly reduced and highly seasonally constrained 

precipitation which resulted in sedimentation dominated by ephemeral fluvial 

reworking of aeolian, pedogenic and debris flow facies.   

  6.3.3 Rose et al., 1999 

 The chronology presented by Rose et al., (1999) spans a significantly longer period 

of time than that of Fornόs et al., (2009), stretching almost to the MIS6/7 boundary, 

compared to ~100ka.  Moreover, while Fornόs et al., (2009) chose to focus upon 

aeolianites (primarily due to their utility for luminescence dating, and relatively 

straightforward palaeoclimatic implications), Rose et al., (1999) provide a more 

comprehensive overview by incorporating a far wider range of facies types and 

analytical techniques into their interpretation.   

  The geochronology presented combines absolute (optically stimulated 

luminescence) with relative dating methodology (amino acid geochronometry).  

Palaeoclimatic and palaeoenvironmental information was derived utilising marine 

and terrestrial molluscan assemblages, sediment/soil structure and chemistry, 
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particle-size distribution analysis, scanning electron microscopy and carbon/oxygen 

isotopic signals.  

  In common with observations outlined in Chapter 4, earlier in this section and by 

Fornόs et al., (2009) Rose et al., (1999) describe repeated episodes of soil formation 

throughout their stratigraphy.  Mineral magnetic susceptibility, SEM and oxygen 

isotope signatures of the soil cements augment descriptions; confirming that, on the 

whole, these facies formed during times of relatively high moisture availability 

during MIS5, but then reflect progressive reductions in relative humidity during MIS4 

into MIS3. 

  Pedogenic development of soils is suggested to have been upwards of 10-30ka in 

some cases, based upon high clay content, mineral magnetic susceptibility values 

and iron content.  This is much longer than residency times suggested for the areas 

studied to the north of Calo d’es Cans and Waterfront Cove. No magnetic 

susceptibility data was available for the Cala Mata and Es Barrancar sections in 

support of this assertion.   These extended episodes of soil formation are most likely 

a function of the distal location of the sections away from areas subject to active 

sedimentation and disturbance, except during the most extreme climatic scenarios.  

The authors in fact suggest low slope angle due to the sites setting on a coastal plain 

as an explanation for the lack of evident fine sediment reworking. 

  The Eemian beach sediments exposed at Waterfront Cove contain examples of the 

thermophilic Senegalese molluscan faunal assemblage (Gignoux, 1913), offering a 

valuable insight into the local palaeoclimatic conditions that prevailed in Alcudia Bay 

at the time.  This faunal assemblage was not observed at the sites studied by Fornόs 
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et al., (2009), or at any of the Cala Mata and Es Barrancar sections.  The climatic 

significance of its occurrence was validated by the palaeotemperature data obtained 

from ocean core MD40/87SL (Figure 6.3a, plot v.) which quantified that for an 

extended period (~2ka) the Eemian climatic optimum in the region was warmer than 

anytime during the Holocene.  

  Rose et al., (1999)’s coverage of aeolian sediments does not restrict itself to 

aeolianite dunes, and explores the significance of a number of loessic facies.  They 

too suggest that the main phases of aeolianite dune formation in north-east 

Mallorca took place during MIS6, the colder parts of MIS5, MIS4/3, and MIS2; they 

assert that these were interspersed with episodes of loess deposition.   

  Evidence for fluvial reworking of sediments is restricted to MIS5b, MIS4 and MIS2; 

and is interpreted as a being consequence of enhanced run-off from a sparsely 

vegetated landscape, in association with cool/cold arid conditions.    

6.3.4 A comment on site selection based upon field observations 

   Other than technical issues arising from the immaturity of luminescence dating 

techniques during the 1990’s, the one major criticism of Rose et al., (1999) is actually 

alluded to by the authors themselves, and relates to the coastal plain location of the 

sea front sections at Waterfront Cove and Calo d’es Cans.  Field observations suggest 

that while the sites offer excellent access to the sections, they actually represent the 

distal parts of alluvial systems much larger than those described in chapters two and 

four, and by Fornόs et al., (2009).  This almost certainly reduces the sensitivity of 

system response, meaning that the sections are likely to be less complete than 
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elsewhere; as a consequence of this reduced sensitivity, the pulses of sedimentation 

archived are representative of only the most extreme extended duration climatic 

signals.   

   It may also offer an explanation as to why the most significant episode of 

landscape change appears to have been centered around MIS2 at Waterfront Cove 

and Calo d’es Cans.  At Cala Mata and Es Barrancar this part of the sequence appears 

less consequential; however, the sea front sections at these sites represent the 

medial portion of each alluvial system.  During MIS2 eustatic sea level was ~100m 

lower (see Figure 6.3a, plot iii.), significantly increasing accommodation space and 

allowing expansion of the alluvial fans much further out into the bay.  Subsequent 

rises in sea level would have removed the coastal plain at Cala Mata and Es 

Barrancar, and any distal sediments deposited there.     

   The selection by Fornós et al., (2009) of Es Caló as a study site is not without its 

problems.  This alluvial fan has a telescopic architecture, and deposition is not 

uniform across whole of the fan surface; active sedimentation avulses to different 

parts of the fan during each event.   Therefore, climatic signals can be difficult to 

decipher or easily missed in this kind of alluvial system (Harvey et al., 1999). 

   Climatic signals in alluvial systems with stacked architectures, such as those 

selected by this study, can be more obvious and easier to interpret (as already 

alluded to in chapter 4).   It could also be argued that selecting sites representative 

of the medial region of an alluvial system increases the likelihood of a complete 

sequence being preserved.  The Cala Mata and Es Barrancar sections fit both of these 

criteria, but were not without problems; access upper parts of sections away from 
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the fan trench was very limited.  It could therefore be argued that the uppermost 

parts of the sequence in this study are underrepresented, limiting parts of the 

interpretation. 

   In the context of the overall findings these are trivial shortcomings, that in no way 

detracts from the asservation of Rose et al., (1999) and Fornós et al., (2009) that a 

combination eustatic sea level change, in conjunction with regional fluctuations in 

moisture availability and localised vegetation cover loss, conspired time and again to 

produce significant episodes of landscape change in this part of Mallorca during 

MIS5/4/3 and MIS2. 

 

   6.4 Chronology in the context of global and regional climate proxy records 

6.4.1 Introduction 

   In Figure 6.3a the Mallorcan luminescence ages are stacked with relative global sea 

level, summer insolation, terrestrial and marine proxy data from the Balearics, 

eastern Iberian Peninsula and Sardinia.  The luminescence ages used to construct 

Figure 6.3a, plot vii. are in good agreement with the results from this study (Figure 

6.3a, plot ii.), with both displaying very similar temporal patterns of alluvial 

sedimentation. When placed into context with the other proxy data presented in 

Figure 6.3a, the dated alluvial deposits become powerful tools for investigating and 

constraining the timing of the high frequency palaeoclimatic variations that were 

driving fluvial response on Mallorca and in the western Mediterranean.  
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6.4.2 High frequency palaeoclimatic variability in the western Mediterranean 

  Over the last 200ka sea surface temperature (SST) data presented in Figure 6.3a, 

plot v. indicate that more than a dozen high amplitude abrupt changes of as much as 

6°C took place, sometimes over as little as 2ka.  Sandwiched between these abrupt 

peaks and troughs are 4-5 gradual, lower amplitude overall declines in mean annual 

temperature.  The δ18Occ values presented in plot vi. are consistent with the periodic 

abrupt and more gradual shifts in SST. Both sets of proxy data display a broadly 

synchronous response with peaks of increasingly heavy isotopic values around the 

time of lower SST; a corresponding shift towards lighter values during periods of 

higher SST; and a gradual lower amplitude more gradual shift towards heavy isotopic 

values in between.    

   The climatic fluctuations highlighted by these marine proxy records appear to meet 

the criteria for Bond cycles (Bond et al. 1992; 1993).   Bond cycles manifest 

themselves as long term cooling trends bracketed by stadials with a series of 

Dansgaard-Oeschger Interstadial oscillations in between (Dansgaard et al., 1984).   

   Using the summer insolation plot (Figure 6.3a, iv.) it is possible to distinguish that 

Bond cycles operate upon Milanković timescales (>10ka), and are broadly bounded 

by low summer insolation values.  The SST data plot (Figure 6.3a, v.) suggests that 

the individual D-O Interstadial oscillations operate within a sub-Milanković/millennial 

timescale (<10ka); using the same data, stadials bounding the D-O Interstadial 

oscillations appear to operate on a millennial/sub-millennial timescale (0.6-3ka).   
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Figure 6.3a continued: i. Marine isotope stages for the last 200ka. Isotope stage boundaries 

were derived by cross referencing the SPECMAP Timescale (Martinson et al., 1987; Bassinot 

et al., 1994; Martrat et al., 2004); LR04 Benthic Stack data (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005); with 

Thompson and Goldstein, 2006. All luminescence ages and their assigned 1σ errors were 

placed within the resulting chronology.   ii. Luminescence ages from this study (quartz OSL 

closed circles, post-IR IRSL open circles) plotted with sampling depth data.  iii. Relative sea 

level curve constructed by combining and averaging data from; Imbrie et al., 1984; 

Shackleton, 2000; Siddall et al., 2003; Caputo, 2007.  Relative sea level reflects the 

combination of glacio-hydro-adjustment (GIA) and eustacy.  iv. Insolation curve (June 65°N) 

constructed by combining and averaging data from; Berger, 1978; Bender, 2002; Tzedakis, 

2005; Bosmans et al., 2015. v. Sea surface temperature curve (Uk
37 alkenone derived) and vi. 

δ18Occ (VPDB) curve (used as a continental ice accumulation proxy).  The data set containing 

Uk
37 alkenone and δ18Occ values was obtained (personal communication Professor Kay Emeis) 

for ocean core site M40/87SL, recovered off the east coast of Mallorca on the Menorca Rise 

(38°59.28’N, 04°01.38’E, as illustrated in Figure 6.3b) in 1913m of water (Emeis et al., 2003).  

The Uk
37

 alkenone sea surface temperature data was derived using the coccolithophore 

species Emeliania huxleyi;  planktic δ18Occ values were derived using the foraminifera species 

Globigerina bulloides; no benthic δ18Occ values were derived from this core.  The age model 

used by Weldeab et al., (2003) for the planktic δ18Occ values in this data set was based upon 

a graphic correlation with the SPECMAP isotope curve originally derived by Martinson et al., 

(1987) using the software package ‘AnalySeries’ (Paillard et al., 1996). Linear interpolation 

was used to fill in gaps in the SPECMAP isotope curve data.   The age model for the Uk
37 

alkenone data ( Emeis et al., 2003) used a combination of radiocarbon dating of 

Mediterranean sapropels (Fontugne et al., 1994; Troelstra et al.,  1991); by comparison with 

stable isotope curves from the Mediterranean (Howell et al., 1998; Kroon et al., 1998; 

Rossignol-Strick, 1983; Vergnaud-Grazzinietal, 1977); by astronomical tuning of sapropel 
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ages to insolation maxima (Hilgen, 1991; Lourens et al., 1996; Rossignol-Strick, 1983); and 

using tephra dating (Kraml, 1997; Paterne et al., 1986).  vii. Western Mediterranean 

luminescence ages (quartz OSL, IRSL and post-IR IRSL)  representative of alluviation events 

over the last 200ka (Fuller et al., 1996; 1998; Rose et al., 1999; Fornόs et al., 2009; Thiel et 

al., 2010; Andreucci et al., 2009; 2010a; 2010b; 2012; 2013; 2014; Zucca et al., 2014).  The 

approximate timing and duration of stadial events (grey horizontal bars) were assigned by 

correlating Uk
37 alkenone SST thermal minima from marine core M40/87SL, Balearic Rise 

(Weldeab et al., 2003; Emeis et al., 2003), with the AICC2012 timescale (Veres et al., 2013), 

and cross referenced with data from; Heinrich, 1988; Rashid et al., 2003; Rasmussen et al., 

2003; Hemming, 2004; Martrat et al., 2014. The MIS 6/5e boundary is marked by the 

Kattegat Stadial/KS (after Seidenkrantz, 1993), but no formal classification of stadial events 

prior to this could be found in the available literature.  Lacking any formal nomenclature the 

names Saalian Stadial SSa, SSb and SSc were assigned and placed in the chronology using 

M40/87SL Uk
37

 alkenone thermal minima that coincided with δ18Occ maximum values. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

   Figure 6.3b Location of ocean core site M40/87SL, recovered off the south-east coast of Mallorca on 
the Menorca Rise in 1913m of water (base map, Google DigitalGlobe, 2016). 

 
 
 

Redacted due to copyright 
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   Stadial events that correspond to the most severe falls in SST are also associated 

with strongly positive shifts in δ18Occ values.  The  episodes of severe climatic cooling 

indicated by Figure 6.3a, plot v. appear to be closely associated with Heinrich Stadial 

ice calving events taking place in the North Atlantic (grey bars, named on the right 

axis of Figure 6.3a). The most dramatic positive incursions (~25ka, ~62ka, ~72ka, 

~112ka, and ~134ka) are also in very good agreement with relative sea level low-

stands, appearing to confirm the link between shifts in δ18Occ values and changes in 

Northern Hemispheric continental ice volumes (Mix and Ruddiman, 1984). 

6.4.2.1 Marine Isotope Stage 7 climatic variability and fluvial response 

   The proxy data presented in Figure 6.3a indicate that during the latter part of MIS 

7 average SST were similar to those of typical of the Holocene, ~17°C but declining; 

insolation values were falling rapidly from a high of ~525Wm2 at 200ka, to ~440Wm2 

at the MIS7/6 boundary; eustatic sea-level was also falling in response to continental 

ice accumulation, as indicated by a shift towards more positive δ18Occ values.     

   As suggested by Martrat et al., (2004), initially the climatic regime appears to have 

been interglacial-like in character, but underwent rapid deterioration towards the 

transition to the fully glacial conditions that prevailed during MIS 6. This transition 

towards cooler and presumably more arid conditions may have resulted in reduced 

vegetation cover, or at the very least a shift from deciduous forest to a more open 

landscape dominated by semi-desert plants or patchy dry grasslands (Desprat et al., 

2006).  This in turn would have had an effect upon run-off and therefore slope 

stability, especially in the upper parts of the fan systems.  If precipitation patterns 

became progressively more “flashy” in character, sudden remobilisation of any 
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weathered materials stored higher in the catchment would occur resulting in the 

initiation of sediment gravity flows on the alluvial fan slopes.  It would appear that 

no fluvial reworking was taking place, but this assumption is based upon very limited 

evidence due to a lack of outcrop. 

6.4.2.2 Marine Isotope Stage 6 climatic variability and fluvial response 

   Proxy data presented in Figure 6.3a indicate that the MIS 6 climatic regime was 

characterised by consistently low SST, with temperatures averaging ~12°C, and 

sustained periods well below this figure; eustatic sea level fell and remained -100m 

below the present mean for a significant period of time, with a low-stand of -120m 

at ~140ka; sustained ice accumulation in the northern hemisphere is indicated by 

this regressive trend, and the strongly positive δ18Occ values; and solar insolation 

values were averaging below 500Wm2 for much of the latter part of MIS 6.   

   The low SST values obtained from core M40-87SL (Figure 6.3a, plot v.) are in good 

agreement with the terrestrial values presented in Rose et al., (1999) for the same 

period of time (M.A.T. ~10°C).  Precipitation is thought to have been low throughout 

this period, and possibly remained restricted to the summer months in all but the 

warmest phases of the Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles (Stoll et al., 2013), but conditions 

may have remained humid enough to support limited vegetation cover.  Intense 

bioturbation preserved along certain horizons of the parabolic dune at Cala Mata 

(UTM 0527460, 4400744) has been dated to ~135ka±3ka.  This provides limited 

evidence of at least some moisture availability towards the end of MIS 6.    
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   The lack of evidence of any sediment gravity flows during MIS 6 suggests that 

weathering rates remained low due to limited availability of moisture (Mather, 1999; 

Gislason et al, 2009).  Chemical breakdown of carbonate bedrock requires the 

presence of water (White and Blum, 1995) restricting the amount of fine sediments 

made available by this mechanism.  Rose et al., (1999) suggests that mechanical 

weathering due to frost shatter could have generated significant amounts of coarser 

material in the region while glacial/stadial conditions prevailed.  However, even 

though it does appear likely that temperatures would have fallen below the critical 

threshold required to facilitate frost shattering (<-3°C; McGreevy and Whalley, 

1982), the extended periods of aridity that are thought to have prevailed make this 

seem unlikely.  It has been demonstrated that the effects of frost shatter are limited 

in cold arid environments such as the Antarctic and places such as Svalbard 

(Matsuoka 1990; 1991).  This is because the presence of ice within microfractures in 

the rock is required to initiate the process (McGreevy, 1981; McGreevy and Whalley, 

1982; Coutard and Francou, 1989).   

   Sustained continental ice accumulation resulted in a major eustatic fall in sea-level 

that lasted throughout MIS 6 (Figure 6.3a plot iii. and vi.). The resulting low-stand 

would have exposed large expanses of Alcudia Bay for several tens of thousands of 

years, providing a ready source of marine bioclastic sediments to form the aeolianite 

dunes; the enhanced north-westerly winds that dominated during stadial/glacial 

phases would have forced these inland (Moreno et al., 2005; Fornόs et al., 2009; 

2012; Andreucci et al., 2010).   
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   Four Dansgaard/Oeschger Heinrich equivalent stadial events (Kattegat Stadial, 

Saalian Stadial a, Saalian Stadial b, Saalian Stadial c), 2-5ka in duration are indicated 

by abrupt decreases in sea surface temperature data from the M40-87SL core 

(Figure 6.3a v.). Each of these stadial events is matched by a corresponding positive 

spike in δ18Occ values (Figure 6.3a plot vi.), supporting the idea of further ice sheet 

expansion in the North Atlantic. During the stadials humidity would most likely 

decrease further, winter north-westerly wind speeds would increase (Rose et al., 

1999; Bout-Roumazeilles et al., 2007; Andreucci et al., 2010; Fornόs et al., 2012), and 

precipitation would have become entirely convective in nature, and therefore 

confined to summer months (Stoll et al., 2012).  Due to the enhanced aridity during 

the stadial phases it seems likely that vegetation would have only survived in isolated 

refugia, possibly where phreatic water remained available close to the surface.  

Migrating dunes would have smothered the majority of the landscape, further 

limiting vegetation cover.   

   Indications of ephemeral fluvial activity are preserved in some parts of the dunes; 

features suggestive of reworking by confined and unconfined water flow may be 

interpreted as evidence of occasional intense “flashy” convective type rainfall 

events.  Luminescence ages derived from reworked aeolianites indicate at least two 

phases of ephemeral fluvial activity, in the middle and latter parts of MIS 6 

(151ka±14ka and 131ka±11ka).  Both episodes of fluvial activity appear to share a 

close association with Dansgaard-Oeschger Heinrich equivalent stadial events.  
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6.4.2.3 Marine Isotope Stage 5 climatic variability and fluvial response 

MIS 5e: Initially, on Mallorca the Eemian Interglacial is characterised by a climatic 

amelioration starting ~130ka: with significantly warmer SST (temperatures averaging 

~20°C); and a global sea level high-stand at least +2m higher than present (best 

evidenced locally, by the palaeo-beach ridge just to the south at Waterfront Cove; 

Rose et al., 1999), that would have submerged Alcudia Bay.  Reduced global ice 

volumes in the northern hemisphere are indicated by a marked and sustained 

negative incursion of δ18Occ values, and solar insolation values remain in excess of 

520Wm2 over the same time period.  Sustained warmth and high relative humidity 

are evidenced by thick palaeosol development across both fans.   Humidity and 

warmth appears to have been sufficient to encourage significant weathering, with 

the products of mass wasting accumulating in the higher parts of both catchments.     

 Precipitation patterns more typical of the western Mediterranean Holocene 

“average” or fully interglacial conditions (Bardaji et al., 2009; and Figure 6.4) were 

likely to have encouraged the development of extensive vegetation cover, 

preventing migration of any existing dunes and stabilising slopes in all parts of the 

catchments.  Lacking a source to replenish sediments due to the sea-level high-stand, 

no new dunes appear to have formed during this time.    

 Eventually a marked climatic deterioration is indicated by a steady decline in local 

SST from ~120ka. This steady climatic deterioration is also discussed in the literature 

(Hillaire-Marcel et al., 1996; Lowe and Walker, 1997; Zazo et al., 2003; Muller and  
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Figure 6.4 Summary diagram outlining changes in vegetation biomass through the Last 

Interglacial/Glacial cycle, in combination with temperature and relative humidity proxy data 

for Mallorca.  A close association exists between fluvial system response, below average 

mean temperature and humidity, and millennial scale shifts in the relative abundance from 

mesophytic to xerophytic adapted vegetative biomass.  The temperature and humidity data 

(derived from ocean core MD40/87SL; Emeis et al., 2003) represent deviation from present 

day average (humidity based upon mean annual rainfall of 500mm; mean annual 

temperature of 17°C; Ginés et al., 2012).  Vegetative biomass data was derived using 

palynological evidence from the Lago Grande di Monticchio lake core record (Allen et al., 

2000: 0-100ka/MIS1-5c; Allen and Huntley, 2009: 100-130ka/MIS 5d-5e).  This site was 

selected due to the unparalleled continuity of the record (spanning ~130ka), and its similar 

latitude to the study area on Mallorca. Fletcher et al., (2010) asserts that vegetative 

response to climatic change displays a strong latitudinal gradient.  These data are in 

excellent agreement with the assertions of Rose et al., (1999).  Fluvial system response (as 

indicated by the grey bars) was constructed combining the facies interpretations, and 

luminescence data presented in this study.  
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 Kukla, 2004; Bout-Roumazeilles et al., 2007; Brauer et al., 2007; Bardaji et al., 2009).  

There are indications of increased sediment gravity flow activity, and also reworking 

of the soils as hyperconcentrated flows.  Suggestions of ephemeral fluvial activity 

reappear at this time in the form of reworked aeolianite horizons.  This indicates a 

specific shift back to not only cooler, but also more arid stadial-like conditions 

towards the MIS 5e/5d boundary.  A dramatic 50m fall in global sea-level coupled 

with a marked increase in δ18Occ values over the boundary would appear to support 

this assertion.  

MIS 5d, MIS 5c and MIS 5b: This period is characterised by a series of low amplitude 

climatic oscillations that manifest an overall long-term cooling trend.   The gradual 

reduction in SST during the climatic recovery that follows each successive thermal 

minima, matches the pattern of the classic “Bond Cycle” outlined in the literature 

(Bond et al., 1992; 1993).   These “Bond Cycles” are bracketed by short stadial 

events, but for the most part the climatic conditions remain more 

temperate/interstadial in character.  Figure 6.3a, plot v. indicates that locally, SST 

vary by only ~2°C across the oscillations but overall remain ~5°C lower than the 

Eemian climatic optimum.   This reduction in SST most likely results from significantly 

lower insolation values in the northern hemisphere (<450Wm2), but this gradually 

recovers to ~510Wm2.   

    Repeated palaeosol development indicates that moisture availability remained 

relatively high over much of this time (Wagner et al., 2013), albeit at lower than 

present day mean values (Figure 6.4).  The relatively warm and humid conditions 

prevailing over much of this period would also have facilitated significant weathering 
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higher in the catchments resulting in significant accumulations of sediment; episodic 

remobilisation of these materials as sediment gravity flows is indicated.  When 

Dansgaard-Oeschger interstadial conditions dominated, this would also have proved 

favourable for the development of dense plant cover (as indicated by the expansion 

of forest taxa in Figure 6.4), stabilising the fan surfaces and even the higher portions 

of the catchments by holding the weathered materials in place.  The onset of 

significant sediment gravity flow activity must therefore be taken as a signal of 

reduced vegetation cover (Macklin and Lewin, 2008). 

   Global sea levels fell to a low-stand of -50m driven by ice accumulation at ~110ka, 

before returning to a rising trend.  Even then, sea-levels remained well below 

present day levels leaving significant portions of Alcudia Bay exposed; this provided a 

source of sediments for dune formation during episodic cooler but brief stadial-like 

conditions, when the prevailing winter wind direction and reduced humidity also 

favour their formation.    

   Leading up to the onset of full blown episodic “Heinrich type” stadial conditions at 

~90ka, SST falls from an average of ~16°C during MIS 5d and MIS 5c, to a sustained 

thermal minimum of ~12°C during MIS 5b.  This decline in temperature recorded in 

the M40-87SL ocean core, is also seen in the terrestrial proxy data reported by Rose 

et al., (1999), and marks the most severe climatic deterioration since MIS 6.  The 

drastic fall in SST appear to be in phase with a solar insolation minima, which 

reached a low of ~470Wm2 at ~95ka (very similar to mid-MIS 6 levels).  Also 

coincident with this insolation minima, global sea levels again fell, but only to a 
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slightly more modest low-stand of -30m.  A steady but slower decrease in δ18Occ 

values also indicates gradual continental ice accumulation was taking place.   

   The extended nature of Heinrich Stadials from this point in time, along with their 

sustained cold, enhanced north-westerly winds, and associated aridity (with any 

precipitation being highly seasonally constrained in nature), along with a modest 

lowering of sea levels exposing fresh sediment rich parts of Alcudia Bay, all combined 

to provide ideal conditions for dune formation and migration inland up into all but 

the highest parts of the catchment.    

   Smothering of much of the limited accommodation space by dunes and sand-

ramps would have further reduced vegetation cover, already struggling from the 

significantly lower temperatures and enhanced aridity. This is evidenced by the 

expansion of steppic taxa during these cooler episodes (Figure 6.4).  Low surface 

stability due to limited the vegetation cover (Mather, 1999; Rose et al., 1999; 

Macklin and Lewin, 2008) would have led to enhanced runoff and reworking of the 

unconsolidated aeolian deposits. 

   Evidence of ephemeral fluvial activity is again provided by the presence of 

reworked aeolianite occurring at the previously mentioned MIS 5e/MIS 5d boundary 

(grey bars, Figure 6.4). Similar sediments from a slightly stratigraphically higher 

position yielded ages of 90ka±6ka, 91ka±2ka and 92ka±7ka, placing them at the sub-

stage 5c/b boundary.   These aeolianites were deposited along with stratified sheet-

flood gravels, suggesting that the whole upper portion of U3ii on both fans was most 

likely deposited at a time when cooler more arid stadial-like climatic conditions 

dominated; with enhanced aeolian activity, and water availability being limited to 
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rare flash flood events that rapidly reworked the dunes and some of the earlier 

debris flow gravels.  Andreucci et al., (2010) documents contemporaneous episodes 

of alluvial sedimentation that displays a similar character in the north west of 

Sardinia; comprised of debris flow and sheet flood sediments, deposited at a time of 

decreased vegetation cover (indicated by the disappearance of root traces) and 

increasing wind intensity from the north west.  

   The significant climatic deterioration that the sedimentary archives appear to 

suggest, is supported by the literature which indicates that Mediterranean sea 

surface temperatures experienced a 7-10°C cooling during the transition from 5c to 

5b (Zazo et al., 1993; Lowe and Walker, 1997;  Spötl and Mangini, 2006).  This 

dramatic cooling is of a similar magnitude to that recorded in the M40-87SL ocean 

core data, and the terrestrial data presented by Rose et al., (1999).  

MIS 5a: It is believed that this transition occurred as a result of an alignment at the 

extremes of obliquity and precession, which led to an extreme insolation minima 

(Ruddiman, 2003; Stoll et al., 2013), and illustrated in Figure 6.3a, plot iv.  A 

pronounced shift in the δ18O isotope record is reported from Greenland ice cores 

(GRIP-NGRIP), indicating that significant polar cooling took place across this 

boundary (Martrat et al., 2004; Macklin et al., 2012). A pronounced positive spike in 

the M40/87SL δ18Occ values, coupled with a marked drop in local SST suggest a 

significant climatic deterioration occurred in the western Mediterranean.  

   The sedimentary archives also evidence a phase of environmental deterioration, 

starting with reworking of the U3iii basal palaeosol as hyperconcentrated flows.   

Similar reworking of palaeosols is reported from Sardinia, as having taken place over 
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the same period of time (Andreucci et al., 2012) lending support to this being the 

result of a climatic event of regional extent. Ephemeral fluvial activity is also 

evidenced by the increased presence of channel-cuts and sheet-flood gravels 

concentrated along certain horizons. 

   Luminescence ages from the uppermost part of sub-unit U3iii continue to reinforce 

the idea of alternating climatic extremes, with extended periods of relatively high 

humidity that are interstadial in character, interspersed with brief phases (stadials 

~2-5ka in duration) of aridity; with ephemeral fluvial reworking (grey bars, Figure 

6.4) of the resulting aeolian sediments soon after deposition (Fornós et al., 2009).    

6.4.2.4 Marine Isotope Stage 4 climatic variability and fluvial response 

   Luminescence ages suggest that ephemeral fluvial activity was coincident with, or 

followed stadial events across the MIS 5/4 boundary and on to ~60ka (grey bars, 

Figure 6.4).  After each stadial event the modest climatic amelioration that followed 

would have seen a return to the more characteristically humid conditions that 

prevailed for much of the Dansgaard-Oeschger interstadials; typified by a slight 

recovery of SST and less seasonal constrainment of precipitation.  This resulted in a 

relative increase in humidity (Figure 6.4), higher rates of weathering, and the gradual 

recovery for a time, of dense vegetation cover stabilising all but the steepest slopes.   

   Flash flooding associated with ephemeral fluvial activity, and increased run-off 

could have continued during the initial stages of recovery from the stadials, and this 

would have not only reworked the aeolian sediments.  Significant thicknesses of 

debris flow sediments also accumulated around this time, derived from weathered 
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materials sourced higher in the catchments.  The initiation of sediment gravity flows 

on the alluvial fan slopes could have resulted from remobilising the large 

accumulations of weathered material stored in higher parts of the catchments, and 

not yet stabilised by the significantly reduced vegetation cover.   

   While it is suggested that humidity levels remained high during the latter part of 

MIS5a and after the first part of MIS4 (Moreno et al., 2012; and Figure 6.4), 

temperatures gradually declined (M40/87SL data; Rose et al., 1999; Sánchez-Goñi et 

al., 2008; Fletcher et al., 2010), and sedimentary archives on both fan systems clearly 

indicate several phases of major activity on the fan surfaces taking place at this time.  

Clearly the coincidence of falling sea level and low insolation values coupled with the 

increased severity of successive stadial events combined in such a way that limited 

the amount of environmental recovery that was possible in between (Penaud et al., 

2011). Hence the significant footprint left by the substantial accumulations of 

sedimentary material across MIS5a, MIS4 and on into the first half of MIS3.  

6.4.2.5 Marine Isotope Stage 3 climatic variability and fluvial response 

   The long term trend towards increased regional aridity continued on into MIS 3 

(Figure 6.4 and; Combrourieu-Nebout et al., 2002; Bout-Roumazeilles et al., 2007; 

Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008; Fletcher et al., 2010; Moreno et al., 2012).  This period 

was characterised not only by decreasing humidity but also by SST averaging ~14°C; 

the Uk
37 alkenone data from M40/87SL indicates that temperatures often fell much 

lower.  Increasing positive δ18Occ values indicate a sustained period of ice 

accumulation in the Northern Hemisphere; this was also matched by a gradual but 
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sustained fall in global sea level.  Solar insolation values initially remained close to 

500Wm2, before gradually falling away to ~460Wm2 by 25ka.    

   While humidity and therefore precipitation initially appear to have remained at a 

level high enough for significant soil development to take place (evidenced by the 

thick soil at the base of Unit U3iv) and possibly to sustain significant vegetation cover 

(evidenced by the periodic expansion of forest taxa in Figure 6.4), the fall was 

enough that weathering rates were significantly affected.  Accumulation of 

weathered material higher in the catchment declined sharply around this time, 

greatly reducing the volume of sediment gravity flows. 

   Luminescence ages indicate that fan aggradation was still taking place between 

54ka±4ka and 44ka±2ka, but also that thicknesses were greatly reduced and 

contained a significant component of fluvially reworked material (soil, aeolianite and 

debris flow sediments).  Rose et al., (1999), Fornόs et al., (2009), Rodriguez-Vidal et 

al., (2010), and Andreucci et al., (2010a,b) all document sedimentation of a similar 

character taking place at this time.  The dated Mallorcan sediments appear to share 

a close association with series of sharp falls in local SST, one of which had a duration 

of ~3ka.  This coincides with a rapid fall in sea surface temperatures in the Alboran 

Sea (south west of Mallorca) that has been linked to a major and severe Heinrich 

Stadial event, also with a 3ka duration spanning 50ka to 47ka (Pérez-Folgado et al., 

2003; Moreno et al., 2004; Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008; Wolff et al., 2010).   

   While it would be unwise to try and conclusively link the timing of sedimentation to 

specific stadial events (due to the 1σ errors assigned to the ages), the evidence 

increasingly supports the assertion of Macklin and Lewin (2008) that a close 
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association exists between stadial events and enhanced ephemeral fluvial activity; 

transitioning from stadial to interstadial conditions may also have resulted in the 

initiation of sediment gravity flows across both fan catchments (corroborating the 

hypotheses of Bull, 1991 and Ritter et al., 1995).   

6.4.2.6 Marine Isotope Stage 2 climatic variability and fluvial response 

   Approaching the Last Glacial Maximum local SST cool further, and remain ~12°C or 

lower.  Global sea level falls rapidly to a low-stand of around 120m, and δ18Occ values 

spike reaching a peak that is higher than anything recorded during MIS 6.  This 

supports the view that continental ice volumes significantly increased at this time 

(Shackleton, 1967; 1987; Clark et al., 2002; 2009).  The large expansion of 

continental ice would have increased albedo, further enhancing the effects of the 

low insolation values experienced during MIS 2; coupled with the intensification of 

wind systems, this would have caused the fall in global temperatures, also the sea-

surface cooling, and enhanced regional aridity by way of a general reduction of the 

global hydrological cycle (Fletcher and Sánchez-Goñi, 2008). These factors would all 

have conspired to further reduce weathering rates and place additional evaporative 

stress on vegetation (evidenced by a sharp fall in the abundance of forest taxa and 

corresponding expansion of steppic taxa illustrated in Figure 6.4).  

   Reducing weathering rates and vegetation cover further would have had the effect 

of providing little new material for sediment gravity flows, while increasing the 

potential for sediment recycling due to “flashy” run-off.  Precipitation now highly 

seasonally constrained, being for the most part, entirely reduced to convectional 

summer precipitation with no winter rain (Stoll et al., 2013).   
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   It would seem reasonable to assume that dunes would have blown inland in the 

arid winter months, mobilised by north-westerly winds of increased strength; only to 

be rapidly recycled and washed back into Alcudia Bay by intense/flashy summer 

rainfall.  No evidence to support aeolian activity during MIS 2 was observed on the 

Cala Mata or Es Barrancar fans.  As much of Alcudia Bay would have been exposed at 

this time, it is surprising that no aeolianite sediments are preserved anywhere in Unit 

U4.  This suggests that both fans may have rapidly exploited the additional 

accommodation space that regression provided, expanding out into the bay, and 

effectively smothering the source of carbonate sands.   

  Luminescence ages derived from above unconformity surface C indicate a marked 

change in character of the sedimentation sometime between 39-29ka, with a shift to 

water flow dominated sedimentation.  It is interesting to note that the dated 

sediments were derived from reworked insipient palaeosols, which also contained 

terrestrial mollusc and mammalian remains. This indicates that there were at least 

three brief episodes of climatic amelioration during MIS 2.   

 

6.5 Humid/arid Dansgaard-Oeschger variability and fluvial system response 

6.5.1 Introduction  

  The previous sections in this chapter documented in some detail the sensitivity of 

Mallorcan alluvial archives and local marine proxy records to allogenic forcing 

resulting from sub-orbital North Atlantic climate variability associated with 

Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) oscillations, and episodes of iceberg discharge in the 
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North Atlantic: the Heinrich Stadial events. Therefore, these sequences document 

not only a high resolution chronological framework for local alluvial sedimentation, 

but also provide an insight into how this was driven by the climatic evolution of the 

wider region over the last 200ka. In particular, there emerges a clear association 

between persistent incursions of cold air masses into the western Mediterranean 

that resulted in dramatic falls in local SST, and episodic ephemeral fluvial activity.  

The mechanism broadly driving this response stems from a specific set of climatic 

components that originate in the North Atlantic. 

 6.5.2 Regional climatic scenarios during Dansgaard-Oeschger stadial and 

interstadial phase oscillations in the western Mediterranean 

  The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is responsible for much of the climate 

variability in the western Mediterranean at the present day, and most likely very 

similar climatic parameters were in operation during the last glacial cycle (Bout-

Roumazeilles et al., 2007; Sanchez-Goni et al., 2002; Cacho et al., 2000; Moreno et 

al., 2002).  Dansgaard-Oeschger stadial/interstadial phase oscillations bear some 

resemblance to the NAO, but operating over much longer timescales.  It is this 

similarity that is the proposed mechanism responsible for the alternating climatic 

scenarios presented in Figure 6.5; the climatic parameters involved are expanded 

upon as follows:  

6.6.2.1 Heinrich/Dansgaard-Oeschger stadials  

   These cold phases are typified by regional scale aridity, enhanced north-west 

winds, plus cooler than present mean annual temperatures. Stadial events relate to 

strong high pressure cell development in the tropical Atlantic (Azores High).  This 
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situation was akin to the positive phase of the present day North Atlantic Oscillation, 

but operating on a millennial rather than a decadal timescale.  As with the positive 

phase of an NAO, during D-O stadials a higher pressure gradient exists between a 

strengthening Azores High and a weak Icelandic depression.  As the Azores High 

strengthens it expands northwards; this results in a corresponding northward shift 

and strengthening of north-westerly winds.  

   D-O stadials and a positive phase NAO also result in regionally enhanced aridity 

over southern Europe.   This results from the southward expansion of cold air over 

relatively warm western Mediterranean surface waters, triggering cyclonic cell 

formation, and drawing drier desert air from the Sahara further north.  This appears 

to be consistent with observations of periods of enhanced windblown dust of desert 

origin occurring during glacial/stadial episodes (Moreno et al., 2002; Sánchez-Goñi et 

al., 2002; Bout-Roumazeilles et al., 2007; Andreucci et al., 2010a). 

   A second mechanism exists for enhancing aridity that would have been of 

particular significance during the more severe Heinrich Stadials.  North Atlantic Deep 

Water (NADW) formation becomes less efficient during stadials;  at these times the 

North Atlantic became more stratified, and ice cover extended much further south 

preventing/reducing the formation and sinking of dense surface waters in the 

Norwegian Sea (Duplessy et al., 1980; Shackleton et al., 1983; Boyle and Keigwin, 

1987; Elliot et al., 2002).   This resulted in a higher temperature gradient between 

lower latitudes and the pole during stadials as heat was not as efficiently moved 

north from tropics (Schmidt et al., 2006; Harrison and Sánchez-Goñi, 2010).  As a 

result high latitude waters would have been much colder reducing atmospheric 
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humidity (Boyle and Keigwin, 1987). Coincident with the southward migration of cold 

polar water (the effects of which are evidenced as far south as the Alboran Sea in the  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.5 The alternating regimes of Dansgaard-Oeschger climatic oscillations in the western 

Mediterranean; stadial phases are typified by regional scale aridity, enhanced north-west 

winds, plus cooler than present mean annual temperatures, and interstadials phases are 

characterised by warmer more humid conditions, alongside weaker north-westerlies.  Stadial 

events relate to strong high pressure cell development in the tropical Atlantic (Azores High).  

This situation was akin to the positive phase of the present day NAO, but operating on a 

millennial rather than a decadal timescale.  During the positive phase of an NAO the higher 

pressure gradient between the strong Azores High and Icelandic depression results in a 

northward drift and strengthening of north-westerly winds.  A positive phase NAO also results 

in regionally enhanced aridity over southern Europe, and a strong ephemeral fluvial response.   

Dansgaard-Oeschger interstadials reflect the reverse situation similar to that of the negative 

phase NAO, where the pressure gradient between the Azores High and Icelandic Low decreases.  

This causes north-westerlies to weaken and shift south, resulting in increased moisture 

availability the western Mediterranean.  This enhances rates of weathering and soil 

development, but produces no significant fluvial response (after Moreno et al., 2002; 2004; 

2005; map adapted from Wikipedia: Blank_maps, 2009).   

 

 
 
 

Redacted due to copyright 
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western Mediterranean) is the northward expansion of the Azores High (Moreno et 

al., 2005; Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008; Naughton et al., 2009).  This expansion would 

have blocked moisture supply to westerly and north-westerly winds, and therefore 

reduced the amount available for precipitation to the east and south-east, further 

enhancing aridity.    

   The stadial induced reduction in NADW would have led to a weakening or 

shutdown of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC); weakening of 

the thermo-haline AMOC has been implicated in the southern displacement of the 

Intertropical Convergence Zone and a decrease in Northern Hemisphere monsoon 

activity.  This would also have resulted in drier conditions in the North Atlantic, 

North Africa and southern Europe (Harrison and Sánchez-Goñi, 2010).    

   Moisture supply would have been further reduced by funnelling of cold air masses 

originating in the North Atlantic between the Alps and Pyrenees (Kuhlemann et al., 

2008).   This would have had the effect of cooling and dehumidifying the air further, 

due to the presence of extensive glaciers in these mountainous regions (Kuhlemann 

et al., 2008).  The frequency and persistence of incursions from this direction may 

have been increased by a more southerly position of the Polar Front at these times 

(Bard et al., 1990; Cacho et al., 2001; Roucoux et al., 2005; Drysdale et al., 2009; 

Eynaud et al., 2009).   

   This additional cooling would have reduced contributions from evaporation, so 

cold dry air from north would not pick up significant moisture as it moved over the 

Gulf of Lyon; from the west, air masses would also have become increasingly 
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dehumidified for very similar reasons as they passed up and over glaciated regions of 

the north-west Iberian Peninsula and Pyrenees.   

    In the Gulf of Lyon upwelling of cooler water is driven by the westerly winds 

(Kuhlemann et al., 2008); therefore, strengthening of the north-westerly wind 

regime would have enhanced cooling of north-western Mediterranean SST (Rohling 

et al., 1998; Cacho et al., 1999).  There is strong evidence to support more powerful 

cooling during stadial episodes than those elsewhere in the Mediterranean (Rohling 

et al., 1998; Kuhlemann et al. 2008). As well as sea surface cooling, the 

intensification of the north-westerly wind system would most likely have increased 

evaporative stress on plants in the region (Fletcher and Sánchez-Goñi, 2008). 

   These incursions of colder dryer air over the western Mediterranean surface 

waters, coupled with enhanced cooling in the Gulf of Lyon would have favoured 

convection of moist air only during the months with warmest SST, resulting in locally 

enhanced summer precipitation (Kuhlemann et al., 2008); but this would also have 

resulted in reduced volumes of winter precipitation (Stoll et al., 2013).   There exists 

the possibility that during the coldest D-O stadials and the Heinrich Stadials, that 

there would have been no winter precipitation at all. The “flashy” type precipitation 

that resulted at times of enhanced regional aridity would certainly have been 

infrequent enough to allow aeolian dune formation and migration, but was also 

concentrated enough to produce the strong ephemeral fluvial response recorded in 

the alluvial archives of north-east of Mallorca.    
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6.5.2.2 Dansgaard-Oeschger interstadials 

Interstadial phases are characterised by longer periods where warmer more humid 

conditions prevailed, alongside weaker north-westerlies.  Dansgaard-Oeschger 

interstadials reflect a situation similar to that of the negative phase NAO, where the 

pressure gradient between the Azores High and Icelandic Low decreases (Moreno et 

al., 2005).  More efficient NADW formation as a function of reduced ice cover on the 

Norwegian Sea would have led to a strengthening of the AMOC, resulting in a 

reduced temperature gradient between the tropics and the North Atlantic polar 

region (Harrison and Sánchez-Goñi, 2010).   

   As the Azores High shifted southwards, this allowed mid-latitude (moisture rich) 

Atlantic storms to enter the western Mediterranean regionally enhancing levels of 

humidity (Moreno et al., 2005; Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008; Naughton et al., 2009).   

The return to a normally functioning thermo-haline AMOC would also have allowed a 

northern shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), increasing the influence 

of the Northern Hemisphere monsoon and further enhancing humidity in North 

Africa and southern Europe (Naughton et al., 2009; Harrison and Sanchez-Goni, 

2010).    

   The return to a state of higher moisture availability would not only have increased 

the amount of annual rainfall falling in the region, it would also have greatly reduced 

the degree of seasonality that was so characteristic of precipitation patterns during 

the stadial phases.   Vegetation would have responded with a change in both the 

density of ground cover, and also the type, with a clear shift from xerophytes 
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towards more thermophilous species (Combourieu-Nebout et al., 2002; Sánchez-

Goñi et al., 2002).   

   While the literature appears to suggest that vegetation displays no substantial lag 

in response to major climatic oscillations (Lotter et al., 1992; Ammann et al., 2000; 

Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008; Fletcher et al., 2010), being essentially synchronous with 

SST change.  In reality these responses would not have been instantaneous, but 

precise temporal resolution is difficult to discern with the shifts most likely being 

sub-millennial/centennial in duration (Ljungqvist, 2009; Aranbarri et al., 2014); for 

timescales in excess of 20ka this would easily be lost within the 1 σ errors associated 

with luminescence dating methods.   

   A delayed response however brief, was considered to be of significance to this 

study because the initial return to higher moisture availability would have resulted in 

larger volumes of precipitation; this would have fallen over a denuded landscape, 

with vegetation cover that had yet to recover to pre-stadial levels.  While individual 

run-off events may well have been less catastrophic during the initial stages of 

climatic amelioration, overall annual volumes would have been greater, and 

therefore possessed just as much potential for slope destabilisation and the 

initiation of debris flows as flash flood events during stadials.   

   D-O interstadials were initially characterised by remobilisation of materials; with 

sediment gravity flow processes dominating, but also some evidence of 

hyperconcentrated flows.  This was then followed by extended period of fan surface 

stability, with relatively high rates of weathering and soil development.   There is no 

convincing evidence of an associated fluvial response during D-O interstadials. 
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6.5.3 The relative significance of external and internal forcing of fluvial system 

response  

   The data presented in this study reinforce the assertion that a strong causal 

relationship exists between allogenic (external) forcing, resulting from sub-

millennial/millennial scale climatic variability, and fluvial system response (Blum and 

Törnqvist, 2000; Macklin et al., 2002; Vandenberghe,  2003; Erkens et al., 2011; Wolf 

et al., 2014).  In north-east Mallorca the forcing displays a particularly strong 

allogenic (climatic) forcing component; with the climatic transitions producing the 

main phases of morphological instability (Vandenberghe, 2003), that are periodically 

evident in the sedimentary archives preserved across the catchments of this region 

(Rose et al., 1999; Fornόs et al., 2009; this study).   

    This allogenic forcing has been modulated and amplified by a number of autogenic 

(internal) forcing factors.  Climatically independent controlling factors become highly 

significant in small catchments, with basin characteristics sharing a leading role with 

vegetation in such contexts.  Gradient influences the energy available for sediment 

mobilisation and removal during episodes of ephemeral peak flow/flash floods.  

Accommodation space controls distance to erosion base (sea-level) and sediment 

storage capacity/residence time.  Both alluvial systems share steep gradients and 

very limited accommodation space in the upper sections of the catchment; this is 

controlled entirely by changes in eustatic sea-level (not tectonics).  With little 

sediment storage capacity, and steep gradients to provide large amounts of energy 

for sediment removal, the rapid and amplified response to allogenic climate forcing 

evident in these small alluvial fan systems is not surprising.   
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   Vegetation cover (or the lack thereof) not climate, is considered to be the most 

significant factor modulating the character of fluvial response within catchments 

(Vandenberghe, 2003, and references therein).  Vegetation enhances soil formation, 

a feedback mechanism which in turn leads to increasingly dense vegetation cover 

(Bogaart et al., 2003).   This results in reduced slope erosion by modifying the 

amount of runoff occurring as overland flow, while improving soil cohesion thereby 

reducing incision on all but the steepest parts of the catchment (Costin, 1980; 

Prosser et al., 1995; Hampton and Horton, 2007).   

   The repeated high amplitude millennial/sub-millennial changes in humidity 

indicated by the various marine and terrestrial proxy data presented in this study, 

produced a series of pronounced changes in the character of vegetative biomass 

across the western Mediterranean (see Figure 6.4).  When changes to, removal or 

reduction of vegetation cover crossed a certain threshold within each system, this 

clearly forced a response that was significant enough to become preserved as a 

distinct fluvial component within the sedimentary archives all along the Llavant 

Peninsula (Rose et al., 1999; Fornόs et al., 2009; this study).  Within these highly 

sensitive small catchment alluvial systems (even though the effects of this vegetative 

forcing were relatively rapid), there exists a certain lag in the response time; this has 

been however, lost within the 1σ error of the luminescence ages.  
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6.6 The role of orbital parameter induced climate forcing on fluvial response 

    The distinctive climatic characteristics of the different D-O cycles manifest in 

marine  and  terrestrial  proxy  records  are themselves  a  function of  forcing  effects  

exerted by different orbital configurations (Fletcher et al., 2010).    These are 

presented in Figure 6.6. 

    

    

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   The parameters obliquity and precession influence atmospheric circulation 

patterns at high  and  low  latitudes  (respectively)  by  means  of differential  heating 

 
Figure 6.6 The role played by the orbital parameters eccentricity (e), obliquity (degrees) and 

precession (Δ e sin Ѡ %) in climate forcing of fluvial system response over the last 200ka. 

The plot highlights a very clear association between low angles of axial tilt (obliquity 

minima) and fluvial system response (represented by the blue bars).  When an obliquity 

minima coincides with a precessional maxima (as it did around the MIS 5/4 boundary) that 

appeared to produce a particularly strong fluvial system response (after Imbrie et al., 1984). 
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of landmasses (Sánchez Goñi et al., 2008); several different orbital configurations are 

therefore possible, with each resulting in a different regional climatic scenario and 

degree of fluvial response.   

6.6.1 Obliquity maxima and precessional forcing of climate 

  Obliquity induces changes in summer insolation (June, 65° N), and these have a 

relatively strong 41 ka signal (Bosmans et al., 2015).  This can be seen in the wave-

length of the obliquity curve in Figure 6.6.  When obliquity is high insolation is 

increased, especially at higher latitudes (Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008; Fletcher et al., 

2010; Bosmans et al., 2015).  During obliquity maxima preferential high latitude 

warming occurs, resulting in ice sheet retreat (Fletcher et al., 2010).  

   Western Mediterranean climatic shifts during the last glacial cycle appear to have 

shared an association with precessional forcing (Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008).   

Therefore, when obliquity maxima are coupled with precessional maxima this orbital 

configuration would have led to D-O cycles that were dominated by interstadial 

climatic regimes that trended towards warmer (and wetter) conditions at higher 

latitudes, and also cooler wetter Mediterranean summers (Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008; 

Fletcher et al., 2010).   

   When coupled with precessional minima the D-O cycles associated with this orbital 

configuration would have been dominated by interstadial climatic regimes that 

displayed enhanced Mediterranean characteristics (Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008); with 

warmer drier summers and wet winters.   Increased moisture availability across the 

Mediterranean as a whole, appears to have been a feature of precessional minima. It 

has been suggested that this effect was reinforced by enhancement of the tropical 
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monsoon regime as a consequence of increased low latitude insolation values; 

strong warming across the ITCZ resulted (Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2008). 

6.6.2 Obliquity minima and precessional forcing of climate 

   During obliquity minima high latitude solar insolation would have been reduced, 

favouring expansion of continental ice sheets, a fall in global temperatures and a 

reduction in the global hydrological cycle (Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2002; 2008; Fletcher 

and Sánchez-Goñi, 2008).  The southward expansion of colder air would have 

eventually met drier desert air being drawn north from the Sahara Desert (Moreno 

et al., 2002; 2004; 2005; Sánchez-Goñi et al., 2002; Bout-Roumazeilles et al., 2007), 

and caused a marked reduction in moisture availability in the western 

Mediterranean.  Parts of the D-O cycles associated with this orbital configuration 

would have been more stadial-like in character.  

  Because of the strong connection with increased low latitude warming and higher 

rainfall, stadials associated with precessional minima may well have been more 

moderate in character.  Precessional maxima, with cooler and dryer winters may 

have amplified the effects of D-O stadials; this being the case, a combination of 

obliquity minima and precessional maxima should have induced the strongest fluvial 

system response in the region.  

6.6.3 Western Mediterranean fluvial system response to orbital forcing of climate 

  Fluvial system response on Mallorca displays a strong element of obliquity induced 

forcing, with each minimum since the middle of MIS 6 (every ~41 kyr) coinciding with 

some degree of ephemeral fluvial activity.  As predicted, the strongest response to a 
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minima occurred in combination with a precessional maximum across the MIS 5/4 

boundary; this configuration also resulted in three very closely spaced stadial events, 

sustained cooling of local STT and significant ice accumulation (plots v. and vi., 

Figure 6.3a).  

   Fluvial response on Mallorca is not always associated with obliquity minima.  

Luminescence dating suggests an association between fluvial activity and higher 

obliquity; towards the end of MIS 6; close to the MIS 5b/5a boundary; during the 

middle part of MIS 3; and during the Last Glacial Maximum.  The MIS 6 and MIS 

5b/5a fluvial signals occur in conjunction with precessional minima, while the MIS 3 

and MIS 2 signals appear to share a close association with precessional maxima.   

   All are associated with episodes of very abrupt SST cooling that followed rapid 

warming, suggesting that sudden reductions in the strength of the AMOC due to high 

latitude melt-water pulses may be the mechanism responsible (Seidenkrantz, 1993; 

Paillard and Labeyriet, 1994; Cacho et al., 1999; Rahmstorf, 2002; Marcott et al., 

2011).  The severity and longevity of these events probably reflects the magnitude of 

the obliquity induced melt-water pulses into the North Atlantic Deep Water 

formation centres (NADW, located in Figure 6.5).   The warming preceding the MIS 6 

and MIS 5b/5a events may have induced sustained pulses as indicated by the 

duration of low temperatures before AMOC re-established itself, but the resulting 

fluvial response was relatively weak.  The reason cooling during the MIS 3 and MIS 2 

events produced a much stronger fluvial response even though they were of much 

shorter duration, most likely relates to aridity amplified by low latitude cooling and 
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drying associated with the precessional maxima/obliquity minima orbital 

configuration.    

   While obliquity appears to have been the most significant climate forcing factor 

driving late Quaternary fluvial system response on Mallorca, the amplifying effect of 

precessional maxima played a very important role that cannot be ignored.   

 

6.7 Potential issues arising from the use of multiple proxy records 

   Despite the high degree of synchrony that exists between the different proxy 

records presented in Figure 6.3a (related to the common forcing mechanisms 

involved), there are a number of potential issues that require some comment:   

1. Sources of error and uncertainty- A degree of vagueness exists in the way 

uncertainties or errors associated to data sets are presented in the literature.  It is 

not always explicitly stated which potential sources of uncertainty and analytical 

error have been considered, and to what degree this makes cross comparison of 

data sets problematic.  With this in mind, even when they have been included the 

derivation of error bars associated with any published data should always be given 

careful consideration. 

   The planktic foraminifera δ18Ocarbonate data used in this study are influenced by 

fluctuations in global and local seawater δ18Oseawater, and to local SST (Duplessy et al., 

1991; Jouzel et al., 1994; 2000).  This is demonstrated by the close agreement of 

plots iii. (global relative sea-level) and iv. (locally derived Uk
37 alkenone SST), with 

plot v. (δ18Ocarbonate).  However, SST reconstructions using planktic foraminifera (not 
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used in this study) such as Globigerina bulloides remain associated with relatively 

large uncertainties that relate to the seasonality and living depth of foraminiferal 

species in question (Khan and Williams, 1981; Jonkers et al., 2013; Sagawa et al., 

2013). Uk
37 derived SST are considered to be more reliable, but also contain the 

potential for uncertainty (often not explicitly referenced in the literature) relating to 

the seasonality and transport of alkenones (Sachs et al., 2000; Herbert, 2003; Goni et 

al., 2004; Sicre et al., 2005).  To what degree these SST data represent seasonally 

biased mean annual values was deemed to be beyond the scope of this study. 

2. Temporal variations in response- Relative temporal lags in the response of North 

Atlantic climate system to changes in orbital parameters have been linked to the 

growth and decay of Pleistocene continental ice sheets (Imbrie et al., 1984; Tuenter 

et al., 2005).  Changes in global ice volumes lag the precession parameter by ~5ka, 

and the obliquity parameter by ~10 ka (Imbrie et al., 1992). This raises the potential 

for temporal issues in relation to specific climatic markers and proxy records aligned 

to the orbitally tuned ice core SPECMAP Timescale. Atlantic SST lags the precession 

parameter by 3-6ka (Tuenter et al., 2005). This may be highly significant in the 

context of benthic δ18Ocarbonate proxy records; in particular those beyond the reach of 

radiocarbon dating such as the majority of the orbitally tuned marine core LR04 

Benthic Stack.  Other issues related to relative temporal lags and orbital parameters 

exist, and will be mentioned again in the context of alignment methods. 

   Absolute temporal lags in the transmission of North Atlantic climatic events to the 

Mediterranean region, may not (for the most part) represent a significant problem 

because the changes are so rapid they are effectively lost within the errors that are 
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associated with any geochronological tool (Tzedakis et al., 2004).  In the context of 

the alluvial archives presented in this study, any potential time gap between 

deposition as an aeolian dune (considered to be the most likely luminescence signal 

zeroing/bleaching event) and the later fluvial reworking events, were not considered 

to be of significance.  The associated 1σ error means they are indistinguishable.   

3. Alignment methods- The combining of marine and terrestrial archives and their 

realignment with a single chronology is affected by temporal and geographical 

variation in the ages assigned to specific marker events.  Detailed investigations 

based upon multiple archives with few or no absolute dating markers require careful 

selection of the alignment method that is to be applied (Govin et al., 2015); 

alignment strategies often appear to rely upon specific climatic assumptions that are 

not always clearly stated or robust.   In the case of proxy records that extend beyond 

the range of radiocarbon dating this again raises the issue of inconsistencies and 

uncertainties.   

   Problems can be partially overcome by the use of continuous sequences that are 

well-constrained stratigraphically (Fletcher et al., 2010; Govin et al., 2015).  This study 

does have very good dating control, but this is only objectively applicable in the 

context of the Mallorcan alluvial archive chronology; it was therefore decided that 

the Marine Isotope Stages would be the most appropriate globally recognisable 

reference chronology to use for aligning all other archives (including the 

luminescence ages and associated 1σ errors).   This was not without its problems. 

   The boundaries aligned to the LR04 Benthic Stack data did not fit some the 

palaeoclimatic data and timing of Heinrich Stadial events.  Similarly there was a 
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mismatch between some of the boundaries aligned to the SPECMAP Timescale.  In 

both cases the issues were most likely related to the orbital tuning method chosen 

for each of the data sets (Tuenter et al., 2005; Thompson and Goldstein, 2006; Govin 

et al., 2015).  Where significant discrepancies between the two chronologies existed 

the boundary was aligned to coincide with a stadial event that represented the most 

proximal significant datum shift in the local proxy records.  

   In conclusion, the author fully accepts that considering the potential for multiple 

sources of unspecified temporal lag, error and uncertainty, Figure 6.3a may 

represent a grossly over simplified way of combining and aligning such complex sets 

of data.  Nevertheless it was this simple approach that was decided upon in the 

absence of any robust guidance from the available literature; and it in no way 

undermines the central premise linking late Quaternary fluvial system response on 

Mallorca to cold arid stadial episodes within the D-O oscillations. It does however 

support and reinforce the degree of caution that should be applied when trying to 

link fluvial response to any specific Heinrich Stadial event.  
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   Chapter Seven 

7.0 Conclusions: Reconstructing fluvial system response. 

7.1 Introduction 

   This thesis aims to contribute towards the on-going research relating to late 

Quaternary fluvial system response to climatic change in the western Mediterranean 

region; and this is attempted by means of presenting new geochronological and 

palaeoenvironmental information obtained from the sedimentary archives of the 

Cala Mata, and Es Barrancar fan systems, north-east Mallorca. There is also an 

attempt to synthesise and explore the relationships between sedimentary geology, 

ephemeral fluvial response, and orbitally driven climate forcing (Chapter 6).  

  The basis for this study was established by first deducing the depositional system 

under which each unit was formed, using allostratigraphy, lithofacies analysis and 

interpretation (Chapter 4); and then by establishing a sound sampling strategy that 

resulted in a high resolution luminescence chronology (Chapter 5).  

   All sedimentary units were identified and correlated using the sedimentary 

processes that formed them, the observed sediment body geometry, the nature of 

any unconformities/major bounding surfaces, and their relative stratigraphic field 

relationships. The two fans were found to share four discontinuity bounded alluvial 

units; of these, Units U1 and U3 were identified as being deposited in a system 

dominated by sediment gravity flow processes; Unit U2 was identified as resulting 

from a system dominated by wind flow processes; and Unit U4 was identified as 

resulting from deposition in a water flow dominated system.  It should be noted that 

the formulation of allostratigraphy was initially provisional (as presented in Figure 
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4.1a/b), pending formal modification after the results of the luminescence dating 

were received (Figure 6.1a/b).  

   The luminescence dating in combination with proxy data from M40-87SL 

indentified significant phases of ephemeral fluvial activity appearing to coincide with 

cold arid stadial phases of Dansgaard-Oeschger oscillations, with climate forcing 

resulting from specific sets of orbital parameters. In particular, the orbital 

configuration leading up to and across the MIS 5/4 boundary appears to have 

produced a particularly strong fluvial response that was also accompanied by the 

emplacement of significant thicknesses of debris flow sediments.   An unmistakable 

obliquity forced climate component that resulted in episodic severe restrictions to 

moisture supply on a regional scale is imprinted upon western Mediterranean fluvial 

response. 

   The study concludes with a palaeoenvironmental reconstruction of late Quaternary 

alluvial fan evolution on Mallorca.  In the section that follows the luminescence ages, 

sedimentary evidence from the alluvial/fluvial archives, climate, and sea-level proxy 

data are presented as a series of 8 conceptual models.  In combination Figure 7.1 A. 

to H. forms a summary account of the sequence of events responsible for the 

emplacement of the sedimentary units described in this thesis.  
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7.2 Conceptual models and summary account 

7.2.1 Conceptual model of the study area during MIS 6, highlighting the prevailing 

stadial climatic regime and sedimentary processes that were wind dominated 

(Figure 7.1 A).   

   Unit U2 sits unconformably upon Unit U1, and is bounded by unconformity surface 

A. at its base.  A radical change in both climate and the dominant sedimentary 

process occurs across this boundary, as evidenced by the presence of lithofacies 

association Set, Sedp and Sel.  Derived from aeolianite sediments sourced from 

Alcudia Bay, Unit U2 yielded luminescence ages spanning between 151ka±14ka and 

131ka±11ka; the luminescence dating results, alluvial archives and marine proxy data 

(outlined in Figure 6.2) all support the assertion that this was an extended episode 

characterised by regional scale aridity.  Much of this episode shares a close 

association with an obliquity minimum (Figure 6.4) that would have resulted in 

subdued insolation values.  

   Sedimentation within both fan systems was primarily aeolian in character, with 

extensive dune fields developing as aeolianite sediments are driven inland by 

enhanced north-westerly winds.  There are indications of rapid reworking by 

ephemeral fluvial activity, with only limited preservation of the aeolian dunes 

themselves.   Fluvial response would have been restricted to the coldest climatic 

episodes with the highest seasonal constrainment of rainfall, when heavy 

convectional summer precipitation led to flash flooding.   

   The intense bioturbation evident in the upper section of a preserved parabolic 

dune at 0527465 4400737 indicates colonisation and stabilisation by vegetation. This 
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is also suggestive of climatic amelioration and increased moisture availability leading 

up to the Eemian Interglacial. 

7.2.2 Conceptual model of the study area during MIS5e, highlighting the prevailing 

interglacial climatic regime with an emphasis upon alternating pedogenic and 

sediment gravity flow processes (Figure 6.3 B).   

   Bounded by unconformity surface B. at its base, a lithofacies association composed 

of Wsp and Wm forms the lowest part of Unit U3. The alluvial archives observed in 

the lowest part of the unit are suggestive of a significant climatic amelioration, which 

coincides with an obliquity maximum/precessional minimum (Figure 6.4), and the 

highest insolation values during the last 200ka. Luminescence ages between 

128ka±12ka and 115ka±12ka, constrain the Eemian Interglacial climatic optimum 

when humid warm conditions prevailed, encouraging relatively high rates of 

weathering and allowing thick palaeosols to develop across both fan systems.  

Vegetation cover was extensive, stabilising all but the steepest of slopes for much of 

this time.   

   The palaeosols developed from sediment gravity flows that were later reworked 

and moved down-slope as hyperconcentrated flows; this marks a rapid climatic 

deterioration and possibly a reduction in the amount of fan surface covered by 

vegetation towards the end of MIS5e and on into MIS5d.  Marine proxy records from 

ocean core site M40-87SL (Figure 6.2, plots v and vi) record a ~5°C fall in local sea 

surface temperature, coupled with a shift to strongly positive δ18Occ values towards 

the end of the Eemian. 
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7.2.3 Conceptual model of the study area during MIS 5d, MIS 5c and MIS 5b when a 

Dansgaard-Oeschger interstadial climatic regime prevailed and sediment gravity 

flow processes dominated (Figure 6.3 C).    

   Directly above the reworked Eemian palaeosols, Unit U3 is dominated by debris 

flow lithofacies Gbm, Gwbm and Gcp, with minor components of lithofacies Wm, 

Gcp and Sec.  Relatively high weathering rates continued in response to the 

prevailing warm and humid conditions. A sustained increase in regional moisture 

availability resulted in significant accumulations of weathered materials, and 

repeated episodes of soil development across both fan systems.   

   Luminescence ages indicate significant reworking events at ~108ka±8ka and 

~90ka±6ka of palaeosols as hyperconcentrated flows (Wm, Gcp); there is also a 

suggestion of an addition phase of ephemeral fluvial reworking of the aeolian dunes 

(as indicated by the presence of Sec), again at around 90ka.  Both reworking events 

sit either side of obliquity and precessional maxima (Figure 6.4), and are coincident 

with eustatic sea level low stands, solar insolation values below 500Wm2, declining 

sea surface temperatures, and positive δ18Occ values (Figure 6.2, plots iii, iv, v and vi). 

 

7.2.4 Conceptual model of the study area during episodic Heinrich Stadial events, 

characterised by a marked short-term cooling and drying of the climate, and a brief 

switch to wind dominated sedimentary processes (Figure 6.3 D).   

   Luminescence ages strongly indicate several brief phases (~2-5ka in duration) of 

enhanced aeolian activity occurring during MIS 5b, across the MIS 5a/MIS 4 

boundary, and MIS 3.  These episodes may in fact be synchronous with Heinrich 

Stadial events taking place in the North Atlantic.  The majority of these stadial events 
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coincide with thermal minima in sea surface temperature and positive spikes in 

δ18Occ values (Figure 6.2, plots v and vi).   

    None of the aeolian dunes themselves are preserved but have been rapidly 

reworked by fluvial activity.  The ephemeral character of this fluvial response is 

indicative of a temporary switch to more arid conditions that resulted in rainfall 

patterns typified by occasional heavy convectional summer precipitation.  

Smothering of the landscape by migrating dunes, coupled with aridity would have 

significantly reduced vegetation cover enhancing the effects of any runoff resulting 

from this highly seasonally constrained rainfall.   

    Within Unit U3 the repeated presence of lithofacies Sec, Sel and Sedp suggests the 

presence of a crude depositional cyclicity, with aridity and enhanced aeolian activity 

punctuated by fleeting episodes of fluvial reworking; but all occurring within a longer 

term trend where an interstadial climatic regime prevailed, but moisture availability 

was gradually declining alongside temperature.  The strongest response occurred as 

a result of an orbital configuration where an obliquity minimum (that lowered high 

latitude insolation) coincided with a precessional maximum (that lowered moisture 

availability on a regional scale). 
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7.2.5 Conceptual model of the study area during MIS 5a and MIS 4, highlighting the 

continued dominance of interstadial conditions and sediment gravity flow processes 

(Figure 6.3 E).  

   This part of Unit U3 is typified by a significant thickness of sediments dominated by debris 

flow lithofacies Gbm, Gwbm and Gwc.  These sediments were derived from accumulations 

of weathered materials higher in the catchments inferring the overall dominance of a still 

warm (but cooling; Figure 6.2, plot v), and relatively humid climate typical of the prevailing 

interstadial conditions at this time.   

    The presence of minor lithofacies components Wsp and Wm is significant, appearing to 

indicate periods of fan surface inactivity of a long enough duration for some palaeosol 

development to take place, and that this was then followed by episodes of reworking as 

hyperconcentrated flows.  Facies Gcp suggests a number of phases where fluvial reworking 

of earlier debris flows took place.    

   Luminescence ages associated with these facies imply reworking coincident with or 

following stadial events between 75-60ka (see Figure 6.2, plot i and Stadials).  Significant 

reductions in vegetation cover during the stadial-like events would again have greatly 

enhanced the effects of “flashy” seasonally constrained precipitation, by destabilising slopes 

and enhancing the remobilisation of accumulated weathered materials perched thereon, 

across both fan systems.   
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7.2.6 Conceptual model of the study area during the first half of MIS 3, highlighting 

the changing character of the prevailing interstadial climate with a trend 

developing towards significantly cooler more arid conditions (Figure 6.3 F).   

   The upper part of Unit U3 is dominated by debris flow lithofacies Gwc and Gbm, 

with a minor component of reworked palaeosol lithofacies WSp and Wm.  While it 

would appear that conditions remained humid enough for some soil development to 

have taken place in the earliest parts of MIS 3, the decreasing moisture availability 

and falling temperatures (Figure 6.2, plot v), would have significantly reduced 

weathering rates and therefore impacted the volume of any debris flows generated 

at this time.   

   Luminescence ages derived from the palaeosols indicate that reworking as 

hyperconcentrated flows was taking place between 54ka±4ka and 44ka±2.  These 

ages correlate well with those obtained from fluvially reworked aeolianites 

(lithofacies Sedp, Sel and Sec); this provides further evidence of a close association 

between the stadial-like events, ephemeral fluvial response and the initiation of 

sediment gravity flows across both fan catchments.   

   This occurred as a consequence of regional aridity amplified by low latitude cooling 

and drying, coupled with melt-water pulse weakening of the AMOC, which was 

driven by the precessional maximum/obliquity minimum orbital configuration 

(Figure 6.4).    
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7.2.7 Conceptual model of the study area during the second half of MIS 3 and on 

into MIS 2, highlighting the continued climatic deterioration leading up to the Last 

Glacial Maximum (Figure 6.3 G).   

   Unit U4 sits unconformably upon Unit U3, and is bounded by unconformity surface 

C. at its base.  A radical change in both climate and the dominant sedimentary 

process occurs across this boundary, driven by the onset of fully glacial conditions.  

Temperature decreased significantly (sustained thermal minima below 10°C ~20ka), 

and δ18Occ values increased to positive values higher than those reached in MIS6 

(Figure 6.2, plots v and vi).  This unit is characterised by fluvial reworking of material 

from earlier sediment gravity flows (lithofacies Gbm, Gwc and Gdp), insipient 

palaeosol and aeolian sediments (lithofacies WSp and Sec).   

   The decreasing insolation values produced by an obliquity minimum further 

reduced mean annual sea surface temperatures, resulting in significantly lower 

humidity. These transpired to reduce weathering rates and vegetation cover further; 

destabilising slopes but providing little new material for sediment gravity flows.  The 

long-term trend saw precipitation becoming increasingly seasonally constrained.  

The winter months would have been characterised by enhanced aridity, higher 

north-westerly wind velocities and no rainfall.  Episodic Heinrich Stadial events 

magnified all of these climatic effects.  

   Luminescence ages obtained from WSp and Sec again appear to maintain that 

there is a close association between stadial events and reworking by ephemeral 

fluvial activity (albeit, in some cases, in the form of sediment charged 
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hyperconcentrated flows).  The exposure of large areas of Alcudia Bay by sea levels 

~100m below present values, would have provided a great deal of additional 

accommodation space, allowing fan expansion out over much of the bay.   This may 

have limited the availability of carbonate sand, starving any aeolian dunes of new 

material.    

7.2.8 Conceptual model of the study area during the Holocene, highlighting the 

prevailing interglacial climatic regime (Figure 6.3 H).   

   The persistence of warm humid conditions, coupled with the apparent cessation of 

episodic stadial events encouraged relatively high rates of weathering and the 

growth of extensive vegetation cover.  With little evidence of significant Holocene 

fan surface activity other than the incision of fan trenches, the emphasis has shifted 

away from active sedimentation dominated by water flow, wind flow, or sediment 

gravity flow processes towards pedogenic modification of pre-existing deposits.  This 

is evidenced by the development of lithofacies Wm from upper-most MIS 2 

lithofacies Gbm and Gwc across both the Cala Mata and Es Barrancar fan systems. 

 

7.3 Concluding remarks 

   For the last two glacial cycles (~200ka), long-term orbital forcing of climate has 

controlled the regional availability of water, which itself has imprinted itself upon the 

manner of fluvial system response recorded in the alluvial archives on Mallorca.   

   Different orbital configurations have resulted in forcing that produced a series of 

subtly different climatic scenarios, each with a distinct sedimentary response.  

Obliquity, with its controlling effect upon high latitude insolation appears to have 

played the most obvious role, by exerting a powerful influence upon global 
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temperature and humidity levels; and affecting the AMOC via continental ice 

accumulation and melt-water pulses.   But it is precession, with its role in controlling 

regional moisture availability, which appears to have significantly influenced the 

intensity of fluvial response on Mallorca and in the wider western Mediterranean.  

   The hypothesis that a strong correlation exists between precession, low latitude 

temperatures, moisture availability, intensity and direction of prevailing winds, 

changes in the position of the Azores High, and of the ITCZ requires further temporal 

quantification.  Therefore, it is the development of additional high resolution 

chronologies using alluvial/fluvial archives from key localities at more southerly 

latitudes (such as the Atlantic coast of North Africa and the Canary Islands, down to 

tropical West Africa) that should be assigned a high priority for future work. 
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